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NOTICE
The results, of the OAST Space Technology Workshop which was
held at Madison College, Harrisonburg, Virginia, Augua[ 3 -
15, 1975 are contained in the following reports:
1
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
t
'P VOL I DATA PROCESSING AND TRANSFER
i VOL II SENSING AND DATA ACQUISITION
VOL III NAVIGATION, GUIDANCE, AND CONTROL
VOL IV POWER
VOL V PROPULSION
_. VOL Vl STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICS
VOL VII MATERIALS
VOL VIII THERMAL CONTROL
! VOL IX ENTRY
VOL X BASIC RESEARCH
VOL Xl LIFE SUPPORT
Copies of these reports may be obtained by contacting:
NASA - LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
ATTN: 418/CHARLES I. TYNAN, JR.
HAMPTON, VA. 23665
COMMERCIAL TELEPHONE: 804/827-3666
FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM: 928-3666
1977006971-002
zz_ (1)
Title: Laser Heating of Propellants
Objective: L_aluate the concepts ar_/establish the potential feasi-
bility of propulsion by direct heating of propellant via a
laser beam transmitted from a remote source.
, J
Descri_tic_: The system _uld contain a laser source and associated
steering system and an on-board thrust system which wuuld
receive the laser beam and efficiently convert the beam
energy to sensible propellant enthalpy. Propellant is
then expanded to high exhaust velocity.
Justification: %_e unique characteristics of laser light offer t_e
potential of efficient transmission of large quantities
of energy through space. Absorbtion of this ene_p]
and subsequent conversion into useful propellant _ork
presents an advanced option for mission capability
by having a remote energy source and independent con-
trol of specific impulse and choice of propellant.
Laser powered systems offer the possibility of specific
impulse well in excess of i000 seconds.
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1977006971-003
Ilia (2)
Title: Laser and Mi_ve Electric Propulsion
Objective: To complete the experimental characterization and conceptual
design laser and microwave power transmission and conversion
in space for primary electric propulsion.
Description: Visible _velength laser energy and/or microwave beamed
energy from an orbiting spacecraft or other remote site
is transmitted to ot/_r vehicles (orbiting satellites or
surface rovers) and is _ converted to electrical energy
to be utilized for propulsion. Conceptual definition is
required for proper evaluation of the technology.
Justification: _ proposed tecl_nology represents an opportunity,
among other applications, to utilize "mother-daughter"
vehicle operations at the outer planets, where solar
Ix_er is not available. In order to adequately compare
this technology to other system%scarried to a higher
level of the state of t/leart, advancement of the
technology is essential. If the resulting zoncepts
prove to be promising, fu-hher tec_mology advance_/it
c_n then be r_ed.
j
l
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1977006971-004
IIIIB (I) a
Title: Auxiliary Electric Propulsion System with _rcury Bfm%bardment
Thrusters
Objective: To bring to a state of demonstrated technology readiness
attitude control and stationkeeping systems for geosyncronous
satellites using mercury bc_ardment thrusters.
i
Description: The auxiliary electric propulsion program consists of the '
technology demonstration of subsystem elements; integration
of these eleme_ts into a system, definition of syste_
interfaces, and verification of system perfonnance
parameters, lifetime and reliability. The major elements
of an auxiliary propulsion system consist of a thruster,
power processor, thrust vectoring subsystem, propellant
supply and distribution system, and associated structural
and thermal control elements. North-South stationkeeping
is re_ired for most geosyncroncus satellites and becomes
particularly important for advanced t/freeaxis stabilized
systems in order to i_prove overall ground and space
system costs.
Justification: The potential advantages of a high specxfic impulse
electric propulsion statienkeeping system have been
doctm_ented by many studies. In particular, large mass
savings and ir._roved precision of control for geosynchronous
satellites may be obtained b_ use of this technology.
j
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1977006971-005
I i
ii_ (l_ b
Title: Solar Electric Primary Propulsion Thrust Subsystem
Objective: To bring to a state of tedhnology readiness a primary
solar electric propulsion thrust subsystem with mercury
bombardment thrusters.
t
Description: %_e Primary propulsion subsystem technology program
consists of the technology demmnstration of the several
key subsystem __lements; integration of these elements
into a representative subsystem; definition of the sub-
system interfaces; and verification of subsystem per-
formance parameters, lifetime, and reliability. The
major subsystem elements include mercury 30-cm electron
b(r._lr_.,entthrusters, power processors, thrust vector
m6c,_lisms, thrust sybsystem controller, an electrically
iso]/,ted propellant aupply and distribution system, and
appz_Jpriately scaled solar array system.
Justification: _&any studies have shown the benefits--both in terms of
performance and expansion of the NASA mission set
capability--of the use of a high specific impulse,
]tigh performance propulsion system. In particular,
significant payload and performance benefits accrue
via use of t/tistechnology for high energy, perf_
sensitive missions, such as interplanetary transpor-
tation for out-of-the ecliptic and comet rendezvous,
and low-earth to geosynchronous orbit and on-orbit
operations for large space systems. Other character-
istics, such as low thrust and variability of operating
performance parameters, allow for precision in trajectory
and attitude control and increased flexibility in launch
opportunities for selected missions.
R_0DUCmK/_ OF THB
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]97700697]-006
IIIB (i) c
Title: Electric Propulsion with Low-Molecular Weight Propellants
Objective: To provide the technology for low cost, high specific
impulse, low-molecular weight propellant propulsion
systems for transportation and on-orbit operations for
very large spaoe systems in near earth environment.
Description: This technology program w_uld first provide the
critical element technology for a low-molecular
weight propellant electric _t thruster
propulsion system using the solar electric mercury
thruster system technology as a baseline. Sufficient
thrust subsystem parametric data would be obtaLned
to allow t/mely-low risk technology transfer to very
large electric propulsion systems which utilize high
thrust density MPD electric thruster systems with the
same light fuels.
Justification: The development of the shuttle earth-to-low orbit
transportation capability will allow the use of
a very large space system to satisfy a large variety
of national requirements and priorities. The trans-
portation and on-orbit operation of the large space
systems require very high energy propulsion systems
and large _ts of propellant. The use of plentiful,
c|_.ap, and inert propellants operated at specific
impulses between about 3000 and i0,050 sec. will
significantly decrease costs and the o_,,_rallenvi-
ronmental impact over that with chemical systems.
l
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]97700697]-007
T I
IIIB (2)
Title: Solar l_ated HydrDgen Propulsion
Objective: To develop t_hnology for a propulsion system usix@ solar
energy to heat stored hydrogen for propulsion of a t_-ty_
vehicle.
Description: Conduct conceptual design studies, system trade-off
studies, and preliminary design of the system. Perform
technology program covering the collector, receiver,
thrusters, and other system components and conduct
systems tests tests to bring technology to mturity
by 1985.
Justification: Solar heated H_ propulsion provides a low thrust,
high specific n,pulse system suitable for trans-
porting payloads from low earth orbit to geosynchronous
orbit or escape velocity. The system is relatively
simple and would have low development cost ccmpared
to cumpetingapproaches.
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1977006971-008
f
I
t
_T_ (3)
Title: Solar Sails
Qbjective: Acquire the tec/u_logy for space application of very
large solar sails for interplanetary spacecraft.
Description: Alt_inized mylar solar sails with area dimensions
on the o._er of 1000m and a mass of 500-2500 kg
for space vehicle applicati(ms is desired.
Justification- Solar sails, because no on-board propellants are
required, can become very efficient for inner
solar system missions. Solar sail mass, system
lifetime, deployment reliability, and attitude
dynamics are key to mission applications.
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1977006971-009
I)EI.'INITI()N OF TEC HNOI.()GY I{EQUIREM ENT N(). I-A- (1)a
I TI';('IINt)I.()t;YI{EQUII{EMENT (TITI.E):F_N_H, PAGE 1 OF 3
L _ L4
S/C Propulsion Subsystem
'2.TE('IIN()I.C)(;YCATEGORY: Propulsion
3. ()BJE('TIVI':/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:Desisn, fabricate, assemble, and
test a flifihtwelght, blowdown blpropellant propulsion subsystem utilizln_
LF2N2H/_ for planetary spacecrafts.
I ('L:I{I{I,_'NTSTATE ;)ItART: The feasibility of utilizin_ a fluorinated
oxidizer and an amine fuel has been demonstrated in seml-heavywelght system.
HAS BEEN CARRIFD TO LEVEL 3
5. [)I.;St'iHi'TI(LN)I.'TI'WIIN()I.OGY
In order to reduce mass, a demonstration utilizing fracture toughness
techniques of LF2 contained in Titanium is currently underway. Because
of the constraint not to purposefully vent LF2, thermal control techniques
need to be demonstrated. Analysis indicates feasibility, but testing has
not been undertaken. The main driver for this technology is the high
specific impulse ( % 3700 N-S at % 2700N thrust level). The thrust
chamber to deliver this spe_flc impulse is currently in design. However,
an effort to reduce the mass of the thrust chamber must yet be undertaken.
P/L REQUIREMI..NTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,[-] A,F'] B,F'] C/D
i; I{A'ri,_\AI.I.'ANDANAIXSIS:
a. For high energy missions, specific impulse is a driving parameter. The
use of LF2/N2H 4 represents a class of propellants in the non-H 2 category
which is near the ultimate in chemical specific impulse.
b. Applicable to mission types M4, 5
c. The performance can be used in many ways. Increased payload: increase
Av ; shorter trip time: eliminate some upper stages: allow use of
existing non-propulslon hardware.
d. The very least would be a complete ground-test of a fllghtwelght system:
a shuttle experimental flight test would be beneficial if cost-effectlve.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 8
)
1977006971-010
,,,,
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-A-(1)a
1 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): F N H S/C PAGE 2 OF 3
• 224 --
Propulsion Subsystem
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
a. Externally regulated system
b. Pump-fed system
_. TECIINICAL PROBLEMS:
LF2 handling; lightweight, high-performance thrust chamber; materials
comparability; thermal control.
'J. POTENTIAl, AI/I'ERNATIVES:
Stay with current propellants
,, ,, ,
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
If current plans come to fruition and NASA increase the level of support,
a fllghtweight, blowdcwn propulsion system will be available by 1980.
Without NASA resources, this technology will not advance.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 3
11. RELATED TECHNOL()GY REQUIREMENTS:
None
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1977006971-011
T 1
DEFINITI()N OF TECItNOI,OGY REQUII{EMENT NO. I-A-la
TECIIN()I,()GY RE(_UII{I']MENT (TITI, E):FJ N H S/C PAGE 3 ()1" 3
"' " 24 --
Propulsion Subsystem
12. TECIIN()I,t)t;Y REQUII{EMENTS SCIIEDUI,E:
CAI,ENI)AR YEAR
,,=
SCIIEDt'I.E ITEM 75 76 77178 79 80 _i _2 8;]8-I,S5'8687 8_ 89 90 91
TE CIINOLOGY
I. Analysis & Design
". Component Dev.
3. Assembly _ _.._.
4. Test
5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. (') __.
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) ,
3, Operations ,
t. t l
l:l. USA(;E S('IIEI)UI,E:
t 'TI'JCIIN()I.()Gy NI':I.:D DATE TOTALI
NUMBER OF I,At'NCIIES Fi!st Po :enfia _ I
B
!
1 I I{EFI':I(ENCES:
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART I. coNvosr._l' ,,, JU.+A,n_^_ .t_tU) L_,r.t.tvA.'.Z
ENV1HONM|'N1 IN T:{t. LAI_)RA'I_.q_Y.
I. Ih'_Sl(" P}ll,,'¢,)Ml_ "4A olk'_L IO,'L [) AND qFI_q{TED, |. MODEL TLS2 }.D IN AIRt.'RAF1 [' NVIRQN.MI. NT.
2. TlZfOR'l' ftq(%f('LAltl)]_ll)[',tl:._lt[. ;'It|NOMfNA. $. MOD[LTES'ilDINSP%('F ENVIB()NMENT,
3, Till'qllL'l IF _,1} l) !h I'tt'_'qC'hl I _|)t.RIMI'NT I. NEW CAPAIUI |TY l}: ItlVt l) }t}t)',l & ML'CII I,|._%SEM
OR xl-_]lll. Ma, rl('_.l xlt)pl 1.. opIrRAIlO[%AL .',loDLL.
4. ]P£HJL%)_ fiN/ rI(LX<)R<'IIAItAt rll(L*rrlt" I}I'MONSTIL_TED, I. I_ELIAI_I.IT¥ UP(,IIAI)I_C{)I. _NI)P}RAIh,%A| MOl)lt.L.
F.I, , MA1kI(tAI , ('t ,Vl,i ),. F,4. } :C, 10, LIFW-TIMF EXTI'NSION OfANOII I_%TIO_ _',MI)DFI.,
l 52
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1977006971-012
I)EI,'INITI(>NOF TEC IINOI.(>GY I{E(_UIIiEMENT N(). I-A- (1)b
I. TE('IIN()I.(R;YI{E(2UIREMENT (TITI.E): Long-Life Hydrazine PAGE I OF 3
__Tech__.__n9iog_v
2. q'ECIIN(_I.()(;YCAq'F_;()IiY: Propulsion
:1. _.)BJE('TIVI';/AI)VANCEMENT REQUIHED:Increase. th*. life of current
hydrazine thruster3
I
t. ('UI{IH,',NT STATE _)I: AHT: aydrazine systems are "flying" today but not to
the new demandi.ng_ycles.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO I,EVEL 2
3. DES('IHI'TI()N ()1," TI';('IINf)I,()f;Y
As missions become longer in duration and require more massive payloads,
it becomes imperative to increase the understanding of the physical
parameters which now potentially llmlt the life of hydrazine thruster
catalyst poisoning by impurities in the propellant; large number of pulses;
variation in catalyst loading methods and mechanical/xetalner/preloading
design; catalyst activity; catalyst breakup, all are typical ol- the
problems that limlt the llfe of a hydrazlne thrusters. The tc.chnology needs
to be extended so that it ensures a long-life, reliable thrt:ster.
P/I. REQUIREMLNTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,I"] A,I-] B,F'] C/D
ft. liAI'I_)NAI,I,; AND ANAi.YSIS:
a. Flyby missions of the outer planets demand long-life and hence drive
this technology.
b. Applicable to missions MI,4, 5.
c. Provide for higher reliability and long-life.
d. In order to demonstrate long-llfe, it will be necessary to run a
ground based test effort.
TO B] cARRIEDTO I,EVFL9&10
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"197700697]-0]3
3DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-h_l)b
1 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Long-Life Hydrazine PAGE 2 OF 3
Technolo_
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Heat catalyst bed; purify propellant
_. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
The catalyst bed is the problem.
9. POTENTIAl. AI.TERNATIVES:
Seek out other systems at risk of increasing mass and decreasing reliability.
Cold gas; small bipropellant systems, momentum wheals.
1o. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
There are no planned programs to increase thruster llfe.
Without NASA resources, the technology will not advance.
\
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 2
11. RELATED TECItNOI,OGY I{EQULREMENTS:
None
e
t
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! 54 REPRODUCIBILITYOF THE
_BI_AL PAGE 18POOR
1977006971-014
DE FINITION O F TEC HNOI,OGY REQ UIREME NT NO. I-A-(1)b
I. TECIINOI.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Long-Life Hydrazine PAGE 3 OF __3 ,
Technology
12. TECIIN()I.O(;Y I{EQUII{EMENTS SCIIEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCtlEDUI.E ITEM 75 76]77 78 79! 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 /
J
TE CHNO LOGY
"" I. Analysis/Design ]
L
2. Testing . i
3. Design Refinement
4. Testing
5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEI)ULE:
'4TEC IINOI,OGY NEED DATE TOTAJL C
1-t. REFERENCES:
15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART s.COM_ONFSTon anEm)m^ROTESTEDINaELEV^,_T
E_WRON_IENT_NTin:t._oa_RY.
I. BASIC PHENOMENA OI_FRVF.D ,ND REPORTED. t5. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT LNVIRON.MLNT.
2. T|IEORY I"OItMULATEI) TO I)ESt'I:II_E PI|I"NOMENA. ?, blODtl, TESTlZD iS SPACF E,xxTIzox._rm'r. ,;
3. TH_()i_ TESTED BY PlIYSlCAL EXPLRIMLNT S, NEW CAPAII[I,ITY DLRI_;D FROM h MUCil LEF_ER :
OR MATIIFMATICAL MODEl,. OPE_TIOhAI. MODE.L,
4. PERT[NINT EI N('T|ON OR C|[AfLACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, $. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERA ri_NAl, MODEL.
E.C.. MATERIAl., ('O,_'p_)_,hNT,ETC. 10. UFETIME EXTENSION OF ANOI'LRATION_',MODEI,.
l ss
1977006971-015
DEI,'INITION OF TEC HNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-A- (1) c1. TECIt_OLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Lon_-Life Earth PAGE 1 OF __3
: Storable Bip_ropellant Technology
2. TECHN(H_OGY CATEGORY: Propulsion
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: I.ncrease the life and performance
of earth-storable bipropellant propulsion system
4. CURRENT STATE (_)FART: Earth-storable bipropellant systems are "flying"
today, but mission of the future will, in all probability, push them up against
the "today" technology. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 3__
3. DES('I{II,TIf)N ()1," TECIIN()LOGY
Systems studies will be initiated to identify items that limit the life
of the propulsion system. Redesign of these items, which in all probability
include the soft-seat valve and current design materials, will take place.
Engine technology will be undertaken to permit the use of N2H 4 as a fuel
in a bipropellant engine. After testing at the component level, a system
will be assembled and tested to verify design adequacy, determine
subsystem interaction, and most importantly, technology readiness.
l
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [_ PRE-A,[-] A,["] B,["] C/n
6. HATI(_NAI.E AND ANAI.YSIS:
a. Missions to the outer planets is the driving technology
b. Mission AI, 4, 5 would benefit from this technology
c. This technology would improve reliability and/or lifetime
d. Ground verification tests
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL9&__Ic
56
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]97700697]-0]6
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. l-A- (i)c
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Long-Life Earth - PAGE 2 OF ,_3
Storable Bipropellant Technology
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
None
, illl
_. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Thrust chamber materials and combustion instability
9. POTENTIAl, ALTERNATIVES:
Leave alone and accept the risks and lower perejrmance and flexibility
of currently used earth-storable propulsion _ystems.
10. PLAIVNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
There are no planned programs and without NASA resources, the technology
would not advance.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 3
II. RELATED TE( IINOI,OGY I{EQUIREMENTS:
None
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1977006971-017
DEI:INITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-A-(1)c
I. TECHN()I,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Long-Life Earth - PAGE 3 OF 3
Storable Bipropellant Technology
12. TECHNOI£)G_ REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDUI,E ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84!85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
I. Analysis & Design
l
2. Component Dev.
3. Assembly Test
4. System Test m__
5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
I ,!
l:}. USAGE SCHEDUI,E:
I i
TOTALTEC tINOI,OGY NEED DATI., I
NUMBER OF LAUNCIIES ]
14. REFERENCES:
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. COM_OI,_EN'rOn BREADBOARDTLSTLDINRELEVAN'r
ENVIRONMENT IN T:{E LABORATORY.
1. [b_SIC PILE. "LMLNA OItSERV} D AND REPORTED. 6. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAI.T I. NVIRONMI- NT,
, 2. TIIEORY F'._I(MULATFI) 1"O DESt'IiIBE 'Pill NOMFNA. 7. MODEL .rESTED iN SPA{'F ENVIR(}NMENT.
3. THE¢)I',' TkSTEI) BY PIIY_I('AL EXPERIMENT 8. NEW CAPABII,ITY I)LI4iVI-,D FRoM A MUC|I LESSER
Oit *IA'I'IIFM_TICAI, XlOI')I-,I,. OPERATIONAl, MODLL.
4t PERTI",,I.NT I-[.NCTIt}N OR CRARA('TERISTIC DFMONS.rRA.rED, 9. IRELIABILITY UPt'RAI)ING OF _.N OPERATIt_'qAI, MODEL.
1 E.G.. MATElilAI,, CO._'pOx.FNT, E'IC. 10. LIFEThME LXTENSION OF ANOI'I, RATION_',MOI)_I,.{
i
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1977006971-018
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-A- (1) d :
1 TECItNOI,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITI,E): Advanced PAGE 10F_._.3
Launch-Vehlcle Engines Using High Density Fuel and Oxidizer Propellants
2. TECHN()I.OGY CATEC_ORY: Propulsion
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Conduct the technology needed to
permit the development of high performance, high pressure, (4000 Pc) reusable
rocket engines using high density fuel and oxidizer propellants.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Technology for high density fuel (hydrocarbon and
amine) and liquid oxygen propellant combinations has been carried only to
moderate pressures (i000 psi) HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL_2_
. 5. DE_'I{II'TI()N ()F TEC ItN()LOGY
The technology needed includes a survey and characterization of promising
hydrocarbon fuels that offer higher density-impulse than RP-I with LOX, the
acquisition of heat transfer data and thermal decomposition data, techniques
for regenerative cooling with liquid oxygen, improved modeling of the
combustion process and chamber gas dynamics at high pressure so that combus-
tion instability can be avoided and energy release efficiency (performance)
maximized, a search for high temperature resistant materials so that turbine
temperatures can be raised and/or low cycle fatigue life extended, and
development of composite or filament wound components and interconnects to
minimize engine weight. Finally, engine system studies are needed to
evaluate performance, engine weight, cooling limits, variations in the engine
cycle, boost pump drive techniques, and development risk.
2
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,[--] A,[-'] B,]--] C/D
6. I_ATI()NAI E AND ANAI,YSIS:
?
a. The requirement for a high density propellant, high performance, high
pressure engine is based on analyses which have been performed for a
slngle-state-to-orbit vehicle concept. The critical parameters which
drive the technology are high density impulse at lift-off and high stage
mass fraction.
b. This advanced engine is part of a system which will enhance the Earth
to Low-Earth-0rbit transportation capability by reducing recurring cost i
and possibly improving reliability.
c. Advances in high density propellant engine technology may enable the
development of siugle-state-to-orbit launch vehicles, thus reducing
recurring launch costs over two-stage systems, r
d. Component and major subsystems tests (with subscale hardware as a minimu_
are needed to demonstrate technology eeadiness.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
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1977006971-019
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-A-(1)d ,
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Advanced Launch PAGE 2 OF 3
Vehicle Engines Usin_ High Density Fuel and Oxidizer Propellants
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
None
-- ,, ,, |,
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Oxide coating on the coolant side of the combustor wall and/or unacceptable
wall damage from small leaks may prevent cooling with oxidizer. Combustion
stability comprimlzes that may be required with some of the as yet
uncharacterlzed hydrocarbon fuels may pre_ent obtaining sufficient performance
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
None
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Survey of potential high density fuels currently underway, RTOP 506-21-xx.
Investigation of supercritical oxidizer cooling currently underway, RTOP
506-21-11. High density fuel engine study currently underway, RTOP
506-21-xx. The proposed advancement would not occur without NASA resources•
The state-of-the-art as described in item 4 would not change.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEl, 2
11. RELATED TECttNOI,OGY REQUIREMENTS:
Materials research for higher temperature turbine and combustor materials.
REPRODUCIBILITYOF THE
ORINTNALPAGE I8 POOR
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1977006971-020
DEFINITION OF TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-A-(1)d
1. TF, CIIN()I,t)GY REQUIIIFMENT (TITLE): Advanced Launch PAGE 3 OF _ f
Vehicle Engines Using High Density Fuel and Oxidizer Propellants
12. 'I'ECIINOI,(;GY IIEQUIIIEMF;NTS SCIIEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDUI.E ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 831 8,1 85 _6 87 US 89 90 91
TE CttNOLOGY
1. Propellant Character- k
izatlon
'2.Heat Transfer & Coolil g ___
13.Combustion & Performarce mm
4. High Temperature Matelia]s -
5. Engine Study
APPLICATION ]
I. Design (Ph. C) .__
2. Devl/Fab (Ph, D)
3. Operations
4. ! i
1:}. USAGE SCttEI)UI,E:
!
TOTAL
'FEC IINOI,OGY NEED DATE _* I
" ] ':"
NUMBER OF I,AUNCHES
is
14. REFERENCES:
Gregory, John W., "Propulsion Technology needs for Advanced Space Transporta-
tion Systems." AIAA/SAE llth. Propulsion Conference, Anaheim, CA, Oct. 1975.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s.COMPONFNTOI1I READIIOARDTkSTED|NREI.EVANT
ENVIRONMFNI IN TIlL LAIIORAT_qlY.
I. IbgSlC PHENOMENA OIk_;FRVI,DAND qFPOIITED. 6. MODEL TES'!EII IN AIRCRA}T _NVIRON.M[NT.
2. TIIEORY }OIIMUI.A I FD TO I)EM |_!IW Pill NOMENA. 7. MODEL TESTI.D IN SPACF EN_,qRONMEN'r.
3. THE(HI_ ]_SITD B_ PII_M_'AI, LXPEItIMKNT 8. NEW CAPAIIII,ITY DLIII_r.D t'tl_,M A MUCII LE_;SER
OR MA'I IIFM _'FICAL MOl)} l.. OPERA'I IOhAI, MODLL.
4. PER I'IN} N !" Ft'N("I'I_)N OR t'IIAIIAUTEIIlSTIC DFMONSTRATED. 9. RELIABII,IT_ UPGRADING t} _. AN OPERA rl_ ,NAI MODEL
E.G,. MATEIILM.. t'I_._'I,O,,FNT. F_.C. |0. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN Ol'l ILATION _:, MOD_ 1..
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1977006971-021
I)EI,'INITI()N OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-A-(1)e
1. TECIINOI,OGY REQdIREMENT (TITLE): Advanced Launch Vehicle PAGE 1 OF
Engines Using Hydrogen and Oxygen Propellants
2. TECIIN(HA)GY CATEGORY: Propulsion
3. (H_.JFCTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Improve the technology now being
used in the development of high performance t high pressure_ reusable rocket
engines using hydrogen and oxygen propellants. _
t. ('UI{I{ENT STATE ()F ART: Technology currently exists and is being used for
the development of a high performance, high pressure H,-O, engine (SSHE).
HAS B_E_ CARRIED TO LEVEL 2
5. DI,;S('I{II'TI(>N cH,"TECI1N()I.OGY
The technology is needed for the future uprating of the current Space
Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) and development of a high performance engine for
a single-stage-to-orblt vehicle, and/or a heavy-lift vehicle. The •
technology is also applicable to a dual-fuel engine for a single-stage-to-
orbit vehicle.
The technology improvements needed are materials research to permit
increased turbine temperature and extended low cycle fatigue life for
combustor components, extendible nozzles to better optimize performance,
improved long life bearings and seals, and development of composite or
filament wound components and interconnects to reduce engine weight.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,[-] A,[-] B,[-] C/D
6, RA'FI_NAI.],:AND ANAI,YSIS:
a. The requirement for high performance, high mass fraction, reusable stages
for the Shuttle, and future single-stage-to-orbit and heavy life
vehicles has been established.
The technology for propulsion system improvement for these vehicles falls
into three broad catagories: performance improvement, weight reduction,
and longer lifetime. Performance can be increased by raising chamber
pressure (and area ratio) and by use of of two-position nozzle. This
implies increased turbine inlet temperature which is now limited by
materials; a translatable nozzle skirt and materials research to reduce
engine weight and provide longer life.
b. Technology is applicable to SSME performance improvement, weight
reduction, and life extension and to the development of advanced
hydrogen-oxygen and/or dual-fuel engines for single-stage-to-orbit or
heavy lift vehicles.
c. Advances in hydrogen-oxygen propulsion technology will result in payload
enhancement and reduced recurring cost through extended engine life.
d. Major subsystems testing is needed to demonstrate technology advancement. •
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 5_..
I
(
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1977006971-022
I• ,. |
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-A- (1)ei
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT{TITLE): Advanced Launch Vehicle PAGE 2 OF ._.
Engines Using Hydrogen and Oxygen Propellants
i
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
An option to deve_oplng higher temperature resistant materials for turbines
is to devise viable turbine blade cooling techniques.
,|., ., | i i i t t
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Development of higher temperature materials for turbine or turbine blade
cooling techniques are major obstacles to improving specific impulse of
staged combustion cycle engines.
' , | L
9. POTENTIhL ALTERNATIVES:
None.
_ |,
I0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Thrust chamber heat transfer and cooling currently underway. RTOPS 506-21-11
and 790-40-12. The proposed advances would not occur without NASA sponsor-
ship. The state-of-the-art as described in item 4 would not change.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEl, 2
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Significant improvement in performance for staged combustion cycles is
dependent upon development of higher temperature turbine materials or viable
turbine blade cooling techniques.
i.m
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]97700697]-023
DE I,'INITION OF TECHNOI.OGY REQUII{EMENT NO.
I. TFCIIN()I.()GY I{EQUII{I,'MENT (TITLE): Advanced Launch Vehicle PAGE 3 ()1," 3
Engines Using Hydrogen and Oxygen Propellants.
J
12. TECIIN()I.()(;Y REQUII{EMENTS SCIIEDUI.E:
CAI.ENDAR YEAR
I
,_5is6
_ SCIIEDUIE ITEM 75 76 77!78 79]80 81 82 83 8t 87 _,_ 89 90 91
TECItNOLOGY
1. Thrust Chamber Cooltn_
& Performance Predict
2. Turbomachtnery
3. Extendible Nozzle
4. Aerosplke Sys. Demon. _
5. ASE Sys. Demon. _
!APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. (')
2. Devl/l,'ab (Ph. D)
3, Operations
-[.
l:I. USAGE SCIIEI)UI.E:
i ''
TE(' IIN()I.()GY NEED DAT:,. X_ ** TOTALi • i I
NUMBER OF LAUN('ttES [1I
I,t I{EFE I(FNC]£S: *SSME Uprating **Single-s tage-to-orbit
heavy llft vehicle
Gregory, John W., "Propulsion Technology Needs For Advanced Space Transporta-
tion Systems", AIAA/SAE llth. Propulsion Conference, Anaheim, CA, Oct. 1975.
K_BoDUCBJ[L[_¥OF TI4E
OItI_AJ_ pJkGggi POOR
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. COM,_,_F_TOnl_.^m*)Akl) ,L_r_.DI,__:LtW,_T
ENVIRONMFN'I IN THL I,_I_)IO.1Lq',Y.
1. Ib_SI('PHI'.:,I)'qI:NA(HCq|iViD _NI)'IFI_qVIED. 6. MODEL TES2[ I) INAIRCRA_ ['_VIRON.MfNT,
2. TIIEORY I.(_I(M('IJFItl)-IO Dt_( I::1_ ;'Ilt_OMFNA. ?. MODFLTESfIDiNSPAtT ENVIRC)S_,IEN'I.
3, THI" ( hi{} I I"SI | I) [1"1 I'll} 'q('A[. | "(PERIMIr.NT |, NEW CAPAIIII.I r'f D;.RIvt |) 1'Ih P,I A M"('II I,LY,51',H
(-)P,.".1_'l Iit M .'_N('AI M()I)I I.. OPERA1 IOhAI. MODLL.
4. Plr.RllNt _.f 1.;, N( l'l_)N _)lt ('IIAILt,( rl. RISTIC Df MONSTRATI,:D, $. RELIAPJI,IT_t UPI,RADINC t)_. _,_, t)PFRA l'l* ,'qAI MODEL,
E.(;., MATI. ItIAI . t'( ",'P{)'.t \]. F ! ( . lO. LIFETL",IE I'.XTt:NSION O1" AN Ol 1 ItATION _:. MODe' I,.
t
t
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1977006971-024
DEFINITION OF TECIiNOI,OGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-A-(l)
I TECIINOI.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITI.E): Denslflcation of PAGE 1 OF_2_3
Cryogenic Propellants By Use of Slush or Triple Point Fluid
2. TECIIN()I,()GY CATFGORY: 14 Propulsion
:3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:. (a) Produce triple point and/or two
phase solld-liquid (slush) Lll2 and LO2 (b): Establish ground based transfer
and loading capability.
I. CUI{I{ENT STATE t)F ART: The feasibility of using the freeze-thaw process
to produce solid H2 has been evaluated.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO I.EVEL 3
3. DESCI{II_TION ()I." TECIIN()LOGY
Perform trade-off studies of various vehicles to determine benefits to be
obtained by use of slush or triple point cryogens and utilize results to
guide experimental work. Establish the techniques for producing, trans-
ferring, loading, and storing high density cryogenic propellants in ground
based facilities. Maximum density increases can be obtained only through
improvements in handling procedures and hardware that significantly reduce
system heat losses.
I,/]. Rt:QUIRV:Mt. NTS BASED ON: ["] PRE-A,r'] A,D B,E] C/D
_; llATI_ _NAt.]'; AND ANAI.YSIS:
Future launch and space vehicles can benefit by increasing propellant density
Substantial increases in stage AV occur by loading more propellant into a
constant volume vehicle, such as stages constrained by the shuttle cargo by
size,
The technology must be advanced to the point that mixtures of solld-llquld
hydrogen in excess of 30% by weight solid can be reliably loaded and
maintained in a launch vehicle during the launch count-down procedure. This
is also required in the case of triple point oxygen.
The use of slush or triple point cryogen also assists in storage of the
cryogen in space for longer periods without excessive boil-off.
TO BE CARRIED TO I,EVEL 5
65 ="
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1977006971-025
iDEVI_/ITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMV,,T NO. I-A-(1)f
i
I. TECHNOI.OGY HEqUIIIEMENT(TITLE): Densificatt, on c.f PAGE 2 OF 3
Cryogenic ?ropellanCs By Use of Slush or Triple Pc,:r. Sluid
7. TECHNOL(_( TIONS:
8. TECItNICAI, PROBLEMS:
Pr*ncipal problem are _elated to manufacture, storage, and transfe: of
slush or triple point cryogen. The cryogenic system must be carefully
designed to prevent heat leak into the system.
!_. I'OTEN'I'IAI. AI, 1 i',I{NATI_ l.,S:
1o. PLANNED PRO(iI{AMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOIX)GY ADVANCEMENT:
There are no programs in NASA currently directed at this problem.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 3
11. RI.:I.ATED TECItNOI.()GY I{EQUIREMENTS:
High density hydrocarbon propellant manufacturing and characterization.
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1977006971-026
IDEFINITION OF TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENT ,NO.l-A-(1)f
-. , . ,' . , -- . , , , ,,,
I. TECIIN()I.OGY REQUII{EMENT (TITI.E): Denslficatio.n.of PAGE 3()F 3
__. Cryogenic Propellants By Use of Slush or Triple Point Fluid
12. TECIIN()I.()(;YIIEQUI!IEMENTS SCIIEDUI,E:
CALENDAR YEAR
. SCIIEDUI.E ITEM 75176 77 78 79 80181 82 _3 !8.l ,'_5 b6 _7 8_ 89,90 91
I
TECHNOLOGY
I. System Definition .___=
'2. Hardware Design
3. Tes: Demonstration _ .
4.
5.
APPLICATION
1. Design {Ph. (') 0
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
,t. I
, J
1::. USAGE SCIIE1)UI,E:
"" t I '_
TF;('IINOI,()GYNI';ED DATi', I TOTAl,
• t
i ii
l-t. llEFEIIENCES:
Suggested new category under 1.0 Low Cost Earth-to-Orbit Transporatlon in
"Space Experiment Op_or_unltles to Support the Outlook for Space Technology
Recommendations"
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. coM_sl_Tu_ luu_L,_,^m ,_TLD,_m t.*VA,_Z
F.NI'|llONMFN1 ZN T:I_ LA[qi)KtllJ|{¥.
l, I_ASI('PHE?,t)M_NAt)I_.'_tRVED ANL)_IFI_)RIItD. I. MODILTLS_.IL) I"IAIRLKAI ''] t,.N','tl_ll,NMl'%'l.
2, TIfF[OIly F(_ILMI'I.AIIDlOl)}..I/:,_tF ;'tII_OMFNA. 1', MODFLTF.SI'I[_i.%NPA('t }._.'l|{_}:;ttIN|
3. Till't_lh I"t_IID !15 IqI_I',II'AL } \P! RIMt. NT I. N[W CAPAIUIIT'Y D;. HIVt D I'l't|',i A 'l,!"Lll [.l,W,bl".H
(}R .'dA l lit M_TII'.M Mr Jill I,. OPl_ltOil I(_,AI, ,_l()bl. [..
? 4. PLHl'lNt%r tL'_C|'L_)NI'qII'|L_IL_I [t P.ISTI(" DIMONSTItLATED, |. i&LIABILIT'I' UPhl4L_I)I%C O} _t_Pl'l_.Aih"_l MODEl..
L , E.G . MAT) IiLM., (t,'_'pI)',f %_, I'll'. 1O. LIFETIME i KTI'N_It),"tlJI. AN Oil KAI"ION C, MI)Dt'I
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1977006971-027
DEI,'INITI()NOF TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENT NO. l-A-(1)g
1. TECHNOI.('GY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): High Chamber Pressure PAGE 1 OF 4
H2/O2 •Space Engines
2. TECIIN()I,t)t;YCATEG()RY: Propulsion +;
\
;;. ()ll.JEC']'IVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: .High performance, light weight
compact sized engines for advanced space vehicles through increase of chamber
pressure to 2000 psla.
i. ('UI{I{EN]"STATE ()F ART: Component development in progress, including main
turbopumpsj preburner, thrust chamber assembly engine preliminary design and
boost pump drive. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4__
L
5. DI.:SCIIII'TI(_N ()F TI.:CIIN()I.OGY
Technology program has been in progress at the Lewis Research Center since
1972 to develop technology for high performance hydrogen-oxygen engines
suitable for advanced space vehicles, such as Space Tug. Etforts are aimed
primarily at staged combustion cycle engine (ASE) of 20,000 pounds thrust
but program also includes aerospike thrust chamber program previously funded
by Air Force. Basic component technology on tuzbopump bearings and seals,
injector design, thrust chamber cooling and chamber cooling and chamber
thermal fatigue life is also applicable to other types of engines in this
thrust class, such as expander cycle engines. Work to be carried through !
systems level testing of breadboard engines.
l
'i
P/LREQUIREMkNTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,[_ A,[_ B,_ C/D
_; IC\'I'I_ )'4.',I,I.: AND ANAI YSIS:
(a) Chamber pressure increase to 2000 psia for staged combustion engine
or i000 psla for aerosplke or expander/bell engine necessary to provide
high specific impulse with minimum engine size and weight. Large
expansion ratio nozzles are necessary to obtain high Isp and these
become bulky and heavy at low chamber pressure.
(b) Engines applicable to upper stages llke Centaur, IUS, Space Tug, and
future vehicles for transfer from low earth orbit to geosynchronous
orbit, to the moon or to escape velocity. Also applicable to vehicles
for lunar landing and/or takeoff.
(c) See Page 4.
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
PA E • POOR
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
{
j
1977006971-028
|DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-A-(1)g
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): High Chamber Pressure PAGE 2 OF 4
_ H_2/ 0 2 Space Engines
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
An option to the use of a two position nozzle on the ASE is to pivot or
swirg the entire engine 90° for stowage in the shuttle cargo bay. This
would reduce the stowed stage length by about two feet. An option to the
aezospike is a plug cluster nozzle arrangement using a multitude of discrete,
round-throat chambers exhausting onto a central plug nozzle. This gives a
very short engine length and could make use of Shuttle APS thruster H2/O2
technology.
8. TECIINICAL PROBLEMS:
For small staged combustion engines the primary technology problems are
chamber life, turbopump bearings and seals life, turbopump fabrication and
system control. For the aerospike engine the primary technology problems
are thrust chamber integrity and life.
9. POTENTIAl, ALTERNATIVES:
The alternative to using an advanced engine is to use a lower performance,
existing state-of-the-art engine. For the Space Tug the alternative to
using the ASE or aerospike is to use the RLI0 cat. IIB, a modified existing
engine which operates at 400 psia chamber pressure and consequently delivers
lower Isp and is larger and heavier than the advanced engines.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
RTOP 506-21-11 "Advanced Liquid Rocket Systems Technology"
RTOP 910-83-03 "Advanced H2/O 2 Engine Component Technology"
Unperturbed Program - technology will not advance without NASA resources
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 4
11. liEI,ATED TECIIN(_)I,()(iY I{F(_UIREMENTS:
!t
¢,
i
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1977006971-029
DE FINITION O F TEC HNOI,OG Y R EQ UIREME NT NO. I-A- (1) g
I. TECIIN()LOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): High Chamber Pressure PAGE 3 OF
H /0 Space Engines
2 . ' .'.7 ._
12. TECIINOI,OGY REQI;II_EMENTS SCHEDUI.E:
CALENDAR YEAR
I
75 76 77178 79 80181:
ISCHEDU1.E ITEM
1_2 83] 34 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY I
I. Component Technology
'2. Breadboard Engine
Program
3.
4.
5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C) (C / D_
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations . >
4.
,=
13. USAGE SCHEI)UI.E:
' | "
TOTAL
'FFC IINOLOGY NEED DATE /
,=, ..... _. I
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES I|
14 REFERENCES:
I) Zachary, A.T. : Advanced Space Enuine Technology, 1974 JANN_ _,"Propulsion
Meeting, San Diego, CA, Oct. 1974.
2) Huang, D.H. : Aerospike Engine Technology Deanonztratlon for Space Propul-
sion, AIAA Paper No. 74-1080, AIAA/SAE 10th Propulsion Confcrence, San
Diego, CA, Oct. 1974.
3) Gregory, J.W. : Propulsion Technology Needs for Advanced Space Transpor-
tation Systems, AIAA/SAE llth Propulsion Conference, Anaheim, CA, Oct.
1975.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s.COMeONr._TORnREAI)mARDTI_S_t.DIreRELEVANT
ENVIRONMFNT IN THE LAPOK_I_RY,
1, BASIC PHt, NOMZNA OIk_}RV}DAND REI_)RTED. 8, MODEL, TESTED INAIRCRA}T ENVIRONMENT.
2, TIIEORy }_II.'_II'IA'I'EI) 70 DES['IHIIF PII} NOMENA, 7, MODEL TESTI, D IN SpACF EN_qflONMENT.
.2 THF(}I{I T} STED BY l>ll't MCAL EXPERIMENT II. NEW CAPAIIII.ITY DLI-11_.qID FROM A MUCII LESSER
OR MA'I IIEMATICAL MOI)LI,, OPERATIONAl..MOD[. L.
4. PER'I'[NINT Ft N('TI(),NOR CHARACTERISTIC DFMONSTRATED, I}. RFL[ABILIT¥ UP(IRAI}INC OF AN OPERA rh_'qAI MODEL.
) E.G., MATERIAL, CO._'PO_,ENT, E'r('. 10. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF ANOI'I.RATION_,L MOI)_I,.
[ zo
1977006971-030
i ,..,
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-A-(1)g
i
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE) : High Chamber Pressure PAGE 4 OF
H /0 Snace En21nes
2 2
6. (c) The Space Tug is very sensitive to specific impulse and mass fraction
because of the high AV it must provide. The ASE will provide about
15 seconds higher Isp than the RL10 category IIB and will be about 75
pounds lighter in weight. Overall stage length is also very important
for the tug. The ASE with _ two-position nozzle is about 16" shorter
than the RL10 lib and the aerosplke engine is about 47" shorter than the
RLI0 IIB. Also, the ASE will provide 10 hours life as compared to 5
hours life for the RLI0 IIB.
(d) Systems level testing of breadboard engines is needed to o_taln data
on component interactions, control requirements, and overall system
performance. It will also provide a convincing demonstration of the
overall technical maturity of the technology.
1
7
rl
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I i "
DEI,'INITIt)N OF TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENT N(). I-A-(l)
l TE('tlNOIA)(;Y I{E(_UIHEMFNT (TITI.E): Tank He,d Idle and Exten-PAGE 1 OF
dible Nozzle for Low to Moderate Chamber Pressure HTdro._en-0xT$en Space Engines
'2. TECltN()IA)GYCAq'EG()I{Y: Propulsion
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT I/EQUIRED: Provide the technolosy for increasing
t_he performance of low to moderate chamber pressur% bell nozzle, cryogenic space
engines.
I. _ URRENT STATk ()F ART: Most of the technology is in hand; however idle
mode operation and performance of extendible, high area ratio nozzles have not
been demonstrated. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL __2
5. DI,'St'IIII'TI()N _)1."TI,K'IIN()IA)GY
Tank head idle mode operation makes propulsive use of the propellant used
for engine chilldown prior to restart after long coast periods. Previous
tank l:aad idle work resulted in unacceptable mixture ratio anu chamber
pre;sure excursions due to the injection of two-phase oxygen into the
combustor. The plan is to control these excursions by vaporizing the
oxygen in a hydrogen-oxygen heat exchanger prior to injection, thus
avoiding the need for a closed loop engine control system.
Maximum performance of a space engine operating in a hard
vacuum can be obtainud only with large area ratio nozzles.
Because these nozzles are necessarily long, they must be
built in two parts for stowing in the Shuttle cargo bay.
Therefore, the technology is needed to analyze, select,
and Jemonstrate the minimum weight nozzle design= translating
mechanism, hotpg_SR__iN_O_DC_tp_aA?_C_,_t_] C/D
6. IIA I'I()NAI,E AND ANAI,YSIS:
a. High area ratio nozzles are required to maximize the performance of
space engines operating in hard vacuum. Tank head idle mode reduces
vehicle weight.
b. Engines for upper stage vehicles operating in space.
c. The payload requirements for the Space Tug require maximizing
performance and mass fraction. This is obtained by optimizing the
nozzle area ratio on the basis of specific impulse and nozzle weight,
and making propulsive use of chilldown propellants by idle mode
oepratlon.
d. System level testing of a flight weight extendible nozzle to demonstrate
performance, nozzle translation and idle mode operation.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEl, 7
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1977006971-032
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 1-A-(l)
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Tank Head Idle and Exten- PAGE 2 OF 3
dible Nozzle for Low to Moderate Chamber Pressure Hydrogen-Oxygen Space Engines |
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Other nozzles options for attaining maximum performance consistent with the
chamber pressure are aerosplke and plug nozzles.
The proposed method for tank head idle operation is to vaporize the oxygen
prior to injection under tank head and use an open loop engine control
system. An option is to use a closed loop engine control system with
mixed phase oxygen injection.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
;
Distortion of a light, flight-weight nozzle during repeated the':mal cycling
may cause alignment, translation and ,ealing problems.
9. POTENTIAl, ALTERNATIVES:
One piece nozzles could be used, resulting in a drastic reduction in payload
length on Shuttle flights. Settling rockets or APS thrusters could be used
in place of tank head idle but with an attendant weight penalty.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Heat exchanger design for vaporizing liquid oxygen in progress, NAS 8-31151,
$155 K. The proposed advancement would not occur without NASA resources.
The state-of-the-art as described in item 4 would not change.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 2
11. RELATED TECtlNOI,()GY REQULREMENTS:
None.
2
f
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1977006971-033
,.L
DEFINITION OF TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-A-(1)h
1. TECttN()I,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Tank Head Idle and Exten-PAGE 3 OF 3
dlble Nozzle for Low to Moderate Chamber Pressure, Hydrogen-Oxygen Space Engines
].)
.. TECIINOIL)GY REQUIREMENTS SCIIEDULE:
L CALENDAR YEAR
SCttEDUI,E ITEM 75 76 ;77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85!86 S7 _8 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. Tank head idle heat
exch. __
'2.Nozzle anal.;des. & f_b. __,..
3. Nozzle & tank head id_e
demon.
4.
5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C) ,_
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
l;:. USAGE SCHEI)UI,E:
, . =,
! I
TEC IINOI,OGY NEI,:D DATI', _ I TOTAL1
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES - [
=.
14. HEFERENCES:
REPRODUCIBLLITY OF THE
OB [NAk • POOR
15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART 5.COM,_)Nr'_zOnrmr.Ai)no^_tDZ SlLD,_nEt+EVA,_T
ENVIRONMENT IN T:.It-; LA}kOI_.A'IZ.bRY.
1, It^sIC PHE,',OMENA Olk".;}RV_ D AND qFP_RTED. 6. MODEL TES! El) IN AIRCRAI.T } NVIRON.MI- NT.
t_ 2. THEORY ]'('qIMt'I.A'rFD TO l)I-"-;u,t_l,IE |'Ill _OMENA. 7. MODEL TES'I'I.D IN SPAf'F ENVIRO,N.'qENT,
3. I'HI-:I,II'_ TI-._I'EI) BY PIIY",ICAI, I,XPI-+RIMI. NT $. NEW CAPABII,ITY D:+HIV]-:D ["IItI,M h .MUCII LE.KSER
OR ,'d:tl IIEMATICAI, ",101)1 I,. OPEP..A1 lOf',AI, MODLL.
4. PLR'I'INt N r } ( N('TIt)N o1( ('IiAItA rERISTIC DFMONSTRATED. g. RELIABII,ITY UPGRAIIING OF _N OPERA FIt,'qAI, MODLL.
E.G,, MATI'+IiIAI,, ('t._'PO',l. ST, t'_C. 10. LIFETIME EXTENSION O1,"AN OI'LB, ATION ,.', MOI)I-l,.
] 74
]97700697]-034
I i II
I
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-A-(1)i
1 TECtlNOI.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Small H /0 Nain and PAGE 1 OF 4
' 2 2
Auxiliary Propu1:_ion Systems
2. TECIIN()I,()GYCATEGORY: Pcopulsion
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:. small high performance H2/0 2 engines
and systems for attitude control, apogee kick stages, and planetary retro stages.
t. ('UIiI{ENT STATE OF ART: 1500 pound thrust H2/02 APS thrusters have been
extensively tested for performance and life; APS system design and trade-off
stud2L_completed for LH2/LOXAPS system for tug. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL3&___4
3. DESCI{II'TI()N()1," TI,]CIIN()I.OGY
1. Development of technology for LH2/LOX APS system for tug including 25
pound thrust engines, small cryogenic pumps, accumulators, controls,
and refillable tanks. After component technology is completed, systems
testing will be performed to evaluate control requirement and measure
heat input effects to thrusters and feed lines.
2. Develop technology for small thrust cryogenic engines of 300-3000 pounds
thrust suitable for use on apogee kick stages and planetary retro stages.
Perform vehicle/propulsion system studies to guide technology program
and complete system preliminary design.
P/L REQU;REMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,F'] A,[-] B,F'] C/D
_; I{A'II_IXAI,I._AND ANAI,YSIS:
(a) Small thrust cryogenic engines must be specially designed for accurate
thermal control so that rapid start-up is achieved with cryogenic
propellants entering a warm engine. For tug attitude control, impulse
bits of about 1.0 ib-secs, are required, which necessitates rapid
thruet build-up and tail-off. Long life is also necessary since the
thrusters must be capable of 200,000 firings. For small kick stage
or planetary retro stages the primary emphasib is on high performance,
light weight, and reliability.
(b) For attitude control of space vehicles, such as space tug, or larger
orbit transfer vehicles or lunar vehicles. Main propulsion engines
for apogee kick stages or planetary retro stages.
(c) See Page 4.
TO BE CARRIED TO IA_:VEI, 5
i
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-A-(1)i
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Small H2/O 2 Main and PAGE 2 OF 4
Auxiliary Propulsion Systems
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Principal option in cryogenic APS for tug involves degree of integratior
with other on-board systems, such as H2/02 fuel cell supply system, and use
of separate, dedicated tanks for the APS propellant, main tank, propellants,
or refillable tanks, qystems study done by Rockwell under Lewis' contract
NAS3-18913 showed that use of refillable tanks (from main tank propellants)
results in the best system design.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Development of high performance, fast response, long life light weight
thrusters, small cryogenic pumps, accumulators, and controls. Evaluation of
system level control problems and effects of heat input into various
components and parts of the system.
9. POTENTIAl, AI/]'ERNATIVES:
Alternative to use of cryogenic APS for Tug is use of earth storable ._r
monoprop-hydrazlne systems with their poorer performance, greater weight, and
llfe and handling problems. For apogee kick stages, alternatives are solid
propellants or higher bulk density liquid propellants.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
RTOP 506-21-11, "Advanced Liquid Rocket Systems Technology"
Unperturbed Program - Technology will not advance without NASA resources.
E_ECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL3&4
11. RELATED TECItNOI,OGY REQUIREMENTS:
Long term cryogenic propellant storage; lightweight composite, vacuum-
Jacketed feed lines.
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1977006971-036
.... i i
I)E I:INITI()N t)l," TECIINOIA)GY I1EQUIHEME NT NO. I-A- (1) i
1. TI':CIIN(H,():,;Y I{EQUII{I:MENT (TITI,E): Small Hg/O_ Main and PAGE 3 ()F
Auxiliary Propulsion Systems
1'2. TECIlN()I,()(;Y I{I';(_UII{EMENTS SCIIEDUI,E:
CAI,ENDAR YEAII
IS(ItFJl)UI.F'_ I']'EM 73 76 77 78 [79 80 81 82 823 8t _31_6 87 8_ ,_9 90 91
TE CttNOLOGY
1. Analysis/Design ' ",
2. Fabrication
3. Component Test
4. Systems Test I_
.5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. (')
'2. Devl/l,'ab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
-t. ... i
1:1. USAGE S('IIEI)UI,E:
I i
TE('IINOI,()GY NI,:I,:D DATI., TOTAL
NU_,BE,, ()F ]._I'._CH_'S [ I
|t, IIEFEIIENCES:
(1) Nichols, J. "Cryogenic Auxiliary Propulsion System Study for the Space
Tug"; NASA CR-13479, June 1975, Lewis Contract, No. NAS3-18913.
(2) Gregory, J.W. and Herr, P°N° : "Hydrogen-Oxygen APS Thruster Technology
Status:, AIAA/SAE 8th Propulsion Conference, New Orleans, LA; Nov. 1972.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. cO_,_TOl_ _fttal,E*,al_ t_.t)I_mtrv_:.'r
EN%'IHONblFN1 IN T,'t. _ I,aI_)/tWT¢*/'Y.
1. {V_I(" T'|tF.',_;;.If NA Olk_ RVt D ',';D 'IFIWHi1ED. 6. ldOOt. I. TL._ _.t 1) 1N Allit'RAVq [ NVIII_N3H N3
2. 1"lip Olt_ I'( W'I'I.A'. l) lt) I>|',t I;tlil Pill NOMFNA. ?. IMIhDEI, TESI'I 1_ +\ ':,!'_.¢'t [" ._,Vll0 P.'.II" N|
3. lill'<_Ri i'P'¢lllt rvt I'll_'qt'Al I'_I_tlIIMENI' 6. NEWPAPAIIIIIT't D;IIIVil) tI',tP.IA M"ilt lt,'.'q'R
OR .',1t.]lll ,M t. rlt.,, I _Itq+l I,. OPERAllO,N._I, M_q)LI,.
4. lq'l(llNt N t tint Ilt_Xt'Ol. }l,'llt_, FI'III.STIf'DI'M(_NSTRATI.:D. $, Iqd'.LDItIIII,IT'I tJt't,aAlll'_l:tJt I • (_|q l'L*t, ih ",:Xl Moist I..
E.I; . MAT}IllXl , (_,_'1'()',_ _,3, _ It. 10, LII"ETIME |.XTI'NSII'tN Ot ANIHI I¢.AIION _L MI)I_i'I .
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t b
m
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-A-(1)i
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Small H2/07 Main and PAGE4 OF 4_.
Auxiliary Propulsion Systems
6. (c) LH2/L02 Attitude control system for tug provides a lighter weight system
than earth storables or monoprop, hydrazine. It also provides improved
abort capability for Tug, since main propellants can be burned in the
APS; clean, non-toxlc, non-polluting propellants with inherent long life
potential; reduction of main engine critical requirements such as tank
head idle and pumped idle by using the APS for maneuvers. Use of
cryogenic systems for kick stages or planetary retro stages provides
higher payload capability and greater operational flexibility than solid
rocket motors.
(d) Systems level testing in a thermal/vacuum facility needed for small
cryogenic propulsion systems in order to evaluate effects of typical heat
inputs to the system from the stage and the environment.
1
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DEI,'INITION OF TECHNOI,()GY REQUIEEMENT NO. I-A-(1)J
1. TECtlNOI.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITI,E): Hish Performance Spae.._e PAGE 1 OF
Engines Using High-Density Propellants
2. TECIlN()I,()GY CATEGORY: Propulsion
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: High performance, light weight compact
sized engines for advanced space vehicles through increase of chamber pressure
and use of high density propellants.
4. CURRENT STATE ()F ART: Studies and analyses underway to evaluate
applications for high performance space engines using high bulk density
i
propellants. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 2
5. DElzK'RII'TI()N ()1," TECIIN()LOGY
Development of rocket engine technology for engines in the 5,000 to 30,000
pound thrust class that utilize high performance, high bulk density
propellants, such as LOX-hydrocarbons: LOX-amine fuels, F2/H2 and N204/N2H 4
Technology will also include dual fuel engines that are capable of utilizing
a high density propellant combination, such as LOX-MMH during the early
portion of a mission and switching to LOX-LH 2 later in the flight. Both
bell and plug nozzle engines will be investigated. Experimental work will
be preceded by application studies of various high bulk density propellant
systems to select the most promising ones.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,F] A,F] B,O C/D
6. RATI()NAI.i._ AND ANAI,YSIS:
(a) Increase of chamber pressure to i000 psia or higher and use of pump-fed
engines provides higher specific impulse with minimum engine size and
weight. Large expansion ratio nozzles are necessary to obtain high Isp
and these become bulky and heavy at low chamber pressure. Use of dual
fuel system for Space Tug (or similar future vehicles) provides
performance comparable to H2/O 2 and a considerable reduction in sta_e
size.
(b) Suitable for application to: space maneuvering reduction in stage
size. Shuttle OME; vehicles for transporting payloads from low earth
orbit to geosynchronous rrbit or escape velocity such as Space Tug; and
for lunar landit_g and t xeoff vehicles.
(c) See Page 4.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-A-(1)_
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): High Performance Space PAGE '2 OF /4
Engines Usln_ High-Density Propellants
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
The choice of propellant from among the options av_llable wlll have
considerable bearing on the technology needs and the engine design. A
range of heavy hydrocarbons are applicable and they vary in density,
impulse, cost, and basic properties. The amiae fuel family offers a range
of candidates _Ith similar attributes. The flourine-hydrogen propellant
combination is also o candidate for these applications.
i
s. TECItNICAL PROBLEMS:
Principal problem areas are engine cooling, combustion performance and
stability, turbomachinery, component life, and engine controls. For dual
fuel systems, the above problems apply plus additional problems related to
use of two fuels alternately in the same engine, such as injector desJEn
and hot gas manifold shutoff valves.
_. POTENTIAl. AI,TEI{NATIVES:
The alternative to developing new high performance space engines for high
bulk density propellants is to continue using low pressure, low-performance
engines and earth storable propellants (N204 - MMH or A50) which have
considerable problems associated with toxicity, handling, reusability, and
cost.
IC_.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR t'NI)I"RTURBED TECHNOIk)GY ADVANCEMENT:
Unpertdrbed program - Technology will not advance without NASA resources.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED I,EVEI,
11 • i{EI,ATEI) '1 E('IlN(H.[)(;Y IH._(dt;IIIEMEN'rS:
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1977006971-040
I)E I.INI']'I( )N ( >!+'TEC IIN()I,()GY lig,,(,_t TIIiEME N']' N(). I-A-(1)j
I. TI';('IIN()I,I)';Y RI'X?tTIITI.:MENT (TITI,E): High Performance t'AGE 3 ()1.' 4
Space Engines Using High-Density Propellants
1". TE('IIN(q,()(;y I{I';(_UII{I,;MEN'I'S SCllEI)IJI.F:
CAI.ENDAR YEAI{
S('IIEI)UI.E ITEM 75!76 77 7b 79 8O ,_liS'_,8:_,,_:_a ,,(; ,_-,7_- ,_t {l()_)1
TE ('l IN() IA)G_ I
1. Analysis/Design __
J
'2.Fabrication
3. Component Test
I. Systems Test
5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. ('t
'2. Dcvl/Fab (Ph. I))
3. Operations I
I:;. USA(;E S('IIEIIL'I,E:
,T I';(" I !N( )I. ()G Y N l.:i':D DA 3' I., TOTA I,
!
NUMBER ()l" I,AIX('ltES ]
l
1 I RE FI.' I{I,_NC I.iS:
(1) Salkeld, R. and Befchel, R.: "Mixed Mode Propulsion S,'st._ms for
Full Capability Space Tugs", 21st Annual Meeting American Astronautical
Society, Denver, Colo., Aug. 1975.
(2) Dandridge, M.H. : "LOX/MHH Propulsion for Space Tug", 1974 JANNAF
Propt slon Meeting, San Diego, CA, Oct. 1974.
15. I.FVEI. OF STATE OF ART s. co._,_)st_a,,r, Joua,,i,,,,z, ,_-;_t,t,. uttrv_.z
FNVIRoNMF N I IN 1 :it I.AF. Rtq' ,1:_.
1. Ib_,",h I'IIF'.'P.IF%AtH_,I.R_IIt _,,,I),(I,p,,Rl_. D g. MIII'FL'IL','IIII'_AIIttI,L.k_.I F'._,',t(,*'._'b..l
,:. "ll!l'q_R', t.I,H.flt.Alli_ I,tDF._, i.,id ;.,_lp.|iNA. ?. MI'L'F|.Tt'_iItD,X'._'%_ t t''',Hg_','It_.l
3. ltlF('Pl It _11D tt_ I'l%_l, Xl I XI't RIM_'.I
()1( MkllllM/lll'X[ _TI,_'ll 8. N}'¥ ('hP_itilllr'l [_,ll',_I) lt"v_h %U'II [|'.tP.
OPt rRAlt(_Natl _I_,DL[
4. I_tRll".t %' lint l.'_',_ill, I1_1,_ El t(l'_ll(' l)' '_ION_;TR.AIlI), t. RI'I.IAIIIIIT'I : iq,HAi,l%l _l k" _ll't IL\,h ".'_I Ml',,t 1
2 t.I, . ;l_,ltld_l I _ 1,1,)" I, ! ', . 10. I*II't. rIML I._Tl'%,",lt_ ;_! A._,,,I[ I'LA'TI, P. ' M'h'FI
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i DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-A- 1.... i, ii i i i i i ! r i i ii :IllI lll|,l i,,. 11'1]= _ ii .! ii I r I i " " ±l ii I , _L,. iI i . _,
l 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): ELj;h Performance PAGE4 OF 4..
L
Space Engines Using Eigh-Densi_y Propell..ants ...................
i 6. (c) Present high bulk density propellant systems typically use earth
i storable propellants (N204 - _ or AS0 fuel) and low performance
(about 300 secs. Ysp), low pressure engines. Significant gains in
system performance may be achieved by utilizing higher performance,
_ hlgh bulk density propellants, such as LOX-hydrocarbon or LOX-amlne
; fuel, and d6veloping suitable higher pressure, pump-fed engines
utilizing such propel'_ants. System weight will be reduced, and in
the case of dual fuel systems, the system volume will be significantly
reduced compared to an all H2/O 2 system. Propellant cost will also be
reduced in some cases; for example, switching from N204 - N_H to
LOX-hydrocarbon for the Shuttle OMS could save up to $100K per flight.
: (d) Systems level testing of breadboard engines will eventually be
required to fully demonstrate technology readiness,
i
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-A-(1)k!
i I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Low-cost Liquid PAGE I OF
Booster Engines
2. TECHNOLOGY CATFGORY: Propulsion
i 3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Provide the technology needed to
develop !_-__cost. low to _ntermed_ate ureeeure_ ureeeure-fed or D_mn-fed_
i ....
large thrust engines•
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Technology for low chamber pressure engines is
i"
limited to low thrust, small diameter engines.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 2
5. DESCI{II'TION ()I"TECIINOLOGY
The technology needed includes development of techniques for the design of
large diameter, minimum weight nozzles, combustors and other components that
can withstand the water landing loads, the manufacture and fabrication of
these large assemblies, sealing the engine compartment prior to landing
to prevent water contamination, flushing, cleaning, and refurbishing the
system (particularly for pump-fed systems) should sealing the engine
compartment not be feasible. The use of high strength, low weight composite
or filament would combustion chambers and nozzles must be investigated. The
combustion stability characteristics of the system must be determined from
analytical models, and injector orifice elements and patterns must be
experimentally investigated to insure that combustion characteristics
compatible with the gas dynamics of very large diameter, low resonant !,
frequency combustors are produced.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: D PRE-A,F_ A,r =1 B,O C/D
6 RATI()NAI.E AND ANALYSIS:
a. Low-cost, low to moderate chamber pressure (200-1000Pc) engines
operating on inexpensive liquid propellants, could have a near term
application as a replacement for the solid rocket motors on the Space
Shuttle, thus reducing recurring propellant costs.
b. In the far term, low-cost, high thrust boosters would be used to augment
the thrust of large, heavy 1lie vehicles and/or early versions of
slngle-stage-to-orblt vehicles.
c. Low-cost boosters represent a cost effective method of provldln_ high
thrust for large launch vehlcles.
d. Sy_tpms level testing using subsclae hardware is needed.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL ._5 i
' i
• 1
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[ ......... ,
ml {
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-A- (1)k !
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Low-cost Liquid PAGE 2 OF ._3 i
Booster Engines
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
None,
o_ L
i
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Difficult and costly to work with large size hardware. Results obtained
with subscale hardware may not apply to the full scale system. Problems
associated with components and systems such as low and high frequency
combustion instability, large, low pressure drop valves, large, light
weight components and propellant tanks and large flow rate pressurization
sys terns.
ii
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
None.
I0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
The proposed advancement would not occur without NASA sponsorship. The
state-of-the-art described in i_em 4 would not change,
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 5
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
None.
if|
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DEHNITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-A-(1)k
,,. -' , .. .., ;
1. TECHNOLOGY RF_UIREMENT (TITLE): Low-c0st_Liquid PAGE 3 OF _ .,
Bgos ter Engines ......... ::
1"2. TECHNOI.OGY REQUIREMENTS SCIIEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDU1.E ITEM 75 76 [77 78 79 801811 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TE C HNO LOGY
I. Materials Investment
"2. Design & Fab. Tech.
3. Water Recovery & Refu: b.
Techniques _
4. Combustion Stability
Investigation :,
a
APPLICATION
Y
1. Desert (Ph. C) __
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
i
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
,,| ,, --
.... I 1 !TOTAL _TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE , :
...... i INUMBER OF LAUNCHES i !
ml |
14. REFERENCES:
$
#,
, _
<
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. COMt'OI_rNTO._aE_m^_ T_ST}.Dtl_R_LZVANT
rNVmON_,ENT,N :_:_m_TORY. _.
1. BASICPHENOMENAOBSERVEDANt) REPORTED. 6. MODELTESTED IN AIRCRAFT LNVIRONMt'NT. i :
3. TIIEORY I"OItMULATEDTC DESCII,RE PIIENOMENA. ?. MODELTESTED iN SP.%CE EN_qRONMENT. ! ._
3. THEOI{_TFSTFD BY PIIY.'ilCALEXPERIMENT |. NEW CAPAIUI.ITYDLRIVED FROM A MUCII LE._SER "_
• OR M,&TIIEMATICALMODE|,. OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT }UNCTION OR CHARACTERISTICDEMONSTRATED, 9. I_ELIAPJLITYUPGRAi)INGoF AN OPERA rlt_NAI, MODEL. _
E.G., MATEI¢IAL, Co.vr,o',,ENT, ETC. 10. l.JFl_Tlblg EXTENSION OF AN OYLKATIONA:, MODEL.
k= , i i i ii i ii
8s
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i .... ' il[ ............. •
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO• .I-A-(1)_ _i
i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): High Performance PAGE I OF 3 !i
-- i
Cryogenic Insulation for Reusable Spacecraft i '_
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: 14 Propulsion
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:. Provide a high performance i
insulation system for the propulsion system of a cryogenically fueled space- ._
craft that will maintain a consistent level of performance for a minumum of 1
20 missions. 14. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Single use purged multilayer insulation systems
are available. '!i
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4 I
i• 5. DESCIIII'TION OF TECIINOLOGY
Cryogenic fueled spacecraft that are expected to be subjected to a cyclic
environment of launch, space flight, and re-entry require that a high i
performance insulation be developed that will provide reliable and
consistent performance throughout the spacecrafts lifetime, i
: _
i /
!.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: _ PRE-A,_ A, F1 B,_ C/D i
6. llAT1()NALE AND ANALYSIS:
i •
Failure to produce the level of performance and reliability required will
result in increased mission costs and or loss of mission payload. _ :
Perform sufficient component and model testing to assure adequate system : .;
performance. .
Eventual system flight testing will be performed as part of the cryogenic
supply and transfer experiment•
, TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
i
1977006971-046
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-A- (I) k
ii • ml i
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): High Performance PAGE 2 OF 3
Cryogenic Insulation for Reusable Spacecraft i
I7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
(1) Also existing single use syste_md replace after each fllght, which
increases payload costs.
(2) Use existing single use system and accept performance degradation,
which increases mission risks and increases costs.
,,=
! 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Need adequate ground test facilities. Reduction in total spac, programhas resulted in both contractor's and govet_ent facilities being closed.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
i ii i
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT_
RTOP 506-21-12 is directed to this need. However, loss of continued funding
support will result in inability to fulfill this need•
Uuperturbed Program - Technology will not advance without NASA resources•
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL._4
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
ii
{
{
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREME NT NO. I-A- (i)1
I. TECHNOI.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): High Performance PAGE 3 OF ._/3 i
Cryo_enlc Insulation for Reusable Spacecraft i
12. TECHNOI,O(;Y REQUIREMENTS SCtlEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAI{ !
SCIIEDUI.E ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. Purge Evaluation _ .i
2. Comparative System __ : ,
3. Total System Evaluat_ on .__
4. Evaluation in Space
5.
APPLICATION
I. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
.
l:;. USAGE SCHEDULE:
J
TECHNOLOGY NE ED DATI,_ l TOTALL
14. REFERENCES:
"Outlook for Space"
1975 NASA OAST Summer Workshop
_KODU_IB_[_¥ OF r_b
r m Poor
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s.CoMmON"_Zon aaEAVmAaVT_STLD,N.ELEVA,_T
I_NVIRONMENT IN THE LABORA_)RY. ,
I. BASIC PHENOMENA OI_ERVt, D AND REPORTED. $. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRA}T LN%qRONMt_NT.
|. TIIEORY _X)ItMULATED TO DEscIPBE PIIENOMENA. T. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE EN%qRONMF_T.
]1, THEOlt% TI'.ffrED BY PIIY,e, ICAL EXPERIMLNT |, NEW CAPA|III,|TY DLRIV'ED FROM A MUCII LEF_ER :
OR MATllEMATICAL MODEl,. OPERATIONAL MODLL.
t. PERTINENT I-"NCT|ON OR CIIARACTERlSTIC DEMONSTRATED, I, IgELIAIMLITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERA'rlt_NAL MODEL.
E.G., MATEItIAL, CO_'pf)X,r:NT, ETC. 1O. LIFETIblE EXTENSION OF AN OI'LRATIONAL MODI£L.
I I i i II II
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-A-(1)m
i# ,, ,
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE). Insulation for Reusable PAGE 1 OF 3
Hydrogen Tanks for Advanced Boosters
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: 14 Propulsion
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Provide light wei_ht_ low cost
insulation for reusable booster vehicle tankage.
i
, 4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Insulations similar to that used on S-IV B stage
" have been evaluated for re-use applications.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
• 5. DESClllI'TION OI." TECIINOLOGY
' In support of the fully reusable 2-stage H-O shuttle concept first advanced
i in the early '70's, some technology work on internal insulation systems was
performed• Now fully reusable, single stage to orbit (SST0), and heavy
lift launch vehicles are being advocated. The effort on insulation
improvement should focus on low weight, low cost, maximum resistance to
thermal cycling, and ease of repair.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [_]PRE-A,_'] A,['] B,_] C/D
6. RATI()NAI.E AND ANAI,YSIS:
SST0 vehicles are both more weight sensitive and cost sensitive than the
2-stage concept. Therefore, the critical parameters for this technology are:
weight, cost, ruggedness, and ease of repair•
This effort should build on the technology base already established with
special attention given to new requirements. Full operational capabil_ty
should be demonstrated.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL _8
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-A-(1)m i
, i il i
" i
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Insulation for Reusable PAGE 2 OF 3
Hydrogen Tanks for Advanced Boosters i
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
i
, |, . i
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
?
1
_ • , o_
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Do nothing - suffer system performance losses and increased costs
i i i i u
I0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT=
No programs in NASA are currently directed at thls problem
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 4
in i ii •
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
i | tolD
9O
i i
1977006971-050
_ t_ + ' • i
- DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO, l-A-(1)m
i I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Insulation for .... PAGE 3 OF
Reusable -Hydroqen .......'lanks Used in Earth to Orbit..... Boosters.
., . . ...., , , . .'
• 12. TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
.... CALENDAR YEAR
i- .... SCHEDUI,E ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
_. I. Materials Evaluation _
i 2. System Design __
3. Ground Test Eva1.
i
i 1. Design (Ph. C)
! 2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
! 3. Operations
I
.. ,. USAGE SCHEDULE:
_ TEC HNOLOGY NE FJDDATF TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES ]is
i 14. REFERENCES:
"Outlook for Space" - Technology Category 1.2 in "Space Experiment
i Opporturitles to Support the Outlook for Space Technology Recommendations"
f
I, 15. LEVEL OF STATE OF' ART s. C'OM_O_FNTO.e_EA_eOA_T_STLDmeELEVANT
ENVIHONMENT IN THE LAI_ORATORY.
|. BASIC PHENOMENA OPSERVt:D AND REPORTED. .. MODEL TE_ITED IN AIRCRA}T LNVIR_N,%IENT.
|. TllEORY _)R,MULATED TO DE,qCR!BE PllEI_OMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED IN _IPACE ENVIRONMF.N'/',
$. T_EO_ TF:.qTED BY PII%'_ICAL EXPERIMENT |. HEW CAPAIIII,IT%' DLRI%_D FROM A MUCII LESSER
OR MAI'IIEM._tTICAL MODE I.. Oi_RATIOhA L MODIE,L,
* 4. IN_MTI_ENT F'L'NCT_ONOR CRARACTER|_rlC DEMONSTRATED, I. I_LIAIMLJT¥ UI_;RAI)ING OF AN OPERA rlONAL MODEL.
E.G.. MATEIdAI., CO._'PONENT. ETC. 10. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OI*LRATIONAI. MODEL.
• I ,i H i i ii
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1977006971-051
LDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. !-A-(1)P
, , , _, , , , |, ,.... u m,i:
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Composite Engines PAGE 1 OF 4
, Technologyp
I 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Propulsign
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Composite (Rocket/Air Breathing
Engines Technology for advanced HTOHL Shuttle-type vehlcles.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Ramjets of small size suitable for tactical
- missies have been developed; studies of composite engines have been done and "i,
subscale ejector ramjets tested by Narquardt. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL__
5. DESCIHI'TION OF TECItNOLOGY
Future horizontal takeoff-horizontal landing (HTOHL) shuttle-type vehicles
require co=posite engines that operate as rockets for high thrust at take
off and switch to air breathing engines (ramjet, scramJet, etc.) to obtain
high specific impulse at higher altitudes. Considerable study effort is
needed to investigate the various types of engine combinations, to
investigate the vehicle concepts, and integration of the two. After
selection of the engine type, technology work will be needed on engine
components, engine performance modeling, subscale cold flow, and hot firing
tests of a subscale or modular section of the engine.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,[] A,r'J B,I==_ C/D
6. RATI()NALE AND ANAI,YSIS:
(a) Critical parameters are dependent upon engine type and thrust level
selected as well as vehicle design constraints. Engine desgin must be
closely integrated with the vehicle design to insure satisfactory air
ingestion for the range of Math numbers and vehicle incidence angles.
(b) Application is to the firststage of a two-stage-to-orbit fully reusable
shuttle type HTGHLvehicle for transporting payloads from earth to low
earth orbit.
(c) See page 4.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 5_
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1977006971-052
...... ............ I
, m m,
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-A- (1)p
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Composite Engines PAGE 2 OF .._
.. Technology .... ii| i i _ ,, i |m i
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: ;
}4any options In the rea/m of composlr.e engine design, includin8 (for example)
ducted rocket, ejector ramjet, scramJet, air turborcket, LACE Cycles, and
many others, Most of the concepts beyond the simplest ducted or air
augmented rocket involve secondary combustion or large scale turbomachtnery
or both.
I
e
i i llllll i i i m
_. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
The technical problems are dependent upon the engine concept selected, but
include, for example, engine cooling, afterburner design, and variable area
inlet control.
tj. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Alternative approaches to the HTOHL concept are all rocket vehicles of one
or two-stage-to-orblt design which generally have higher gross llft-off
weight, higher propellant consumption, and higher launch cost per pound of
payload.
10 PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Unperturbed program - technology will not advance without NASA resources. ,
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL ._.| • , ,
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: •
J
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I I
, I
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. l-A-(1)p
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Composite Engines PAGE 3 OF 4
Techno10gY i mll
l s it ,
12. TECHNOI,OGY REQUIIII_MENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEARi,,
SCHEDU1,E ITEM 75 76177 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85[86 87 88 89 90191
I
TECHNOLOGY
I. Vehlcle/Propulslon --.-
System Analyses
2. Engine System Studies
3. Deslgn/Fabrlcatlon
4. Component Test
5. Subscale Engine Test ._._
APPLICATION
I. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
11. USAGE SCHEDULE:
!
TEC HNOL OGY NE ED DATE A TOTAL
.... . = k 1
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES I
14. REFERENCES:
15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART ..am_r_T onmz,_mAnvv,'s_to_N_tzvA_v
!. llASIC PHE,',;OMLNA onSI[RV|.D AND REPORTED. (I. MODEL TIr,_TtD I.q AIRCilAFI' ENVIRON),IENT.
|. TIIEORY _)ItMt;LAT£D TO D[_JIL'HI[ Pll}:KOMENA. ?, lliOl[XL YEST£D IN $P.q('l_ I[_VIRO.qMENT.
3. THFOI{_ TtXq'l'EP BY Pl.t','_tCAL ENPERIMLN'r II. NEW CAPAlllLrTY D."RIVIE;D FItOM A MUCII LEBSI[It
OR ._,_TIIEM.qT|CAL MO')EI,. (#Iq[RAI"IG_AL MO[](L.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CIIARACTERISTIC DI_.NONSTRAYI_D. 9. ItlCtJAmLIT_I( UPGRAIIING OF AN OPI_IIATI, ._AL MOOI_L.
I[ .G.. MATE IiL_L, CO_* PO_,Ir.NT, E t'Co |@, l-lJr_T_l[ _XTI_-.N_K)N OF jl_ OJ'Llljl_'n(_.kl, lilO_EL.m._
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1977006971-054
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-A-(1)p
i f
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): .Composite Engines PAGE 4 OF 4_
Technolo_.
6. (c) The HTONLt_o-stage fully reusable shuttle vehlcle offers advantag_.J over
other vehicle concepts in that it has very low recurring launch cost and
low gross llft-off weight (GLOW) for a given payload capability. Th_
HTOHLapproach using composite engines in the first stage has been
predicted to have launch costs of about $20/ib. for a 60,000 pound payload
class vehicle.
(d) Vehlcle/propulslon system a,mlyses, engine concept selection, engine
preliminary design, component development, engine system modeling, and
subscale engine testing are needed to bring the technology to maturity.
I
0
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1977006971-055
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. l-A-(2),
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Low-Cost Solid Rocket PAGE 1 OF 3
Booster Hotor
2. TECHN()LOGY CATEGORY: Propulsion
3. t)BJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Provide technology which will
decrease the cost of future solid rocket booster motors b7 50%.
I. CURRENT STATE OF ART: The current cost of large solld rocket motors isi
_.00-3.00 Eer kilogram, i
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 1
_. DESCRII'qU)N OF TECIINOLOGY
The cost of a solid rocket motor is made up of many elements which can be
changed in order to minimize the cost. There are three that have been
identified: filament wound chambers, lower cost nozzle materials, and lower
cost insulation. _hese will not be selected for development until they have
been demonstrated for Shuttle SRM use. Others are: propellant binder, and
other ingredients to decrease propellant costs, testing, quality control,
and documentation as well as manufacturing methods and refurbishment. More
specifically as examples: Tech-Roll-Seal TVC in place of Lockseal.
Inspection of case segments after recovery for refurbishment. Insulation
type and technique of application during refurbishment. Hydroxy terminated
polybutadiene propellant binder instead of PBAA. Carbon/carbon nozzle
components.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [=7 PRE-A,["] A,["I B,E] C/D
6. liATI()NAI.I,: AND ANAIXSIS:
a. Sub_tantlal amounts can be saved considering the large traffic planned
for Shuttle flights; the three areas selected for technology
advancement have been completed except for demonstrating against SRB
requirements.
b. Motors using this technology would be used for missions from earth to
low earth orbit. Ml
c. The actual cost decrease is not knot,n, but would be determined in the
first phase of the effort.
d. Each of these technology items must be demonstrated so that the risk
is minimal to the project by a test program to demonstrate cost and
performance.
: TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
L_,_uuUt;IBUA'I_/OF 'rItl_
ORI_qAI., PAGB IIPO0_ !
i
1977006971-056
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-A-(2)_
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Low-Co_ Solid Rocket PAGE 2 OF ._3
Booster Motor
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
This program would consider the value of making changes to the way SRg's are
designed, manufactured, tested, inspected, documented, and refurbished.
Where there is a lack of technology or risk needs to be reduced,demonstrations would be made.
,,• i
S. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
9. POTENTIAL. ALTERNATIVES:
Use current high cost techniques or develop low-cost liquid systems.
I0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Shuttle SRB development has not planned for this technology requirement,
Technology will not advance without NAS'_ resources.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 1
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
For minimum cost these low cost technologies should be part of the second
buy of SRB's. ;
[
r
e "2
,t ;
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1977006971-057
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-A-(2)a
1. TFCHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Low-Cost Solid Rocket PAGE 3 OF 3
Booster Hotor
12. TECtINOI.OGY REQUIREMENTS SCtlEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCttEDUI.E ITEM [75 76 77 78 79 80181 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
f _
w.
TECHNOLOGY [ _"
I !1. Study
! .,
'2. Design _M { i
3, "lest ^ [
5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C) h
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) A
3. Operations ^
4. I _"
13. USAGE SCHEDUI, E: i!
TOTAL
TECIINOI,OGY NEED DATI- L
i
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 1
l-i REFERENCES:
15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART s. COMPONFNTOn /IREADmARDTESTEDINRELEVANT
ENVI.,tONMENT IN T_{E LABOP_T£,RY. o
I. BASIC PHENOMENA OIk'_ERVLDAND qEI_f)RTED. 6. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAET ENVIRONMENT.
2. TIIEORY E(HLMI'LAI rl) I'O [)E._tHIBE PlIFNOM,,,NA. 7. MODEL TESTED INSPACE ENXqRONMEN'f.
3. THEOlt_ rFSlli) BY IqIY,_ICAI,EXPERIMENT $. NEW CAPABILITY DLBIVFD FflOM A MUCII LE_ER
OR ,M_tl IIEM_TICAL MODI.I,, OPERATIONAl. MODEL.
4. PER'I'IhtNT _UNCTI()N OR CIIAIO, CTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, 9, RELIABILITY UPGRADING ")F _N OPERATIONAl, MODEL. * "
E.G.. MATEI(IAL, ('(L_'pO',,};NT, Eq¢'. 10. LIFETLME EXTENSION OF^N OI'LRAT[ONAL MODEL.t
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1977006971-058
_ Ii i b
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-A-(2)a i
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): High Performance Solid PAGE 1 OF__3
'_ Kick Motors
', 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Propulsion
i 3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To p;°ovide technology demonstration
for high performance upper stases such as kic_ motors.
: {
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: NASA solid upper staae motors currently in use
• #
were develope d _in the early 1960°s, and technology has advanced, but has not
been completely demonstrated. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL __3
5. DESCIIlI'TION OF TECHNOLOGY
zx
The motors nov being used by NASA upper stages for maneuvers such as kick In- ,_
the-apogee were developed during early 1960's. New technology is available,
which can be applied to improve the specific Impulse, mass fraction, cost
and interface requirements. Mass fraction can reasonably be expected to
increase from 0.92 to 0.95 and specific impulse from 280 to 300 sec.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,[-] A,[-] B,_] C/D
6. I{ATI(_NALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. For high energy planetary missions the current state-of-the-art requires
full booster capability and limits the payload that escapes earth; a
kick motor is needed with about 2000 kg. of propellant to provide the
full Shuttle/IUS capability for high energy missions as well as large
payloads to geosynchronous orbit.
b. These motors find application in transport from low earth orbit to
geosynchronous orbit and interplanetary injection; A 3 and 4.
c. Some payloads for high energy missions cannot be dellvered without a
new kick stage motor.
d. The technology should be statically demonstrated in flight design
hardware.
i CARRIED TO LEVEL 5__TO BE
_t
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! ! I "=
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-A-(2)b
ii i
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Hlgh Performance Solid PAGE 2 OF 3
L
Klck Ngl;or_ ,
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
The IUS or Tug payload capability would be markedly improved by developing
a 2000 to 10,000 kg motor and by taking advantage of higher performing
insulation and case materials, propellants, and control techniques. A stop-
restart mo=or can provide up to 50% more payload In orbit than a single-burn
motor. A thrust vector control system needs to be selected from the several .
moveable nozzle options such as Tech-Roll-Seal, Lockseal, or Thlovec. _
_. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Liquid klck stages or use technology without benefit of demonstrations.
10.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Portions of Prog. i (see schedule) are supported by RP, RTOP 506-21-32. ""
Program 2 (see schedule) has no planned support.
D0D programs; however, are class 7 propellants which are currently not allowed
on the shuttle vehicle; thus, NASA requires a new hlgh performance class 2
propellant.
Technology wlll not advance without NASA resources.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 3
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
/ 100
1977006971-060
i%
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-A-(2)b :
I. TECIIN()LOGY REQLIREMENT {TITLE): High, Performance SoIid PAGE 3 OF :3
Kick Motors
12. TECIINOI,OGY REQUIREMENTS SCIIEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCItEDUI,E ITEM 751 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85]86 87 8S 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY Pi_ograml ::
1. Design _ ,
Fabrication
_a
3. Testing
4. Demonstration
TECHNOLOGY Program2
1. Design
2. Demonstration i
|
13. USAGE SCIIEI)UI.E:
!
TOTAL
TECIlNOLOGY NEED DATE X X ,
NUMBER OF LAUNCIIES PR )G_AM 1 P tO6RA _ ]
I.i. REFERENCES: ;
"Which Way to Shuttle Upper Stages?", A.O. Tischler, p.26-37, AIAA, A and A,
Volume 13, No. 7, July/Aug., 1975. !
±-
[
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. COMPONFNTOR .rIREADBOARD TESTEDIN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LAIK)_A3Y)RY.
I. BASIC PHENOMENA OI%'_ERVEDAND REPORTED. 6. MODEL TESTED INAIRCRA}T ENVIRONMENT. ,
2. TIIEORY _-)ltMULATEDTO DESCRIBE Pill _NOMENA, ?. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT. ,',
i 3. THEOIt_ TESTED BY PllYSICAL EXPERIMENT $. NEW CAPAIIII,ITY DLRIV'ED FROM A MUCII LEKSER -
OR M._Tll} MATICAL MODEl,, OPERA'I'IOhAL MODEL.
' " 4. PERTIhLNT _UN('TI()N OR CllAIL-%CTERISI"IC DEMONSTI_TED, J. RELIABILITY UPGRADING [)F AN OPERA Fh_NAI, MODEL.
E.G.. MATEIIlA[.. CO,%'PONENT. EIC. I0. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF ANO|'LRATION_:.MOI)EL.
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1977006971-061
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-A-(2)
i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): High Performance Space PAGE I OF__3
Solid Motors
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Propulsion
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Provide technology for solid
propellant motors of high performance which can withstand the sterilization
environment.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Hotor sizes up to 75 kg and mass fractions of
0.85 km have been achieved. Large siz_ have not been demonstrated.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 2
5. DESCI{II'TI()NOF TECIINOLOGY
Technology for motor sizes up to 300 kg and performance of 0.9 mass :
fraction will be developed to effectively provide propulsion for sample
return from the planets.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [-] PRE-A,['I A,F] B,[7 C/D
6. I{ATI()NAI.E AND ANAI.YSIS:
a, There is a large payoff in increased sample size return if the
performance of the propulsion system is increased,
b. Extraterrestrial landing and take-off (in particular Mars sample
return); M5
c. These missions operate at very large ratios of sample returned to
mass landed, i.e., a 50 gram sample for a 3000 kg spacecraft launch.
d. Demonstration by static test in flight prototype hardware•
L TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 5__
}
h
1977006971-062
: DEFINITIOn., T OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.I-A- (2) c
i ii
_ I. TECHNOLOGYsolldMotors REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Hi_h Performance Space PAGE 2 OF 3 i
_ 7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: I
? Conduct a demonstration program after increasing the performance and
stabillty of the propellant system by increasing the solids loading
from 811 to 85I to obtain an increase from 280 to 290 sec. The design
of the motor is to capitalize on grain stress relief techniques. To
_" complete the demonstration the motor needs to be designed, fabricated, !
subjected to thermal sterilization cycles and static tested, i'
?
?
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Obtain thermally stable propellant and insulation systems in 300 kg sizes.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Use lower performing system: Is of 250 sec. and mass fraction of 0.75.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Currently being investigated by JPL with support from RP.
RTOP 506-21-32. Technology will not advance without NASA resources.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 2__
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
* None.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-A-(2)c
l TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): High Performa..nce Space PAGE 3 OF
Solid Motors
12. TECIINOI,OGY REQUIREMENTS SCtIEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDUI,E ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 "
TECHNOLOGY
1. Propellant , .
e
2. Design
3. Fabricate
. 4. Dem_nstratlon Firing h
5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
l::. USAGE SCHEI)UI,E:
- !
TOTA L
TECIINOI,OGY NEED DATE A _ •
I O
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES I
1.t. REFERENCES:
RIilFRODUGIBILITYOF
ORI NAL PAG] m l)Olt
15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART s. COMPONFNTON P.READBOARDTt.S'I'EDINRELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LARO_A1VJRY.
I. BASIC PHENOMENAOI_ERV_DAND rlFIr_RTED. 6. MODELTES_/EDINAIRCRAI'T ENVIRONSIENT.
2. TIIEORY _ILMULATED TO DESCRIBE PlIFNOMENA. T° MOD£L TES'I'ED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
3, THEolP_ TI. S'I'ED fly PIIY.'IICAL EXPERIMENT II, NEW CAPAlliI,ITY DLRIVED FROM A MUCII LE_ER
OR MA'I'IIEM_tTICAL MoDEl,. OPERATIO_,AL MODLL.
4. PERTIhLNT I'UNCTION OR CIIARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, IL REId.ABILITY UPGRADING OF -%_ OPERATll _NAL MODLL.
E.G., MATEItLt.L, CO_'PO.hENT, ETC. 10. IJFI_TIME LXTENSION OF AN Oi'LRATIONAL MODkL.
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1977006971-064
I .............................
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-B
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Metastable States of PAGE 1 OF _
o
Matter
2. TECHN()LOGY CATEGORY: Propulsion
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Determine feaslbilit 7 of utilizing
metastable matter for propulsion and undertake an advanced hardware
i development program to demonstrate technology, readiness.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: The metastable states of matter are currently
under analysi9 and laboratory investigation. '
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 2
5. DESCI{II'TI()N()I.'TECIINOLOGY
Currently the metastable states of matter under analytical
and experimental investigation are metallic hydrogen, _'
excited helium and mixtures of atomic and molecular hydrogen.
The technology is in the conceptual or very early stages of _
experimental investigation. It is many years away from ,
technology readiness, which is anticipated to be beyond thr
end of the century.
p/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: E] PRE-A,F'] A,r"] B,[-] C/D
i
6. iiATI()NAI,E AND ANAI,YSIS:
a) High-energy missions are very sensitive to specific impulse and there-
fore any improvement in that parameter has the potential of improving
the mission.
b) This falls under the category of opportunity driven missions.
c) The payload will increase, to a zeorth order, directly as the log
increase of Isp, therefore payloads will increase by orders of magnitude
if system mass does not increase over current systems.
d) Too early to know.
'L
%
, TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL B
.
!
i i ,05
|
1977006971-065
ml i i
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-B
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Metastable States of PAGE 2 OF 3
Matter
Jl i
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
None.
i i |l|
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Storage of matter in the metastable states at reasonable system mass; energy
release at the proper point in the system; production of metallic hydrogen.
| i i|
9. POTENTIAl, ALTERNATIVES:
t
H2/02 , F2/N2H4 propellants (stable chemclals)
i i
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Nee Horizons Program at JPL.
Nithout NASA resources, the tecimology viii not advance.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 2
ii i i i
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUmEMENTS:
None,
i i i i i II|
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=,,, ,,,
DEFINITION OF TECIINOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-B
•, ..
; 1. TECHN()LOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Metastable States PAGE 3 OF
of Matter
12. TECIINOI,OGY REQUIREMENTS SC,IIEDULE:
_ CALENDAR YEAR
SCttEDU1,E ITEM 75 76 77 i78 79 80 81 82 83 84 S5 86 87 88 89190 91
? TE CHNOLOGY
I. Analysis and lab work
" o Evaluate Properties .....
; 3. System Studies ,
: 4. Critical Hardware I
Evaluation I'_"
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) _
3. Operations
4. !
13. USAGE SCHEI)UI,E:
TOTAL
TECIINOI,OGY NEED DATI,, t
1 NUMBER OF LAUNCItES _
|l ii • i:l
: 14 REFERENCES:
, 15. LEVEL OF STATE OF AR 'r i. Cl)Ma_O_rNTOn I_EAL)BOARDTESTLDINRELEVA_I"
IrNVII4_ONbIENT IN T'IF. LAHOKAI'ORY.
!. BASIC PHENOMENA OI_EIEVLD AND RFI_r)RTLD. 4. M,)DEL I"ES_LD IN AIRCKAFT L NVtRONMF NT.
|. TIIEORY _1)ItMULATED TO I)ESCIh'_E PII! I_OMENA. ?. MODEL TK_r}.D iN SPACF EN_IR(),NMENT. . :II
i $. THEO/{_ TF h_I'ED BY PPYSICAL EXPEHIMLNT II, NEW CAPABII.ITY D: RI'_'LD |'_0'_1A ML'C}I I,E,_ER. OR 514111EM.JTICAI. MOI)! I,. OPERA1 IO_,AI, MODLL.
• 4. i_RTINL.NT I"UNCT|ON Oil CIIAI_t TEHIErlC DEMONSTRATED. $, I_ELIABILITY UP_;RAI)I',_G OF ._$ :)PERA Fit _NA| MODLL.
i E.G.. MATEI¢IAL, CO._'PO'.,FNT. ETC. 1O. IJFIrTlbl i' LXTEN.C,lON OF AN OI'LIiATION '.:. MOI)I' I..y
[
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1977006971-067
DEFIN!TIO N OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-C
,, ' •
I. TECIINOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Utilization of PAGE I OF 3_
--Indi__enous Materials for Propulsion
2. TECHNOI,OGY CATEGORY: ....Propulsion
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Develop the technology for using the
mass of extra-terrestrial surface material_ planetary atmosphere and waste \
for propulsion.
4. CURRENT STATE OF AItT: To date only mass taken from earth has been used
by the N_A. It has been demonstrated that solid waste can be burned in '
a hybrid rocket. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL m
5. DE_'i{II'TI(}N(H,'TI,:CIIN(}I,OGY
Matter can be found in many forms and places where man will _,xplore the
solar system, and this material could be used for propellant mass; however;
the form is usually not the same as found on earth.
New technology will be developed to convert indigenous mass to useful form,
and to release energy when combined with stored constituents.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASEDON: r'] PRE-A,[--] A,["J B,r'] C/D
6 ICA'I'I_NAI.J._ AND ANAI.YSIS:
a. New schemes need to be devised, concepts compared, tested, and
technology developed.
b. These efforts are opportunity driven.
c. Currently al_ propellant mass must be brought from the earth with 70
to several thousand times that mass being expended to get the propellant
mass into space. Thus the use of indigenous materials for propulsion can
greatly reduce transportlon system mass and cost for missions to distant
planets and their satellites.
d. Concepts for reacting indigenous materials with stored reactants must be
identified and their characteristics evaluated in order to determine if
systems development is warranted.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 5| m |
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-C
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Utilization of Indigenous PAGE 2 OF 3_
Materials for Propulsion
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
The only option for not using indigenous mass is to carry the mass from earth.
Within the indigenous materials there is a variety of options which are
unknown at this time. The atmosphere of Venus Ig mostly COy which could be
reacted to form metal oxides plus heat, or Just collected, _eated, and
expelled at higher velocity. Use of wastv mass in a hybrid rocket for
attxillary propulsion has been demonstrated to be a technique which could
be used on manned operations.
i s,
S. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Energy, mass, and cost of using these systems when material has to be
gathered.
9. POTENTIAl, AI,TERNATIVE5:
Carry along mass from earth.
_'l
l o. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANC EMENT:
Hew Horizons in Propulsion Program in RP
Techr,ology will not advance without NASA resources.
EXPEC'I ED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
!1. IIELATED TECttNOI.OGY REQUIREMENTS:
Studies which will define specific mlsslon_ and approaches.
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1
DEI.'INITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-C
I. TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Utilization of PAGE 3 OF
Indigenous Materials for Propulsion
12. TECIINOI,OGY REQUIREMENTS SCIIEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
75 76[77 78 79 _0 ]81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
B
SCtIEDUI.E ITEM
TECHNOLOGY : ! ]
I. Study .............. . --
2. Selection of Approae] es .....
3. Laboratory Experiments ..................
4. Breadboard Systems ............
5.
APPLICATION
i. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
:3. Operations
i
4. [
1:}. USAGE SCIIEDULE:
_-- ' ! l
TEC IINOI.OGY NE ED DAZ' -_]uTALI
14. REFERENCES:
,,y OF T_g
Q_lalN_&£A@BItt_O_
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART 0. coMvouruTon SaE_nO^RDT*STZDINaELEV^NT
ZNVmON_IENTl_ TaEt.AROaA1VaY.
1. I_-%SlC PHENOMENA ORSFRVt D AND REPORTED. a. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENV_RON.'tlENT.
2. TIIEORY V()IIMUI,ATEI) TO I)ESCR'BE PIIENOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED iN SPACE EN%_RONMENT.
3. THE(_It'z TESTED BY PliYSICALEXPERIMENT 8. NEWCAPAI_I.|TY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LE_ER
OR M urlIEM _,TICAL MODE I,. OPERAm'|OI_A L MODEL,
4. PER'I'IM NT _IN('TION OR CIIAItACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED. |. RELIAI_LIT¥ UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G.. MATERIAl,. CO_'poxd-:NT, ETC. lO. LIFIgTIME EXTENSION OF AN OI'LRATIONAL MODEL.
t
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUII_MENT NO. I-D
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Detonation Propulsion PAGE 1 OF _ i
7 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Propulsion i :
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Provide prototype of mechanization
of a detonation propulsion system which can be used in dense atmospheres.
4 CURRENT STATE OF ART: Feaslbilit_ has been shown for single pulses ' ?
in laboratory apparatus. '
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 3
5. DESCRII'TION OF TECHNOLOGY
It has been bound that a small charge can be detonated in an expanding
nozzle and provide an impulse hwich to the first order is independent of
atmosphere around the propulsion system.
The technology program consists of provld_ng stable high energy detonable
propellants which can be stored, transfered and ignited in the reactor;
technology development of chamber refilling techniques, and transfer of the
pulsed energy into the payload. Nozzle optimum design, prototype system
design, and prototype system demonstration would complete the technology
program.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: r'lPRE-A,[-'] A,I"] B,[-I C/D
6. RATI(JNAI.E AND ANAI.YSIS:
a. The results of estimates of current technology indicates that specific .,
impulses of 50 to 150 sec. could be expected in dense, high-pressure
(i00-I000 bars) atmospheres while detonation propulsion should permit
greater than 200 sec.
b. Extraterrestrial landing take-off and on orbit operations; M-I and 5. ::"
}
c. Should be able to decrease propellant mass by factor of 2.
d. Demonstration of a prototype unit in the laboratory.
i
c
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEI_ 5
i
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-D
=
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Detonation Propulsion PAGE 2 OF 3
l
ml
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS.
; The range of specific impulses varies from 200 to 300 sec. but depends
on obtaining a propellant which can be packaged efficiently and initiated.
The number of pulses varies from several hundred to a hundred thousand; the
size of the change is one to twenty-flve grams.
i
5. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Obtain multiple pulse operation; transfer of pulse thrust into payload.
Nozzle refilling between pulses. System to initiate propellant detonation;
condidate approaches for ignition are: laser, shock wave, detonation wave,
acoustic, resistance heating, broad spectrum heating.
9. POTENTLAL ALTERNATIVES:
,m
10.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Currently being investigated at JPL under RP support. RTOP 506-21-32.
Technology will not advance without NASA resources.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 3
11. I{ELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I-D
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Detonation Propulsion PAGE 3 OF
.. ,, ,,
12. TECHNOI,OGY REQUIIiEMENTS SCtIEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
,,.
SCIIEDUI.E ITEM 75 76 77_78 79 80 81182 83 84 85'86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. Laboratory ........ ,
', Des ign_e m_
3. Fabrication ....
4. Test ........
5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
L
13. USAGE SCIIEDUI,E:
,=
" I
TOTA L
'rEC I1NOI,OGY NE ED DATE
[
NUMBER OF I,AUNCHES ]
l.l.REFERENCES:
15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART s.COM_ONFNTOn aaeAamo^aDT_STLDINRELEV^NT
ENVIRONblENT IN Till-: LABOiLAq_JRY.
I. [Is,sic PHENOMENA OIK_ERVI- [') AND REPORTED. 6. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRON,MENT.
2. THEORy I.v.)RMt'LATEDTO DESf'R/BE IIII.'NOMENA. ?. MODEL TEST :D IN SPACE EN_IRONMEN'f.
3. THI.:tHU_ TI- .¢;TFD BY PIIY.c.ICAL FXPl-,RIMENT $. NEW CAPAIIII,ITY DLIIIVFD FROM A blUCII LESSER
OR 5141 III':MATICAI, MOI)F,I,. OPERAI'IOI_AL .'MODEL.
4. PERTINENT I-('N('TI(_N OR CILARACTERISTI(" DFMONSTRATED, $, IUILIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERA FIONAL MODEL.
' E.G., MATEIflAI,. CG._'I_t3NI..NT. ETC. |O. LIFETIbIE EXTENSION OF AN OI'LP.tATION.kL MODI':L.
• , m
]97700697]-073
_____L
DEFINITION OF TECIINOLOGY REQUIREMENT _A-l(a)-i
, .., : : L •
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITI,E): Nuclear Electric PAGE I OF__3
Propulsion Powerplant
: . 2. TECIINOI,OGY CATEGORY: Propulsion 1
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Demonstrate, in a complete ground ¢
: prototype test, a fast-spectrum, light weight, low cost, multl-hundred kWe ?
technology for a space nuclear electric power subsystem for primary electric !
provulsion.
: 4 CUI_{ENT STATE ()F ART: Thermionic fuel elements for an in-core therraionic
reactor were carried to EM desl_n. Subsystem conceptual design was
essentially completed in 1973. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL3
5. DESCRII'TI()N ()1" TECIIN()I,OGY
• The system to be designed and demonstrated is A-3-Mwt (or larger) heat pipe-
cooled, fast reactor, operating at 1600K, utilizes Brayton, Sterling,
Rankin, or thermionic power conversion. The prime contender presently is
out-of-core thermionic power converters, at 15% to 25% conversion
efficiency, to generate electrical power. Heat rejection, at 850°K, is via
NaK coolant and heat pipe radiator structures. A large shadow shield (a
metal hydride) is imposed between the reactor (with its assolcated power
conversion) and the rest of the spacecraft neutron shielding. It-is
expected that the major part of the ganlnashielding will be provided by the
on-board propellant. Specific mass of the power subsystem is presently
estimated at less than 20kg/kWe, designed for 30,000 hours of full power
operation and a total lifetime of at least 90,000 hours. _
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,r-] A,[_ B,r'] C/D
u
6. RATIi)NAI.E AND ANAI.YSIS:
a. High energy planetary exploration at Jupiter, Saturn and the other
planets is expected to start by the early 1990's. NEP will provide a
low-cost, multi-payload, multi-mission spacecraft capability via the
planned technology. In particular, lower specific mass, long life, and
lower cost are accomplished by out-of-core power conversion at the
specified temperatures.
b. Mission needs are interplanetary transport and on-orbit operation
requirements of outer planet orbiters, satellite landers_ and surface
sample return missions. In addition, these subsystems ir_ required
for large payload transport from LEO to geosynchronous orbit or escape
velocity.
c. NEP at Jupiter will provide approximately a factor of 3 larger payloads
(on direct flight from a single STS launch) than a 3-stage chemical
propulsion system from a dual STS launch via Venus swingby. This
extra payload provides multiple orbiter/lander systems for the Jovian
satellites and also enables a sample return flight to earth orbit, all
with a single NEP system. Recurring cost for this NEP mission may also
be lower than for the limited chemical system.
(Cont'd) TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL .2-
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1977006971-074
.... • --a-_ (a) -i
DEFINITION OF TEC HNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
"-- i i i i ] me i i iii i • i
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Nuclear Electri c . PAGE 4 OF 3
Propulsion Poverplant
ill i i i
(Continued)
6d. A ground prototype test is required, although it may also be desirable to
have a short powered flight system test in space.
_°
i i i i ill
]-
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1977006971-075
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT _)-?-l(a)-i
, ,, , ,
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Nuclear Electric PAGE 2 OF __
Propulsion Powerplant
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Because of highly favorable payload/flight time tradeoff capability unique .
to NEP, this system is relatively insensitive to launch window and payload
increases. Power available for m_sion equipment is virtually unlimited.
System is expected to have 20% redundancy to cover power degradation over
specified lifetime.
i
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Heat pipe cooled reactor h. Cabling and power processing
b. Long llfe thermionlc converter i. Spacecraft integradatio_
c. HaK coolant manifolds J. Ground test facilities
d. Heat pipe radiator structures
e. High temp. hydride neutron shield
f. High temp. cermet insulators
g. Sputter resistant coatings
9. POTENTIAl, ALTERNATIVES:
In-core thermionic reactor development, although a heavier and more costly
technology, cculd also provide a major improvement over chemical systems.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Without special effort by NASA, this advancement would not occur.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 3
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
This technology also requires the availability of a high power thrust
subsystem technology to accomplish the stated missions. Other technologies
are implied above in "Technical Problems" (item 8).
1
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DEHNITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
• _ , ,, , ,
I. TECHNOI.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Nuclear Electric PAGE 3 OF 3
Propulsion Powerplant
12. TECIINOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCIIEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDUI.E ITEM 75 76 77[78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 $9 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
i. Analysis/Design
I
'2. Fabrication
3. Test ___
4. Documentation .__ --
5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) ____
3. Operations
4. ] I
13. USAGE SCttE1)UI.E:
I
IrECtL._,I,OGY NEED DAT1.. X TOTAL
" INUMBER OF LAUNCHES ] 2
II REFERENCES:
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. ¢OMeO_,:FSTOa aI_EAI,mAKDT_STLDINRELIkVANT
" ENVIRONMENT IN T'{E LAI_DK_3_H!Y.
I. lb*,SIC PHENOMENA OB.qF}O.'} D AND RFIW)RTED. 6. MODEl, TESTED IN AIRCRAI.T } NVIRONM} NT.
2. TIIEORY FOItMI'I.ATFDTO DFS('IHBF |'I[_/_O.MENA. 7. MODELTESTLDINSPAf'F ENVIRONMENT.
3. THF(*I(_ T} SITD BY PII_Mt'AL EXPER[,'_|ENT $. NEW CAPAIllI.ITY DLRIV}iD F|ioM A MUCU I.E.KSER
OR MAIlWM.ITIt'AL M(_I)| 1,. OPERATIONAl, MODLL.
4. PER'IIN!NI' }(N("I'IONOR CIIARA(TERISTI¢ DFMONSTRATED. $. I_LELL&RILIT¥ UPGRADING OF _Nt)PERArII,NAI, MODEL.
E.G.. MATEItlAL. ('('5'PO'.FNT. E'!('. I0. LIFETIME EXTENSION OFANOI'LIIATION_:,MOI)}L.
i . =,
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I DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT I_-_(I) (b)-2 i -i
_J L ''' ii J , = 1
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): High P_er PAGE 1 OF 3 1
. Electrostatic Th_st Subsystem !
2, TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Propulsion ]
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Dem°nstrate, in a complete ground
prototype test, the technology for a multl-hundred kWe electrostatic thrust _ +'
and its associated propellant storage and distribution subsystem for !subsystem
primary nuclear powerea electric propulsion.
_. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Similar subsystems are currently under prototype i
development for solar electric propulsion at a power level of 5-30. kWe, "_
i
scheduled for completion approx. 1980. HAS BEEN CARRTED TO LEVEL 4
5. DESCRII,TION OF TECtINOLOGY
Design and demonstrate a 400 kWe power processor and a 300-ramion _ombard- i
ment, 3 axis con_.rol thrust array, with switching and logic
for operation at an exhaust velocity up to 100 km/s. Heat pipe cooling
of the array mounting platform will maintain temperature below 500K to
assure active control of propellant flow. Specific mass of the thrust
subsystem is presently estimated at less than 4 kq/kWe, designed for
30,000 hours of full power operation and a total lifetime o_ at least
90,000 hours.
P/L REQUIREM}.NTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,[-] A,[-] B,[_ C/D
6. RATI()NALE AND ANAI.YSIS:
a. High energy planetary exploration at Jupiter, Saturn and the other outs
planets is expected to start by the early 1990's. NEP will provide a
low-cost, multl-payload, multl-mission spacecraft capability via the
planned technology. In particular, lower specific mass, along life,
and lower cost are accomplished by out-of-core power conversion at the
specified temperatures.
b. Mission needs are interplanetary transport and on-orbit operation
requirements of outer planet orbiters, satellite landers, and surface
sample return missions. In addition, these subsystems are required
for large payload transport from LEO to geosynchronous orbit or escape
velocity.
c. NEP at Jupiter will provide approximately a factor of 3 larger payloads
(on direct flight from a single STS launch) than a 3-stage chemical
propulsion system from a dual STS launch via Venus swingby. This extra
payload provides multiple orbiter/lander systems for the Jovian
satellites and also enables a sample return flight to earth orbit, all
with a single NEP system. Recurring cost for this NEP mission may also
be lower than for the limited chemical system.
d. A ground, prototype test _q required, although it may also be desirable to
nave a snort powered flight system test in _ CARRIED TO LEVEl _
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT I (1)(b)-2 _
, -- m i
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Hi#h Power PAGE OF 3__
Electrostatic Thrust Subsyste_ ,
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Because of highly favorable payload/flight time tradeoff capability unique
. to NEP, this system is relatively insensitive to launch window and payload
increases. Power available for mission equipment is virtually unlimited.
Subsystem is expected to have 20% redundancy to cover performance " :
degradation over specified lifetime.
I
, i ,,i i m
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Heat pipe cooling of structure
b. Propellant tankage to provide full gamma shielding
c. Interaction of exhaust with spacecraft structures and surfaces
d. Spacecraft integration
e. Ground test facilities
|l i i
'J. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
None
i
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Nithout special effort by NASA, this advancement would not occur.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 3
=,, i J , | • • i
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:1
This technology requires the availability of a nuclear power subsystem
i technology to accomplish the stated missions. It also requires further
development of guidance and navigation technology for large, constant
power, low thrust missions.
e
(
_ i i I I
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DEI"INITION OF TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENT I_0". (1)b
T--A--
I ="
I. TECIIN()I.()GY REQUII{EMENT (TITLE): HiRh Power PAGE 3 ()F 3
Electrostatic Thrust Subsystem ._
12. TECIIN()I,()(;YI_EQUIREMENTS SCIIEDULE;
CALENDAR YEAR
SCtIEDUI,E ITEM 75 76 77] 78 79 80 81 82 83 ] 84 S5 86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
I. Analysls/Deslgn u
l
'> Fabrication _ ---
3. Test m
4. Documentation
5.
APPLICATION
I. Design (Ph. (') --.-. '
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) _ :
3. Operations
4.
l:_. USAGE SCttEDUI.E:
,m
I
TECIINO!.OGY NEED DATL _ TOTAL
I 'NUMBER OF I,AUNCHES L 1 12 3 :
I.I.REFERENCES:
4
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s.cos_oNr._TonmZA_,m^_ TtSTLD,._Rr.LEV^,_T
ENWINONMENT IN T:IL LAi_)I_I¢,RY. ,_
I. I_ASIC PlW'_tJ.X't NA Olt.'4_ RVi. D AND '{FP(_RTED. 6, MODEL TES'!. El) IN AIRCRAI'T kNV130':Mt" NT.
2, TIIEORY t'OIC,',l I2tlTD TO I)kn( IUBi Pill NOM_ NA. 7. MODEL TES'[I.D IN SPAf'F ES_,qR/)NMENT.
3, l'ill"()l:_ Ti' ._rLl) B_ Iql_'_lt'A I. [, XFkRIMLNT a NEW CAPAlUI.ITY D;. IIIV'I-.D l-th}M A MUCll I.E.'_ER
OR MA'I ll_ M _,TIt'AI, Mr)D! t.. OPERAa'IoI_A L MODL L.
4. PkR'l IN} N I I. t N( "Fit),", oil ,'IIARA( TE RISTW DFMONSTRATED, |, i_FLIALaJLITY UPGRAI)|NC OF _tN OPERA _|t _NAI MOI)LL.
E.G., MATkliIAI.. ('t:vpo,,t. ",T, l:"l t'. 10, LIFETIME LXTENSION OF AN OI LRATION _,:. MOI)_" I..
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT I_-(I) (c)
I. TECI[NOI.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITI,E): HPD Thrust Subsystem PAGE 1 OF 3
Technologff.
2. TECHNOIJOGY CATEGORY: Propulslon
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:..Demonstrate, in a complete ground
prototype test, the technology for a multi-hundred kWe HPD arc Jet subsystem and
its associated propellant,stnrage and distribution subsystem for primary nuclear
powered electric propulsion.
_. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Analytical and experimental research has been done
in a quasi-steady ma..gnetoplasmadynamic (RPD) discharge with a self-induced
magnetic field and different propellants. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 2
5. DFSCItlI,TIt)N ()I" Ti,;CIIN()I,OGY
t
A 400 kWe power processor and a quasl-steady HPD arc Jet thruster, with
switching and loglc required for operation at an exhaust velocity between
20 and 30 km/s, utillzing argon as a propellant. Specific mass of the
thrust subsystem is presently estimated at less than 2 kg/kWe, designed
for 30,000 hours of full power operation and a total lifetime of at least
90,000 hours.
P/I. REQUIREMkNTS BASEDON: r-] PRE-A,F'] A,["] B,C] C/D
|,,
6. RATI()\AI.I.; AND ANAI,YSIS:
a. Requirements for transport of a large number of different payloads from
LEO to many different orbit locations with reusable upper stages are
expected by the late 1980's. NEP will provide a low-cost, multl-payload
multi-mlsslon reusable "Tug" capability. The HPD arc Jet for this
application is an exceptionally low-cost, versatile, lightweight device
that will be able to operate at high thrust density with :ery little
power processing.
b. Mission needs are particularly in the large payload transport from LEO
to geosynchronous orbit or escape velocity
c. NEP as a reusable trip for b.osynchronous missions will provide
approximately a factor of 4 lar-er payload to geosynchronous orbit than
a chemical propulsion system. 'ine round trip with NEP, however, takes
sllghtly over 100 days. If payload dellvery rate is compared over a
large number of flights, the Shuttle with NEP tug will deliver payload
at approximately 50% of the cost of using a chemical propulslon tug.
d. A ground prototype test is required, although it may also be desirable
to have a short powered fllght system test in space.
: TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL _7
!
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iDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT II-_!l) (c)
| ,, ,i
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): HPD Thrust Subsystem PAGE 2 OF __
Technolo_
n m
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Because of the high energy mission capability of NEP, large orbit plane
changes and orbit altitude changes may be carried out in preprogrammed
sequences to deliver a variety of payloads to a variety of destinatiops
within a single round trip, or to deliver a large payload to a single
destination. Exhaust velocity is expected to be readily variable to
provide any changes that may be required by the mission.
iii
_. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Subsystem definition
b. Efficiency optimization
c. Power processing for variable exhaust veloclty
d. TherLal design of thruster anode
9. POTENTIAl. ALTERNATIVES:
Ion engines may be used, at considerable increase of system_ass,
complexity, and cost.
i
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Without special effort by _A, this advancement would not occur.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVE 1 2
11. RELATED TECHNOLCGY REQUIREMENTS:
This technology r_qulres the availability of a nuclear power subsystem
technolngy to a_conplish the stated missions. It may also require further
development of robotics and teleoperator technology for rendezvous and
docking, payload servicing and/, - deployment, etc.
, i i II
t
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DE FINITION OF TEC ItNOI,OGV I{EQUII{EME NT _NO. _
1. TECtlN()I,OGY REQUII{EMENT (TITLE): HPD Thrust Subsystem PAGE 23()1"
Technology
7
i ' TECHN()I,()GY RE_UII{EMENTS SCIIEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCItEDUI.E ITEM 75i76 77 78 79 80 _1 82 83i8t _5 _6 87 ss _:) _.)0 91
TE CHNOLOGY
I. Analysis/Design
|
-.°Fabrication
3. Test
4. Documentation
5.
)
APPLICATION
I. Design (Ph. C) __
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations ----
4.
i
l:l. US/GE SCIIEI)UI,E:
i l
TEC llNOI,i)GY N E ED DATI', X TOTA I,t
I
i
NUMBER OF ],AUN('I_ES 1 2 .I
14. REFEI{ENC.-,
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. COMPON}'NI" OR itltLAPI_f)AIL r) ",k'_rLDINFItIt.VAST
- • F.NV1HONMFN'IIN T:lt LAI'_)K_tl_tIIY.
!. I_it$1C PHE:,OMluNA Ol_t RVt |1 ANI) qF|V)RTIt, D. 4. MODI. I, TEN _. } I) IN AIRCRAF 1 ! NVtRON31} %T
|. TIIEOH¥ FOICMI'LATED"TOtlL%CltlltE Pit} ,_,OMtNA. ?. MOD|.'LTES'I'ID iN ._pAC_ IL.',VIRIJNt.IENI
_. t'll}'t_lt't TF S'I't D B_' ""I_MI'AL ! %PLRIMIt, NT II. N[W CAPAI_I :T¥ D: RIV_ I) } fttP, l A M *'l, tl ! i ,%bLN
OH .xtA1lit .M_trlt'AI, MOI_!I,, OPt RA1 IONAI. MODLI,.
4. _'_LIIT.'IN| NT )I. NCTItIN(HICII_tltAI rERIEI'IC DFMONSTIUtTED, 9. itELIAlUI.IT_ Ui,t,HAI)INCt_I _t_tD|)tl{Ath"6-_.l Mlq)lt.L.
, E.G., MATluIIL_I.. (X'_'I,I'.F _,T. ! _.t'. tO. LII'I:TIME I.XTL,N,'_It).',O) AN 111i Ib_,lIO._, ,' MoI)F I..
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1977006971-083
IDEFINITI()N OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT I!__(2) (a) - :
I. TECIINOI,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITI,E): Solid Core Nuclear PAGE I OF___I
Rocket Technology
i
"2.TECIIN()I.()GYCATEGORY: Propulslon
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: An assessment of applications to
combined high-thrust/low-thrust missions is to be accomplished.
I. CURRENT STATE ()F ART:
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL _
5. DESCIIII'TI()N (H,' TECIIN()I,OGY
A direct heating, solid core, nuclear rocket technology would provide high
thrust upper stage propulsion at a hydrogen exhaust velocity approaching
i0 km/s. This should be assessed in combination with low-thrust propulsion,
as a dual-mode system or a separate NEP system.
5
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,, r-] A,[--] B,[-] C/D
6. I_ATI(_YAI.E AND .,NAI,YSIS:
This technology, because of its high thrust characteristic, perhaps ought
to be re-evaluated in the light of other advanced technologies more recently
being advocated. The advantage of relatively high exhaust velocity,
however, appears to be partially offset by the large hydrogen tankage
requirement. Possible combined high-thrust missions have not yet been
explored within the context of planned STS capabilities.
Kh_RODUCIB2..ITYOF
0RIG[NALPAGg m P001
' TO BE CARRIED TO LEVELN/A
7
7
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1977006971-084
1
DEFINITION OF TECtINOLOGY REQUIREMENT I_.7 (2) (b)
1. TECttNO1,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE). Fluid PAGE 1 OF1__.
.,.Core Nuclea_r_Propulsion Technolog_
2. TECHN()I,()GY CATEGORY: Propulsion
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To complete the experimental
characterization and the conceptual design of a high temperature plasma core
nuclear rocket system.
4. CURRENT';TATE OF ART: Basic and applied research is being conoucted into
the fluid flow and hear transfer of plasma core reactors.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL i
5. DESCI{II,TI()N ()1." TECIIN()I,OGY
Large, very high temperature, fissioning plasma cores in nuclear reactors
have the potential capabilities of producing high thrust-to-mass propulsion
at exhaust velocities up to 50 km/s. Such systems require the storage and/or
recirculation of fissionable materials outside the reactor, and a fairly
complete separation of fluid flow betw=en the hydrogen propellant and the
fissioning plasma within the reactor core. Both the "open cycle" and
"light bulb" concepts of the plasma core nuclear rocket require evaluation
Hot nuclear fuel is confined in the reactor cavity and separated from walls
and structure by the flow of a buffer gas. There are two basic schemes:
In the coaxial flow or "open cycle" device, the buffer gas is to intercept
the optical radiation from the fissioning plasma. It is thus heated and by
expansion through a nozzle, it produces thrust. In the nuclear "light bulb"
engine, the plasma fuel and buffer gas are contained in a transparent
cylinder. Radiation from the plasma heats up a propellant flowing about the
nuclear "light bulb".
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,[--] A,[-] B,[-']C/D
6. I{A'I'I()NAI.E AND ANAI,YSIS:
V large, high energy manned missions, such as manned planetary
expeditions may be expected sometime beyond the year 2000. Such missions
will require some combination of high thrust and high specific impulse
propulsion. It is therefore important to carry the plasma core nuclear
propul:3ion to the point of validated conceptual design in order to allow
a fairly comprehensive comparison with other systems which have been carried
to a higher level of the state of the art. Further need for technolog"
advancement can then be assessed.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 3
i ,
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1977006971-085
I DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. II-Bt. TECtlNOt,()GY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Nuclear Fasion PAGE 1 OF
Propulsion
2. TECIINOI.()GY CATEGOI{Y: Propulsion
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCE:IENT REQUIRED:, A continuing assessment is needed of
high-energy fusion research as the phenomena move toward experimental
demons tration.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART:
I :
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 0
5. DESCI(iI'TI()N ()I," TECIIN()I,OGY
A number of concepts have been proposed for the use of nuclear fusion to '
generate thurst. They presently include mlcroexploslon concepts (laser
generated) and controlled thermonuclear reactors (CTR). These concepts
represent a future opportunity to obtain much higher energy densities than
by nuclear fission, and thereby represent a follow-on technology of
potential importance.
"i
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,['_ A,[-] B,F] C/D 'i
6. I/ATI()NAI,E ANP ANAI,YSIS:
Fusion energy systems represent the first possibility for space exploration
well beyond our Solar System. Such missions are beyond the year 2000, but
represent, to some extent, an important aspect of future planning. At this
time NASA represents a technology observer and planner rather than an active
participant. _
i,
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL_[_
{
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1977006971-086
iDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. II-C
i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Combined Radioisotope }'AGE 1 OF 3 _ "
Thermoelectric/Propulslon Module
{
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Propulsion
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To utilize the direct heatln_
capability of a radioisotope thermoelectric generator for propulsion
performance enhancement.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Isotopic thermoelectric generators have been built
for flight. Radioisotope heatln_ of propellant has been done on a laboratory
scale. They have not been combined. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 3
5. DESCI{II'TION OF TECHNOLOGY
At present thermoelectric generators and propulsion systems are designed _ _
as separate systems for a particular mission. Some types of auxiliary '_
propulsion are significantly enhanced by additional heat input. The
required advancement is to produce an integrated system. _he technology
needed is basically existent but a great deal of effort is required in the _ :
desig_ stage to marry the two technologies.
q
t
i
)
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [7 PRE-A,[-] A,[-] B,[_ C/D
6. RATI()NAI.E AND ANAI.YSIS: _ o
a. An increase in propulsion system efficiency by utilizing "waste" heat
from an RTG would reduce total spacecraft weight, a factor of ,_
particular importance on deep space m_ssions where RTG units are
typically applied.
b. The technology would be applled to earth orbit and interplanetary _
l_ssions for which RTG units _re required. _ !
c. The radioisotope thermoelectric generator is typlcally applied to deep
space missions where any extention of mission llfe time is of great
value. Increased performance of the auxiliary propulsion system extends
useful mission llfe-time and/or capability by conserving propellant.
Some types of sensors are incompatible with high energy propellant
exhaust products and force the use of cold gases. Auxiliary heating can
more than double the specific impulse in these cases.
d. Breadboard system level testing in vacuum.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
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1977006971-087
! ! 1
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. II-C
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Combined Radioisotope PAGE 2 OF 3
Thermoelec t ric/Propuls ion Module
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
I
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Thermal t:ansients may produce structural problems. Reducing thrust chamber
size for efficient attitude control pulses is of concern. Transient
depression of electrical output may be a problem.
i
9. POTENTIAl, AI,TERNATIVES:
Use the less efficient electrical output for ohmic heating of the propellant.
I0. PI,ANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Technology will not advance without NASA resources.
3
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
11. REI,ATED TECItNOL()GY REQUIREMENTS:
None
i
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DEFINITION OF TECtiNOI,OGY REQUIREMENT NO. ll-C
I. TECHN()I.OGY REQUII{FMENT {TITLE): Combined Radlo_.sotope PAGE 8 OF
Thermoelectrlc/Propulslon Module
J ,. =, .
12. TECIIN()I,t)GY REQUII{EMENTS SCtiEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
! I .....SCHEDUI.E ITEM 75'76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85186 87 8_ 89 90 91
I
TE CHNOLOGY
1. Analysls/deslgn a
,) Fabrication
-e
3. Test _A
4.
5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations __,
4. [
-, _j
1:;. USAGF SCltEI)UI,E:
TOTAL
I I.
1.t. llEFEllENCES:
15. I,EVEL OF STATE OF ART s. COMPONENTORIIREADBOARD'I'ESTI'D|NRELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN T:tI': LABOP,A'I_.,RY.
- 1. BASIC PHENOMENA OII_EIIViDAND REPOIITFD. 6. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAI'T [.N_IRONMFNT.
2. TIIEOIIY IOHMI'IA'IFD TO [)E,_{It:liEPIIVNOMENA, ?. MODEL TESTLD IN SPACF ENV]Rf)NMENT.
3. THE(HU_ T} ,_I'ED BY PIIYMCAI. l XPLRIMLNT O. NEW CAPAIIII,ITY DLRI_W:D FRoM A .MUCll I,E,KSER
OR M.VIIIEM_TICAL \ILH)I l,. OPE_'/'IOhA|, MODLL.
) 4. PEHTI,',I N! IIN('TB)_ OR ('IIARA('TERISTIC DEMONSTRATED. II. RELIABILITY U"I;RAIIINGOF AN OPI'RAI'h_IAI_MC AL.
( E.(;.. MATEIflAI,. ('u:'PO_,FNT, E_,( ', |0. LIFETIbIE },XTENSION OFANOJLIIATION_;. MODEL.
i
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I .... I
DEI,'INITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. Ill-A-(l)
I. TECIlN()I,OGY I{EQUIREMENT (TITI,E): Direct Heated Laser and PAGE 1 OF 3
Microwave Propulsion
'2.TECHN()I,()GY CATEGORY: Propulsion
3. OBJECTIVI':/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Evaluate concepts and establish
potential of propulsion by heatin8 of propellants by a laser beam i
transmitted from an external source.
4. CURRENT STATE ()F ART: Possible gas phase absorbtion mechanisms analyzed.
I
WAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL __3
5. DES('IHI"I'[()N ()1," TI.:CIIN()I.OGY
The major technology areas include appropriate laser systems, beam
transmission phenomena, laser-beam receiver systems, conversion of laser
beam energy to sensible propellant enthalpy, and viable thruster designs.
Preliminary analysis of ene gy absorbtion mechanisms and propellant
stability in the thruster is complete. Preliminary absorbtion/flow
visualization tests near completion. Complementary analytical and
experimental evaluation of high powe_ laser systems is in progress.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,[-] A,[_ B,_ C/D
6. RATI_NAI,I.: AND ANAI.YSIS:
a) The exact specifications on the technology performance parameters will
be determined by the analytical and experimental studies of the various
elements of this technology area.
b) A broad class of missions would benefit _rom the promise of greater than
1000 sec. impulse pzopulsion without a requirement of on-board
propulsive power.
c) This is an opportunity driven te(hnology.
I_pRODUGIBILITY OF TIiE
0RItlINAk PAeg ISPOOR
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEE
)
f
} ,3o
]97700697]-090
iDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.Ill-A-(l) _
1 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Direct Heated Laser and PAGE 2 OF 3-- _, ,_
Microwave Propulsion _ ',_
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
The system trades and sensitivities ,.,illawait definition of basic technology
performance parameters and feasibility analysis. Trades will exist for the
source of the energy (eg.: space, aircraft, and earth); propellant type;
laser beam generator (efficiency, lifetime) and beam characteristics; and
on-board thrust subsystem characteristics (such as thruster temperature
limits).
=.
8. TECIINICAL PROBLEMS:
i. Propellant absorbtion, propogation, generation, and steering of the
laser beam.
2. High temperature thrusters.
3. Laser optics systems.
9. I'O_'ENTIAI, AI.TEIINATIVES:
In the area of beamed energy a -_tentlal alternative is to utilize on-board
devices to connect the beams to electrical power for subsequent use in an
electric propulsion system.
1o. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
RTOP 506-21-40 "Laser Propulsion Technology"
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 4
11. RELATED TECHNOI.()GY REQUIREMENTS:
.i
2
' .],
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! ' t
DE FINITION OF TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREME NT NO. III-A- (1)
1. TECItNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Direct Heated Laser and PAGE 3 OF 3
Microwave Propulsion
1'2. TECIINOI,OGY REQUIREMENTS SCtlEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDUI,E ITEM 75 76 77178 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 3_; 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
I. Element Analysis __
l •
2. Systems Analysis
3. Preliminary Tests
4.
5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEI)UI,E:
I
TECIINOI,OGY NEED DATE TOTAL
NUMBER OF I,AUNCHES I
i
I,I. REFERENCES:
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s.COMI_NENTOnfIREADBOARDTLbILDINRELEVANT
ENV1RONMENI' IN T:IE LAltOIL_.'I%)RY.
I. IIASIC PHENOMENA OFt_ERVID AND REPORTFD. 6. MODEL TES_.ED IN AIRCRAkT ENVIRONMINT.
2. TIIEORY ['%)I{:.IUI.ATFI) 10 DE._;CRIBE PIII_ NOMFNA. ?. MODEL TES'fI, D IN SPAt'F EN%qRON.MENT.
3. THFtIII_ I'tSIED BY PII_MCAL LXPER'MENT $. NEW CAPAIIII.|TY DI, BtVED FRoM A MUCII LEF_ER
OR M'_I'IIEM_TICAL MOD! !,. OPERA* IObAL MODLL.
4, PER'I'IN! NT tUNt'T|I)N,)IICIIARA('TERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, !1. RELIABII, ITY UPGRAI}INCOE AN OPERArlt_NAI, MOI)LL.
E.G., MATEItL%I,. ('(,.v PO,,F'_T. E 1.C. I0 LIFETLME EXTENSION OF AN OI'I, RATION _:. MOI)F I..
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1
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. UJ_:_A_2)
"7
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Laser and Microwave PAGE 1 OF l
Electric Propulsion Technology
2. TECHNOI,OGY CATEGORY: Propulsion
:3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:. To complete the experimental
characterization and the conceptual design of a laser and microwave power
transmission and conversion in space for primary electcic propulsion.
I. ('UI{I{ENT STATE OF ART: Basic and applied research is being conducted in
visible laser and microwave power transmission and conversion to electricity.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 2
5. DESCIHI'TI(>N ()1,"TECIIN()LOGY
Visible wavelength laser energy and/or microwave beamed energy from an
orbiting spacecraft or other remote site is transmitted to other vehicles
(orbiting satellites or surface rovers) and is then converted to
electrical energy and utilized for propulsion. Conceptual definition
is required for proper evaluation of the technology.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,[-] A, O B,[] C/D
6. I{ATI_NAI.I.: AND ANAI,YSIS:
The proposed technology represents an opportunity among other applications,
to utilize mother-daughter vehicle operations at the outer planets, where
solar power is not available. In order to adequately compare this technology
to other systems which have been carried to a higher level of the state of
the art, advancement of the technology is required. If the resultant
concepts are promising, further technology advancemcnt can then be
recommended.
TO BF CA,iRIED TO LEVEL 3
l
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tDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT I_B-l-(a)
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Auxiliary Electric PAGE 1 OF 3_._ ..
Propulsion System Technology with Mercury Bombardment Thrusters "
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Propulsion
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To bring to a state of technology
readiness attitude control and stationkeeping systems for geosyncronous space-
craft using mercury bombardment thrusters. ,:
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Englr,.,erlng model level hardware based on extenslv_
p.recurser development and demonstration, is in the fa_rlcatlon phase.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
m
5. DESCRIPTI()N OF TECIINOLOGY
An auxiliary propulsion system consists of a thruster, thrust vectoring
subsystem, propellant supply and distribution subsystem, power processor and
associated structural and thermal control elements, The system reliability
must be sufficient to provide efficient, llght-welght geosynchronous
satellite control over time periods up to about ten years at a specific
impulse of about 3000 seconds. The required system technology is nearly all
available and successful thruster and ongoing critical element llfe tests of
over 13,000 and 20,000 hours, respectively are in progress. An engineering t
model level auxiliary propulsion system is in thc fabrication phase with full
system qualificatiou and complete lifetime demonstration of the baseline
system scheduled for compleLion by the middle of fiscal years 76 and 79,
respectively. Minor redesigns to provide for optimal system performance for
a variety of spacecraft concepts are under development. _
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] I'RE-A,F] A,F'] B,[] C/D
--|l
6. ICATI()NAI.E AND ANAI.YSIS:
a) The baseline auxiliary propulsion system values of specific impulse
( _ 3000 seconds) thrust (_Imlb.), propellant loading, and thrust
vectoring capability were selected as optimal for north-south station-
keeping of a large class of geosynchronous satellites less than about 3000
kg in mass which utilize solar power for thruster operation.
b) In general, long life advanced geosynchronous satellites will benefit from
this technology. The majority of the applicati_ns are for on-orbit
stationkeepJng operations in the disciplines of Earth Observation,
Communication and Navigation, and Non-NASA/Non DoD Payloads.
c) As an example of mass savings, the use of ion thrusters reduces the
satellite control vropulslon system from 21 to i0 percent of total space-
craft seven year mission with larger proportional saving arising for
longer missions. In addition, the low levels of finely controlled thrust
allow for more control precision.
d) This technology should be carried to an experimental demonstration on an
automated spacecraft or on an early shuttle flight.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
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1977006971-094
DEFINITION OF TEC HNOLOGY REQUIREMENT B-l- (a)
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): ,,A_iliar¥ Electric PAGE 2 OF _
Prop,llslon S_stem Technolo3y with Nercur_ Bombar_ ,ent Thrusters , :'
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Design at aDproximately twice the baseline thrust level ot optimize system
performance with a battery power source is possible.
Redesign of power pro_essor to take advantage of high voltage solar arrays
is possible as the operating concept has been demonstrated.
i
_. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
I) Potential Jon beam/spacecraft interactions for body mounted thrusters.
2) Possible structural/dynamic problems for end of the array mounted
thrusters.
i
9. POTENTLAL ALTERNATIVES:
In the range of specific impulse greater than about 800 seconds, no alte_te
technology options to some form of electric propulsion presently exist or are
proposed for auxiliary propulslon (Reference i). Two other electric
propulsion systems--electron bombardment thrusters using cesium propell_ut
and colloid thrusters_are presently under development. The former is
generically quite similar to the mercury bombardment systems while the
latter (colloid) operates at a specific impulse of about half that of the
mercury systems.
I0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVA'_C[:ME_T_
RTOP 502-22-11 "Auxiliary Propulsion Ion Thr_ter Technology"
NASA Resources are required for advancement of technology beyom' prestnt
STATE of ART.
EXPECTED UNPERTUrbED LEVEL 5m
II. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Guidance, Navigation and Control for low thrust propulsion systems.
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DE I:[NITION OF TECItNOI,OGY REQUIREMENT i_jp1-
l. TECIIN()I,O(;Y REQUIIIFMENT (TITLE) : Auxiliary Electric _ PAGE 3 ()F ..l_
Propulsion System Technology with Mercur 7 B.ombardment Thrusters
12. TECIIN()I,()(;Y REQUII{EMENTS SCIIEDUI, E:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCIIEDUI.E ITEM 7;3 76 77 78 ] 79 80 81 82 83 8.t s5 i"86 87 88 89 90 9i •
TE CHNOLOGY
I. Analysls/Design
'2. Fabrication
3. Test
4.
5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C) _--
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) ___
:J. Operations
4,
l:;. USAGE SCHEDUI,E:
I
TECIINOI,OGY NEED DATL V TOTAL
l-t. REFERENCES:
I) Outlook for Space. A Forecast of Space Technology --- Final Draft,
July 15, 1975
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART I. coum_l._T(,r i_rea,,so^r_',:,StL, l_ ,r.,.Lvs,.t
K_V|MONMYNI IN T'|} LA)_t)_AI_)I{y.
I. Ill, SIC PHI'I.",U%ILNA Ol1_t It&'} D AND _FIW)I{TED, l. MODr.L TL,',_|,D I.% A|RCKAI'T [r _ 'IRON.Mt "iT.
_. TIIEOHY F()II.%II'LA'IT'] T[) Dt NI I;:llf Pfl} ._OMI NA. 1. IhO:_l.t, I'Efi'[LI) IN ._1*%('t" ENX'IR_).',MF, N'[.
3, THt'('lh ri sl} :) Bh plIY_ICAL I Xp}.HIMLNT $. MEW CApAI_il ITY D, _ "LD }RIL',I A .%'"CII I.L._t.R
OR M_IIII'M%TICA! M{}I)| |,. OPIiRAII(_hAL MOL, LL.
4. PtM','lbl N r I l N('TI_ JN (11( t'IIAIIA[ TERISI"IC [WMONSTIIIATED. l. lU:LIA RII.IT¥ UP(;RAI}I'_C of _N I)PI:RA r' NAI MOl)LL.
_.C., MATERL&I., ('_,vP¢),,F 'nT, t'_. c. 10. IIJFETIME LK_'I:NslON OF AN Ol LKATIO' ' M_)I_F L.I
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1977006971-096
__ DE FINITION OF TEC IINOI,OGY RE¢_UIREMENT I_B- (£ _TECIINt)I,()GY RE(_UIREMENT (TITI,E): Solar Electric Primary PAGE I OF 3__
Propulsi0n Thrust Subsystem Technology
"2. 'I'ECIiNt)IA)GY CATEGORY: Propulsion
;3. ,)BJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:To bring to a state of technolog_
readiness a primary solar electr__ic propulsion thrust subsystem utilizing
mercury bombardment thrusters.
l CURltENTSTATE¢)F ART: Thruster and power processor developed to engineer-
Ingmodel and thermal vacuum breadboard levels, respectively. Other system
el_ments developed to at least functional HAS BEEN CARRIED TO ],EVELS_.
5. I)E_'I¢II'TI(_N _)!,' TI';CIIN()I,OG_ status.
The major elements of a SEP system are the mercury bombardment thrusters,
power processors, propellant feed and distribution system, thrust vectoring
system, thrust subsystem c--'roller, and associated solar array power
system. The required system characteristics include specifxc impulse of
about 3000 seconds, overall efficiency of about 65%, rellabillty
commensurate with tht..ring times of 15,000 hours or more. and
operational capability over the spectrum of environments from 0.7 to 4 A.U.
The thruster has been developed to Engineering Model level with thermal and
structural qualification and a I0,000 hour llfe test completed. The power
processor has been developed to the thermal vacuum breadboard level with a
program to provide packaged functional models in progress. A l_ghtweight
solar array concept ha_ been developed to a demonstration level. Other
elements require minor or no extension of exlstenc technology.
P/I. REQUIIIEMI'N'I'S BASED()N: [] PRE-A,_] A,[-] 73,_ C/D
_; [¢Nl'l(_NA;.I.'AND ANAI.YSIS:
a) The required baseline SEP parameter5 and chatacteristics of 3000 seconds
specific impulse, lifetime of 15,000 hours or greater, input power and
thrust capability, and efficiency and mass goals of 65? and 12 kg/kw
respective y, are selected as optimal for satisfaction of the
requirements of a broad set of planetary and nee" earth miscions.
b) In general, planetary and near earth missions characterized by high
energy and/or high performance requirements are strongly benefited by
the use of a high specific impulse propulsion system. Examples of suci_
missions are: interplanetary transport such as comet rendezvous and
out-of-the-ecliptic missions; and transportation and on orbit overations
missions which utilize shuttle capability.
c) Sigvificant payload and perfornmnce benefits accrue with the use of this
technology for high energy performance sensitive missions.
d) This technology should be carried to an experimental demonstration on an
automated spacecraft or on an early shuttle flight.
TO BF CARRIEI)"to 1,EVEI, 7
"r
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_ ]_II-B-(1)b
DEFLNITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Solar Electric Primary PAGE "2 OF 3__
Propulsion Thrust b "system Technology
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
In the advent of substantial reductions in power source specific mass the
optimal specific impulse would increase with subsequent propellant savings.
Increases of up to about a factor of 2-3 could be achieved without major
technology effort except in the power conditioning interface between power
source and load.
Significant (15%) reductions in thrust subsystem mass could be expected if the
thruste: high voltage requirements were provided directly without power
conditio tng via nigh voltage solar array system. In addition, use of an
alternate power scurce, such as nuclear, would greatly expand the thrust
subsyste., a very attractive transportation stage for very large space systems
such as SPS (REF. 2).
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
i) Spacecraft integration.
2) The target of 12 kg/kwe.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
I) Use of light fuels instead of mercury.
2) Use of magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) thrusters with reduced efficiency.
1_. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
RTOP 506-22-30 "Prime Propulsion Ion Thruster Technology"
The technology would not be expected to advance without NASA resources.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 5_
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Guidance, navigation, and control for low thrust systems.
Structural dynamics of large flexible spacecraft.
Thermal control of large power systems.
}
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1977006971-098
I)EI,'INITI()N ()1." TECttNOI,OGY REQt,rlREMENT _(__B-(1)b
1. TECIIN()I,()GY I/1.]QUIIiI,;MENT (TITLE): Solar Electric Primary PAGE 3 O1."
Propulsion Thrust Subsystem Technology
12. TECltN()I,()GY IiEQUII{EMENTS SCtlEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
' ' 82 i8CttEDUI.E I'I'I';.M 75 76 77 7817_1801Sl 8a184 S5 <s61S7 8s S,_t'.m 9I
"rE CHNOLOGY : l
I. Analysis/Design __ i ] ! t
2. Fabrication I I
I I I3. Test __
4. Documentation ' ' ' _.
5e i
] " i i
APPLICATION l
1. Design (Ph. C) ] ____ : I
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) __m_
I I
3. Operations ' ' I
4. I i L ! , ,;i L , L [ ,
I::. USAGE SCt|EDUI,E:
!
TEC IINOI,OGY NE ED DATL X TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES /
r"
/
1.t. REFERENCES:
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART 5.COMPONFnTOIIIREADIDARD'I'ESTLDINRELEVANT
ENVIRONMFNT IN THE LABORATOIty.
I, BASIC PI'IENOMENA Olbl'RV ) -tNI)':FI_RTED. 6. MODEL TES'!ED IN AIRCRAbT _,NVIRON,%!["NT.
2. TIIEORY FOtIMUI2tTFI)'1,.) t;_vt'IHB,'. Pill NOMENA. 7. MODELTES'I'LD IN SPAf'F ENXqRONMENT,i
3. THE(HUt TF Sl I'l) B'_ PII_ ni('Al, I XI'LRIMENT 8. NEW CAPAIIII,ITY DLRD, q_.D FROM A .%IUCII [.E.C_ER
OR .%14IIII'MxVFI('AI, Mti'H 1 . OPERA'I lOhAI, M(,)DLL,
4. DE I,I'I'INI N F t [ N('q'I_IN ('ill CIt,AI{A_ Pl; IHgTIC DEMONSTRATED, 9. It.ELIABII,I'rY Ut'GRAI)ING OF all<I,)PER.A rlL _NAI, MODr L.
Jt E.G., MATE (L%I., ('t'_'PO',E_'r F1C. 10. LIFETIME EXTENSION OFANOI'LRATION_', MOIIEI,.
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I DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT _I-B- (1)-(c.)"I. TECIINOI.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Primary Electric PAGE i OF__3
'Propulsion (SEP) with kow-Melecu!ar We;ght Propellant Bombardment ..
Thrusters
2. TECHNOI,OGY CATEGORY: propulsion
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Provide the technology for an
efficient high specific impulse electric propulsion system for very large .
space systems in near earth environment using low cost, plentiful, inert luels
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Thruster operation has been demonstrated with a
variety of low-_olecular welght propel1_nts (I2_w-P)with several sizes and _ :
.. types of thrusters. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
5. DES('RII'TI()N ()F TECIIN()I_OGY
The major elements of a primary electric propulsion system with L.M.W.P.
bombardment thrusters are the bombardment thrusters, power processing,
thrust vectoring equipment, propellant supply and distribution system,
thrust subsystem controller, attitude control system, and power source. The
major technology requirements beyond those for a mercury bombardment thrust
subsystem (reference I) are the development of an optimally sized efficient
long-life light fuel thruster; suitable scaled or modified power processing;
propellant supply and distribution system; and, for some applications,
development of new power source. Lifetime requirements are likely to range
up to 5 years or more dependent upon the particular application (reference i
2).
P/LREQUTRI_:MFNTS BASED ON: [_ PRE-A,[] A,[] B,r] C/D
6. RATI()NAI.V AND ANAI,YSIS:
a) The selection of plentiful, low cost, and inert propellant is based on ,'
the requirements for an orbit oeratlons and transportation of proposed
very large near-earth missions using shuttle capability. In these
applications, large amounts of power are available for propulsion system
and overall system performance is strongly optimized by operation at
specific impulses well in excess of that available from chemical
propulsion systems.
b) This technology would benefit the low earth to geosynchronous orbit and
on-orbit operations propulsion systems for very large near earth space
systems which result from full application of shuttle capability.
c) Operation at high specific impulse would be expected to significantly
decrease propellant requirements for both transportation and 0n-orblt
operations. An increase of the geosynchronous orbit payload capability
of a shuttle based system is estimated in one application to be a factor
of 9 (reference 2), at some expense in flight time.
d) This technology should be carried to an experimental demonstration on an
early shuttle flight.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
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III-B-l-(c)
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Primary Electric Pro- PAGE 2 OF 3_.
pulsicn(SEP)with Low-Molecular Weiqht Propellant Bombardment Thruste, s
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
A wide range of specific impulses are available from a developed system
without significant impact on the technology baseline. A baseline system
could therefore provide optimal specific impulse for low earth orbit to
geosynchronous transportation and on-orbit operations of very large space
systems. Operation on new improved power sources would not change the
required thruster, propellant supply and distribution system, thrust
vectoring or thrust system control system technology.
_. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
I. Achievement of a high efficiency, long llfe, low-molecular-weight
propellant require some redesign of the baseline mercury bombardment
systems.
2. Thermal control of the thrust subsystem would be difficult and probably
require the use of heat pipe and other emergent technology.
3. Propellant supply and distribution sys-em.
9. POTENTIAl, ALTERNATIVES:
i. Use of a magnetoplasmadynamic thruster.
1(). PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
RTOP 506-22-40 "Ion Thruster Research"
The technology would not be expected to advance without NASA resources.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 4
II. RELATED TECIINOIA)GY REQUIREMENTS:
Guidance, Navigation and Control of large/flexible spacecraft using low
thrust.
Structural dynamics of large/flexlble spacecraft.
Advance thermal control and power distribution technology.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT l_)t_B'(1)-c
I TECIINOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Primary Solar Elec- PAGE 3OF 3
tric Propulsion(SEP) with Low-Molecular Weioht Prol)eflent Bombardmen
iVh_)ru s'+ers ":TECtINOI.OGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCiIEDUI.E ITEM 75 76 77 78 791 80 81 82 8q 84 85 86 87 188 89 90 191
,,=
TECHNOLOGY
1. Analysis/Design
I
9 Fabrication
7
3. Test
4.
5.
APPLICA_glON
)
I. Design (Ph. C) __
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) '_
3. Operations
4. [
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
'=' II 'TEC tINOI.OGY N E ED DATE * TOTALt
NUMBER OF I,AUNCHES [
i
1-t. REFERENCES:
i. Definition of Technology Requirements for Primary Solar Electric Propulsion
(SEP) with Mercury Bombardment T_:rusters.
2. Satellite Solar Power Station Study
Arthur D. Little, Inc., Gruman, Spectrolab, and Raytheon. Feb. 14, 1973
NAS 3-16804
3. Outlook for Space. A Forecast of Space Technology, Final Draft July 15,
1975.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s.COM_ONrNTon ..EADmA_ reSTEDt_RELEVANT
ZNVmOm,lZ_Tm ra_ _m_'ro.v.
, 1. RASIC PHENOMENA OIkqERVED AND REPORTED. llo MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
i 3. TIIEORY FORMULATED TO DESCR!BE PIIFNOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED tN SPACE EN_gRON.MENT.
t 3, rdEofl'l TF.STI;:D BY PlIYSICAL EXPERIMENT II. MEW CAPAIIILITY DLRIVED FROM A MUCll LESSERt
OR MATIIEM_TICAI..MOlff:l,. OPERATIONAL .IODEL. }
I 4. PEI_TINI':NT } UNCTION OR CIfAP, ACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, I, RELIARILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL. _
E.G,. MATEII[AL, CO._'POhENT, ETC. 1O, L|FET|bIE EXTENSION OF AN OI'LRATIONAt. MODEL.m
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!DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.III-B-(2)
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Solar Heated H2 PAGE 1 OF__3
Propulsion
2. TECHNOI,OGY CATEGORY: Propulsion
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: High Performance, low cost chpm_cal
system for transporting payloads from low earth orbit to seosynchronous orbit
and beyond.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART. Feasibility s_tudyhas been performed by TRN that
i
shows system to be promising as comvetitor to SEP for the types of m_._.q_nns
mentioned above. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 2
5. DESCllIPTION ()I," TECIINOLOGY
A propulsion system has been postulated by TRW that utilizes a solar
collector to concentrate thermal energy for direct:heating of stored LH
2
for propulsion. Further studies are needed to evaluate the concept,
perform trade studies, and provide preliminary design of the optimum system.
If the approach looks promising, component development activities would be
undertaken on the solar collector and receiver, fluid storage and transfer
systems, and the main propulsion engine, followed by sys+,ems tests.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,[_ A,[-I B,['] C/D
6. RATP_NAI.I_ AND ANAIXSIS:
(a) Critical parameters are dependent upon the system design selected, but
would generally include system operating pressures, thrust level, and
total delivered impulse.
(b) Application is for transport of payloads from low earth orbit to
geosynchronous orbit or to escape velocity.
(c) The advantages of this approach are simplicity and low development cost
compared to an SEP or a high thrust chemical propulsion system.
(d) Technology should be carried through systems level testing in a thermal/
vacuum chamber to fully demonstrate maturity and readiness for use,
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL __5 i
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I 1
i
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. Ill-B- (2
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Solar Heated H3 PAGE 2 OF 3.
Propulsion .....
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
i
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
The principal technical problems are related to structural design of the
lightweight solar collector, design of the solar energy receiver, routing
of heated gaseous hydrogen to attitude control thrusters, the main thruster
design, and long life hot gas control valves.
9. POTENTIAl, ALTERNATIVES:
Alternative methods of performing the missions are solar electric propulsion
(SEP) systems and high thrust chemical stages like space tug.
I0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Unperturbed Program - Technology will not advance without NASA resources.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 2
L
II. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
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DEI"INITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. III-B-(2
_. . .. - __ _
I. TECIIN()I,():_'YREQUIREMENT (TITLE): Solar Heated H2. PAGE 3 OF 3
Propulsion
12. TECIIN()I,OGY REQUII{EMENTS SCIIEDUI,E:
CALENDAR YEAR
76 ]SCttEDU1,E ITEM 75 77 78179180181 82 83 8,t 85 86187 88 89 90 91
i
TE CHNOLOGY I [i
1. System Studies '--q-- i [ t
2. Preliminary Design I I --" I
I I
I
i [3. Detailed Design/ I
Fabrication 'i i
4. Component Tests _
I i I
5. System Tests I
! I
APPLICATION ' I ti
1. Design (Ph. (') ,_ ![2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) i ,
l
3, Operations I
4. _ i
L
:
13. USAGE SCItEI)UI,E:
..... 1 I ] '
TECIINOI,OGY NEED DATI,, _ [ ] TOTALa_
1.1. REFEI(ENCES:
(I) Burge, H. : "Solar Heated Hydrogen Propulsion System for Space Tug",
TRW Company Report, 1975.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART I. COMPONFNTOIt ivdlEADBOARDTESTLDINRELEVANT
1. BASIC PIIFNOMENA ()Ik_tRVtl, AND RFI_')RTED. 6. MODEL TESTED IN All, CRAfT }NVIRON.MtNT.
2. TIIF, ORY FOItMI'LA'I}DIODES(I_tI+F. PIIINOMFN&. ?. MODELTESTLDLN SPM'F ESVIR,)NMENT.
3. THFI_It) "I'FS'l'} I) BY Pll'_ nI('AL t XPI.RIMENT |. NEW CAPABII.ITY DLRIVLD FRoM A ._IUCll I,E._ER
OR M-_'IIIEM_TICAI. ME)D| I,.) • OPE RA'I'!OI_A I, MODL b.
4. PER'I'INLNF Ft NCTION OR CItARACTERISTIC DFMONSTI_ATED. _, i_J_IdAItlLITY UPGRADING OF _S OPERAI'BtNAL MODLL.
i E.G., MATEI(L_L. ('o._'P(3',F.NT. E_.t ". 10. lIFETIME EXTENSION OF ANOI'I, RATION k:. MODEL.i ,
}
,m ....... ,...... i_ " Vllt_q_lmmB
]97700697]-]05
' ' 1I
J
(1) "Outlookfor SpaceReferenceVolume: A Forecastof Space
Technology 1980-2000," NASASpecialPublicationJanua_, 1976.
(2) Tischler,A.O. As_utics and Aercr_utics,p. 26,
July/Aug. 1975
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PART II CANDIDATE SPACE EXPERIMENTAL PAYLOADS
i. INTRODUCTION
The Part I Report (Technology Requirements) treats the justification
for several classes of propulsion systems technologies to be pursued through
the year 2000• The objective of the Part IT Report is to introduce and
discuss the experimental aspects of these technologies that might be ad-
vantageously carried out in near-earth space using the Shuttle Orbiter,
its pajload bay, the 5pacelab, and/or some free-flying device that might
be used for long-duration testing.
The entries discussed by the Propulsion Technology Group are shown in
the Table of 5actions whic; serves also as a supplementary Table of Contents.
The entries are grouped in the following three categories according to the
principal rationale for carrying out the experiments in space:
i) The special characteristics of the space environment
makes testing from the Shuttle Orbiter and its related
equipment the only, or the most reasonable approach to
obtaining data.
2) Testing in space is expected to be more cost-effective
than carrying out similar tests on earth.
3) Tests in near-earth soace provide a very close approxi-
mation to the condiLions to be encountered by operating
systems and _s such may reveal unforeseen problems of
operations in space or may otherwise provide risk
reduction for the hardware design. In this way, space
testing will aid in gaining user acceptance of a new
technology.
The objective, descriptio, and justification for each entry are
provided on the Definition of Technology Requirement form and on the
second page of the Future Payload Technology form. These forms are
presented in 5action 5 of this report on the pages shown in the following
Table. The forms were completed only as time permitted and as information
was readilv available. This same information is summarized in Section 4.
i
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In the case of several entries shown in the Table, propulsion-related
technology was discussed by another Group and is presented in their final
report. In these instances, only a summary is included in this report,
and the Technology Group to which the item was referred is identified.
2. TABLE Of CANDIDATE SPACE EXPERIMENTAL PAYLOADS
Space Payload Justification Categories \
I. Space Environment Es@ential ?
II. Space Experiment Most Co@_ Effective
Ill. 5pace Demonstration to Reduc e Ri@k
Justification
No. _ _a_e_
E1 Spacecraft Charging and High Voltage Inter- I
actions with Plasma (submitted to Power
Technology Group)
E2 Flight Test of 8-cm Bombardment Thruster I
E3 High Temperature Plasma Core Reactor Fluid I
Mechanics (low-g) (submitted to Basic Research
Technology Group)
E4 Vibration Test of 5olid Rocket Motors I
E5 The Storage Supply and Transfer of Cryogenic I
Fluids in Space(submitted to Thermal Control
Group)
E6 Propellant Management Device Design Parameters I
at zero-g
ET Thruster Induced Back Contamination I :
E8 Supercritical Combustion Measurements in zero-g I
E9 Pulse Characteristics of Small Thrusters I
EIO Flight Test of Composite Engine
E11 Deployment/Assembly and Control of Large Space I
Propulsion Energy Sources (Solar Sails, Solar
Enmrgy Concentrators, 5olsr Photovoltaic Panels)
E12 Sublimation Properties of Solidified Propellsn I
_JDUC_ILiIx U_ _JA0
1G0 4_[tI_[NALPAGEIS POOR
¢
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r !
Ju_tSfication
N._,:,. Title ca_eqor_
E13 Flight Test of 5EP Thrust SubSystem II, I
E14 Flight Test of Low Molecular Weight Propellant II
Bombardment Thruster
E15 5pace 5torability of 5olid Rocket Motors II, III
E16 Measurement of 5olid Rocket Motor Thrust IIl
Alignment
E17 Final Qualification Test of N2H4Resistojet III
I EI8 Final Qualificati°n °f F2/N2H4 Pr°pulsi°n System III I
EIg Final Qualification Test of Cesium Ion Engine III
E
I.
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I,: 3. SUMMARIES OF CANDIDATE EXPERIMENTAL PAYLOADS
f
1977006971-112
I. Title:
Spacecraft Charging and High Voltage Interactions with Plasma
II. Objective:
Determine theory and verify by space obtained engineering data the
interactions of charged surfaces with plasma.
;_ III. Description:
The experiment would be a satellite launched from the Shuttle or a
Delta with a geosynchronous to low earth orbit. The interactions
of spacecraft surfaces in a variety of configurations and charge
state are to be investigated.
IV. Justification:
?
• A number of _pacecraft have experienced interactions with ambient
plasmas which have in some cases endangered the spacecraft. Tests
in the actual space environment are required to accurately deter-
mine spacecraft design criteria.
!
,i
._
1
.!
£
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I. Title:
Flight Test of 8-cm Bombardment Thruster
If. Objective:
_. Demonstrate the technology readiness of the 8-cm electron bombardment
-i ion thrtster. Demonstrate the compatibility of electric propulsion
: systems with science oriented missions. Evaluate plasma interactions
and environmental measurements.
III. Description:
The experiment would consist of two B-cm ion thrusters systems with
sufficient solar array power to operate a thruster even after array
degradation. The thrust subsystems would be run to demonstrate
cycle life performance equivalent to 10 years of stationkeeping.
Other diagnostic data such as the evaluation of the impact of thruster
operation on S-bank communications, measurement of any thruster back
contamination, and the influence of thruster operation on particle
and field measurements would be made. A test of solar array opera-
tion at up to one kilovolt would be made to evaluate high voltage _'
array interactions and possibly to test thruster operation off un-
conditioned solar array power.
IV. Justification:
The demonstration of technology readiness of auxiliary electric
propulsion and compatibility with communication, scientific, and
other spacecraft systems would allow confident application of this
technology to a large class of geosynchronous satellites and pro-
vide large mass (or cost) savings and improved precision of control.
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I. Title:
High Temperature Plasma Core Reactor Fluid Mechanic (Low-g)
I
II. Objective: I
To study the fluid mechanics of high density and low density flow ._
separation in a iow-g environment. _ i
Ill Description: !
• 1
The open cycle plasma core nuclear rocket requires nearly complete : i
separation of the flow of the propellant from the fissioning plas-
ma. Low density propellant is expended, while the high density °
nuclear fuel is to be retained in the core.
IV. Justification:
Laboratory experiments are currently significantly influenced by
gravity. A need, therefore, exists to conduct this experimental
research in a lo#-g environment.
1977006971-115
I. TitLe:
Vibration Test of Solid Rocket Motor
If. Object± e:
To determine the effect of the Shuttle acoustic and vibrational
environment on solid rocket motor integrity and the response of the
! propellant to the Shuttle vibration environment.
++
III. Description:
The early Shuttle flights could carry a small test model or motor
with instrumentation which would provide data on the response of the
propellant and insulation system to this environment. These data
would then be used in future design of solid rocket kick motors.
r
• IV. Justification:
It is very difficult to analyze or determine design parameters and
the values which describe the requirements for the Vibration en-
+ vironment for a viscoelastic material such as a solid propellant.
The early Shuttle flights appear to offer a mechanism for obtaining
I the data in a cost-effective manner
i
t
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T i
I
I
i
i
i
I. Title: iJ
1
The Storage, Supply, and Transfer of Cryogenic Fluids in Space i
(Submitted to the Thermal Control Technology Group)
.!}|
II. Objective: I
.}
Perform flight experiments in space to obtain technology on the stor- _ i
age, handling, supply, and transfer of cryogenic fluids.
III. Description: 1
"In space" experiments will be performed to obtain data with cryogenic
uids such as LH2, L02, LF2, LHe, and LAr. Technology related to _!
propelJant long term storage (tests of several days duration), receiver i
tank chilldown, propellant or flald acquisition for pumping, propellant
transfer including inflow/outflow problems, pressurization gas require- 1
ments, pressurization system design, and vehicle reaction to propellant
momentum change. !
IV. Justification: I
Technology in this area has been obtained on the ground in two ways: !
(i) long term thermal/vacuum tests of moderate sized hardware in
one-g; and (2) short term test (5 seconds) of small hardware in
zero-g in drop towers and aircraft. Inspace experiments will allow " i
data to be obtained under actual rather than simulated conditions of
vacuum and zero-g using large sized hardware (e.g., 8-10 ft. diameter)
for long periods of time. Tests will provide design data needed for i
a number of cryogenic systems for future space application.
?
t
%
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I
I. Title:
Propellent Management Device Design Parameters st zero-g
II. Objective:
Improve the analytical tools required to design surface tension type i
propellent management, pressurant, and outflow devices.
IIl. Description:
A self-contained package (including instrumentation) would be carried
by 5hurtle into zero-g environment. While in orbit, experiments would
be conducted to obtaining design information on the interaction be-
tween propellant and injected pressurant, effects of contamination on
the surface tension properties of liquid propellants, wicking proper-
ties of materials used for surface tension devices, and propellant
outlet design for tanks in the size range of the order lm in diameter
containing surface tension propellant management device.
IV. Justification:
Parameters required for the design of surface tension type propellant
management devices have been based on either ground tests or results
from drop tower tests. Neither are satisfactory in that gravitational
effects or short time durations have clouded results. Inspace testing
allows several types of systems to be considered whose use cannot be
accepted because of limitations in the ability to confirm functionality
in g=ound tests.
:i 158 +,+,+
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JI. Title:
Thruster Induced Back Contamination
II. Objective:
" Determine far-field plume map and back contamination (including solid i
particles) from chemical and electrostatic thrusters, a
III. Description:
A modular propulsion system with contamination sensors (Quartz and !
: crystal microbalances) would be carried up by the 5huttle_ deployed,
fired, and measurements taken. Chemical thrusters_ both solid and i
_ liquid (bipropellants and monopropellants), as well as electric :
thrusters would be tested in order to ascertain the degree of surface
contamination and degradation.
IV. Justification: _
Existing ground facilities do not have the pumping capacity to test
_ large engines (up to 500 lbf). Space provides the only adequate test •
conditions.
• 2
)
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/ I..........
\
I. Title: _
5upercritical Combustion Measurements in zero-g
II. Objective:
" Establish supercritical droplet evaporation/combustion rates and _•
flammability limits in zero-g.
III. Description|
A self-contained module would be fabricated after th_ individuel
:/ measuring devices are developed, checked out, and qualified. This
module would then be mounted in the 5pacelab in order to make the
measurements described in the objective.
IV. Justification :
Design and development of advanced combustion systems for rocket and
jet propulsion can be significantly aided by using computerized
combustion models for performance prediction. However, current pre- .
diction accuracy is limited because required input data is obtained
in th_ one-g environment which precludes the separation of gravity!
effects from other convection effects and thus limits the generaliza-
i" tion of the models. Experiments conducted at zero-g would eliminate •
this problem.
r
J
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I. Title:
Pulse Characteristics of 5mall Thrusters
II. Objective:
To refine the measurement of impulse bits from small thrusters and
thus to allow design of more efficient spacecraft attitude control i
systems.
III. Description:
Use an inertial reference to measure impulse bits produced by a
thruster mounted on a free-flying platform in space.
IV. Justification:
All spacecraft utilizing attitude control thrusters in the low to
high millipound thrust range and below would benefit from a more
accurate knowledge of impuls_ bit characteristics from the stand-
point of precise matching of force to control requirement and the
related fuel savings. Resolution of impulse bit profile in ground
test is limited by environmental noise and ground related design
waeknesses of the thrust balance itself.
I@2
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Ai I ............................................................. I II
iI. Title:
Flight Test of Composite Engine
II. Objectives
Use Shuttle Ozbitsz vehicle as e flying test bed for czuise mode tests
of full scale composite engine.
Ill. Description:
Flight tests of composite engine in the stmcsphere will be conducted to
verify pszfozmence, controllability, and structural integrity of the full
scele engine. 5hurtle would be either leunched vertically using smaller
SRBIs or carried aloft by 747 aircraft. Composite engine will then be
started and cruise mode tests conducted at high altitude and Mach number.
0zbiter will then lend without propulsion in its normal fashion.
IV. Justification:
Flight test of composite engine would cost less than construction and
operation of a ground test facility having the required capabilities of
heated sir flow and altitude simulation. Also, flight testing will allow
gzeater testing flexibility end provide s more convincing demonstrstion
of technology resdine6s than ground testing.
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!I. Title:
Deployment/i;_sembly and Control of Large Space Pr_D : ion Energy 5ocrces
II. Objective:
To verify and/or define by a sequence of i _ _:_eriments the multi-
discipline element a,_ _, tam technology, _::_ng propulsion system i
performance parameter-_, :_q_i ed fu_ ti_ : ' sent/assembly and control
of large space propulsion energy source_.
III. Description:
A sequence of space experiments which would provide timely and orderly
space verification of the system and discipline technologies required for
large space systems. Initial experiments would be operated from the
Shuttle based test bed and would include: testing of deployment/assembly/
fabrication concepts for large space systems; evaluation of potential
materials and structures concepts to characterize such properties as solar
flux ref3oction and absorption, structural static and dynamic properties
as a function of design approach_ environmental radiation compatibility;
and verification of attitude control and propulsion subsystem designs.
Subsequent tests would utilize a low cost free-flying test bed to provide
a more realistic simulation of large space system on-orbit and/or trans-
portation configurations and system characteristics. Multidiscipline
technology would be verified and defined on an on-going basis with the
investigation of the additional concepts of the refurbishment and resupply, 1
assembly, and control of a free-flying large space system.
IV. Justification:
The technology for the successful exploitation of large spac_ systems
remains largely undefined and/or undemonstrated. An on-going space ex-
perimental program to define and/or verify systems designs including that
of the propulsion subsystem would be required to provide timelyp op+imal,
and highest reliability use of large space systems.
I@4
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I. Titles
5ublim tion Properties of 5olidified Propellants
t II. Objective:
I. To evaluate the effects of zero-g on sublimation rates and hear transfer
of selected solidified propellants to allow better prediction of the
performance of sublimation sensor coolers/propellant supply systems in space.
Ill. Description:
Appropriate tanks containing candidate propellants cooled to the solid
state are tested in the laboratory to establish baseline performance for
comparison with subsequent similar tests carried oct in the zero-o space
environment. Typical propellants to be considered are m_thane al, ammonia.
\
IV_ Justification:
Gravitational effects of convection and forced contact of the solid with
_ the container are not succoptable to reasonoble calculation when atte:,_Fting
to extropolate the calculation of heat transfer/sublimation rates in
! : zero-g space. Sensor cooling by a sublimating frozen substance is one of
the simplest methods being proposed. The sublimated gas could be used to
• fuel the attitude control system thus permitting a combined function
system with _he attendant simplification and probable cost savings.
lee
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I. Title: @
Flight Test of 5olaf Electric Propulsion Thrust Subsystem I
i
IIo Objective:
_ To verify and characterize by flight test the performance parameters, •
interfaces, lifetime, and reliability of e solar electric prime propul-
sion thrust subsystem. To provide baseline electric propulsion parametric
data to allow extension of this technology to use with large space systems
. "i for transportation and on-orbit operations. To utilize the unique electric
propulsion mission characteristics to provide new or extended scientific
I and engineering information concerning near-earth and other solar system
i phenomena.
_ IIl. Description:
I The experiment would contain an array of 30cm bombardment thrusters,
i power processing units, thrust vectoring mechanisms, electrically iso-
lated propellant supply end distribution system, thrust subsystem
I controller, appropriately scaled solar array, attitude control system,
! and scientific end diagnostic engineering data systems. Dependent upon
NASA end other priorities, a potential first mission could be carried
out on a low cost test bed launched from the Shuttle or a free-flying
out-of-the ecliptic probe launched from the Shuttle to provide both new
scientific end the required subsystem engineering date.
IV. Justification:
The benefits of a high impulse, high performance propulsion system for
a broad set of high energy missions has been well documented in many
studies. A flight test of the thrust subsystem would: (i) verify and
extend the ground-based technology readiness status of electric propulsion,
(2) provide sufficient parametric date for the low risk extension of the
baseline technology to proposed future missions, and (3) return new
scientific date which can be obtained only by a high performance propulsion
system.
R_PEODUCIBILITY OP THE
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LI. Title:
flight Test of a Low Molecular Weight Propellant Bombardment Thruster
II. Objective=
Verify and characterize the performance parameters, lifetime, reliability,
and interfaces of an electron-bombardment thruster operated on a low i
molecular weight propellant by a flight test on the 5huttle and a sub-
sequent free-flying test bed.
Ill. Description:
The test would consist of operation of a single bombardment thruster on
the 5pacelab pallet with brassboard power processing compatible with the
5pacelab power source. A prototype thruster, thruster controller, propell-
ant supply and distribution system, and thrust vectoring mechanism would
be tested. The initial test would be aimed at characterizing thruster
interfaces and verifying performance parameters obtained from ground-
based testing. Later, a free-flying test bed launched from the Shuttle
would be utilized to life test the thruster and other system elements
in such fashion as to insure lower risk use of the light fuel technology
• for _PD thruster application.
IV. Justification:
9
The use of electron-bombardment thrusters using low molecular weight
propellants would provide performance increases, reduce costs, and
minimize environmental impac_ of the 5T5 system end the propulsive
on-orbit operations of large space systems in near-earth environment.
In addition, this technology would provide s baseline for high specific
impulse propulsion systems using MPD thrusters. Due to the difficulty
and expense of ground simulation of the space environment with large
propulsion systems, a space test is required to fully verify system
performance parameters, interfacesp and lifetime.
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I, Title:
5pace 5torability of Solid Rocket Motors I
hII. Objective:To demonstrate the space storability of a solid rocket motor.
III. Description:
• It has been very difficult and expensive to provide long term tests
which simulate the space environment to confirm the potential reliability
of solid rocket motors, and thus it has not been accomplished. The Space
Shuttle appears to be able to provide ready access to the actual environ-
ment with return of the exposed test items to earth for inspection and
tests. Test exposures need to be I to 5 years with samples returned to
earth for propellant mechanical properties, bond strength, and ignition
measurements.
The tests should be of the margin type in which test articles are _ab_i-
cared such that a failure probability of 50_ could be expected. This
provides the limiting data with which to design future motors. Also,
the data would indicate the effect of combined parameters. LDEF appears
to be suitable for this experiment.
e
IV. Justification:
The space environment has been too expensive to simulate on earth for
long durations, and yet solid rocket motors are being proposed for use
on planetary missions with space exposure_ l_ong duration space exposure
can provide valuable criteria rot the design of future imprc_,ed solid
rocket motors, and reduce the risk of th_ first use of solid rocket
motors for long term space missions.
I
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I. Title:
Measurement of Solid Rocket Motor Thrust Alignment
II. Objective:
. To use zero-g and space vacuum to determine thrust alignment parameters L
and values.
III. Description:
Currently, solid rocket motors can be fabricated with thrust alignment
errors which are less than our ability to measure them on the ground due
to the one-g field and interactions of the thrust stand. By using an
expanding cold gas as an experimental simulation of a solid rocket motor
nozzle under zero-g space vacuum, the small motions can be measured and
resolved without thrust stand or gravitational interference.
i
IV. Justification :
Filling of a nozzle during ignition and thrust build-up, and the con-
tributors to thrust alignment are not well understood_ and because of
the dynamic nature more are difficult to measure. Several vehicles
have experienced large side loads during the staging or ignition phase.
Ry using the Shuttle and the space environment, the increase in knowledge
. of the contributors to thrust misalignment should be greatly improved. -
This understanding will provide greater reliability and decrease the _
weight and cost of future TVC systems. :-
L.
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I ' Ir-
l
L I. Title:
Final Qualification Test of Hydrazine Resistojet
l
!
I II. Objective:
!
• i To qualify a new type of thruster (hydrazine resistojet) as space provenhardware to make it available as a prime system component for spacecraft, i
_ III° Description:
Hydrazine is thermally decomposed in the chamber of an attitude control
! I size _nruster. Operation is varied by changes in heater power and pulse
width.
IV. Justification:
Attitude control systems are required increasingly to perform reliably
and repeatedly for longer periods of time with more operating cycles.
The hydrazine resistojet has no catalyst bed and so has the potential
for very high operating cycle life with highly repeatable pulses. The
specific impulse is slightly higher than the equivalent catalyst bed
thruster. The minimum impulse bit achievable approaches the size ob-
tainable with cold gas which tends to save fuel and/or give finer
attitude control.
The flight demonstration will fully qualify the hydrazine resistojet
concept for application to earth orbit spacecraft.
1977006971-129
• [] • ii lllU[ i iii
I. Title:
Final Qualifications of an F2/N2H4 Propulsion Subsystem
II. Objective:
• Provide final verification of design adequacy of a flightweight F2/N2H4
propulsion subsystem.
: _ III. Description:
A small ( 700 kg} flightweight, pressure-fed propulsion subsystem with
a thrust level of 2670N will be carried up to orbit, released, and fired.
On-board instrumentation will be used to varify the test flight.
IV. Justification:
Reduce risk in order to obtain user acceptance of a new, higher-performance
propulsion system for spacecraft propulsion.
! •
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, I. Title:
Final Qualfication Test of Cesium Ion Engine
II. Objective:
° i
i _ To qualify a cesium ion engine as space proven hardware to make it available ,
o : as a prime system component for spacecraft.
F
III. Description:
A cesium ion engine should be operated in space over a large number of on/
off cycles, with appropriate data taken to verify proper operation.
IV. Justification:
A previous test of the cesium ion engine in space was satisfactory in all
respects except for a fuel valve failure near the end of the planned test.
• The failure was attributed to zero-g effects so the qualification of the
redesigned system must be teated in space to establish full validity•
12
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....... ii iii _Jul ....... :Tzz ilJlJl _ ... ii I ii i i ii i
i 4. OVERALL OBSERVATIONS AND SUMMARY OF PART II
= ! i) The large majority, twelve (12) of the nineteen (19)_ items
_" i discussed and presented were classified in the first category: the
special environment of space makes it the most reasonable way to perform
> " the tests, i
2) Of these candidates for space experiments, most can be
_ "_ implemented by small experiment packages - many of which could be carried
on a single 5pacelab flight. Exceptions wherein a large portion of the
5pacelab capability may be needed are the following:
a) cryogenic propellant storage and transfer
b) deployment and handling of large structures for
sails, concentrators, and photovoltaic pan_is
• 3) One entry in the first category (flight test of a composite
engine) calls for the use of an airbreathing device either mounted
i external to the Shuttle or deployed from the cargo bay at high altitudes.
The Orbiter would either be carried aloft by a 747 aircraft or launched
vertically using SRB's smaller than Shuttle standard. This experiment
would involve a major interaction with the Shuttle flight. Fe3sibility
of such a test could not be ascertained with the information available to
the Group.
4) Three candidate space eMperiments are listed in the second
category. Justification is predicated on long-duration testing (up to
years) in space-level vacuum being possibly le_e costly then extended use
of the necessary vacuum facilities on the ground. Support of this justifi-
i
I cation would entail use of a very low-cost, free-flying platform, such as
i LDEF, which could be deposited in orbit by the Shuttle Orbiter and retrieved
J
years later. Cost estimates for the extended use of a free-flying platform
must be established in order to determine if these experiments would be
s RODUCmTY OFTHI
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cost effective.
5) Four Experiments
a) Measurement of solid rocket motor thrust alignment "+ :
b) Qualification test of N2H4 Resistojet
c) Qualification of a F2/rJ2H4 Propulsion System i i
@
f d) Qualification of Cesium Ion Engines
were identified in the third category as being aids to gaining user acceptance.
6) The limited knowledge within the Group of the special requirements
to be levied on experimenters intending to fly experiments on Spacelab or
a free-flying platform may have inappropriately inhibited the ideas generated
for the second and third categories of justification, future solicitations
for candidate space experiments should be accompanied by at least rough
estimates of the projected requirements for space testing e including
deliverables, safety constraints, preflight testing, and other items that
impact the cost of utilizing the Shuttle as a test facility. "
+
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• 5. FORMS - DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS I
1977006971-134
IIII I , , ,,,,=, i UUl j III I Ilia lllrIl I II _-" [ _ ......
............. i _
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. _-_
n 'II & , ,,
I. TECIINOI,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): F1_ns_ T_ nf =, a__ PAGE 10F__=4
Electron Bomhmrdment Inn Thruster {Sohinx C}
2. TECIIN()I,OGY CATEGORY:PIopulBion
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:.D..emonstrate technoloq_ readiness and
comoatibilitv with soacecraft systems and functions of the 8-cm mercury ion
., thru_qter.
.l. CUI{RENT STATE OF ART: [noineerino model level hardwaref ..basedon extensive
n_ecurmn_ dRumlnnmRnt _nd dmmnn_m+__mtlnn _m _n th_ fabrln_tion oha_e• i
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL .._
5. DES(.'I{II,TI(>N ()F EXPERIMENT:
Test of an electric propulsion stationkeeping system launched from a Shuttle-
-._- IU5 combination or Delta booster. Performed as a companion experiment to ;
_ Sphinx B• Cycle life performance equivalent to 10 years of stationkeeping
to be demonstrated. The compatibility of thruster operation with spacecraft _
scientific, communication, and other functions to be verified. '_
i ° "
?
.: , P/LREQULREMENTS BASED ON: rl PRE-A,O A,O B,[-1 C/D :i
6. I{ATP) ' "NAI.I', AND ANAI,YSIS:
a. The values of soecific impulse and thrust level are near optimum for a [
large class of geosynchronous satellites•
b• Geosynshronous satellites requiring precision north-south stationkeeping
and attitude control• i
c. As an example of mass savings, the use of mercury ion thrusters reduces
the satellite control propulsion sdstem from 21 to 10 percent of total
spacecraft mass for a seven year mission with proportionally larger savings
for icnger missions•
" d• This technology should be carried to an experimental demonstration on a
free-flying satellite launched by a 5huttle-IU5 combination or a Delta booster
_ TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
,,,, i
REI_RODUCIBII,ITYOF THE
0. Izs O_AL PA(_Z IB POOR
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JDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. E-2i
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): fliaht Test of an 8-cm PAGE 2 OF 4...
• _1°_+_ R_k=_m..+ Inn Th_,,._ (SDh_n_ C) ,, -"
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
• Test one thruster designed to operate at approximately twice the baseline
thrust level to optimize system performance with a battery power source is
_: possible.
Redesign of power processor or a separate experiment to take advantage of
high voltage solar arrays is possible as the operating concept has been
demonstrated.
o_
i
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
_ i. Potential ion beam/spacecraft interactions for body mounted thrusters.
2. Possible structural/dynamic problems for end of the array mounted
thrusters.
_ ,
! 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
_ : In the range of specific impulse greater than about 800 seconds, no alternatei
_. technology options to some form of electric propulsion presently exist or are
proposed for auxiliary propulsion (Reference i). Two other electric propul-
sion systems - electron bombardment thruster using cesium propellant and
colloid thrusters - are presently under development. The former is generi-
cally quite similar to the mercury bombardment systems. The latter (colloid)
operates at a specific impulse of about half that of the mercury systems. ".
I0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
FTOP 502-22-11 "Auxiliary Propulsion Ion Thruster Technology"
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 5_
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Guidance, Navigation, and Control for low thrust propulsion systems. _
177
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. (-2
--- .. ii_ = ' ,H,
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Fliaht _em_ nf an 8 cm PAGE 3 OF ..i_
F]=c_Pnn Bmmhn_dmep_ Ion Thruster (_ghinx _)
,|i ii i i Ii
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
,l m
• SCHEDU1.EITEM 75 76 77i78 79!80!81 [82!83 84J85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. Analysis/Design
2. fabrication
3. Test
4.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
1::. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECtlNOLOGy NEED DAT]'; V TOTAlL
ii
14. REFERENCES:
i. Outlook for 5pace A Forecast of 5pace Technology July *.5,1975
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART 8. t_m_o_rsTon _mA_T_srLOZs _L_VAST
_.VI.O..E.TI.T.__.o_TO.y.
: I. I$A$1C PHK._OMENA OI_[RVI_D AND qtltl_)RTED. |. MODI_L TZ_TICD |N AIRCRAI_I " LNVIROhV)It_NT.
II. Tlll[OIt¥ )_)IIMt'LAT£D _ro D_,q,_'I_!BIK.PII|'_OMI[NA. _r. NOJDffl, TJ[;STI;D IN sPArE E,q'YlRO,'CMK.N_".
; $. "I'I,IEIt, IL_ Tl'._rl:l) BY PII_'_ICAL _.'(PIERIME_T O. NEW CAPAIllLI'Ig¢ D;.IIIVED FROM A ),l_tl LE_I$i_R
' OR MAtTIIEM.ATICAL MODEl,. OJN_IIATIObAL MOI_L.
4. PI_MTINE.NT ) L'NC'T|ON OR CIIAIU_CT'ERISTIC DIKM_TED, 9, JtJ[16JIAIBILITYU_RAI'MNG OF _1_ OJMI[:JIIATIo,_IAL NOD[L.
E.G.. MAT1E|(IAL. CO._'I_)N_:NT. ItTC. !#. LIFET16_Ig I_XTENIHON O1_"AM O|'LRAllON._L MOD)-L.
i
1977006971-137
TITLE Flioht Test of an 8-cm Electron Bombardment Ion ]hruste= NO. E-2
(5ohinx C) PAGE 4 of 4
I |
COMPARISONOF SPACE& GROUNDTESTOPTIONS J
8. SPACE TESTOPTION TEIrrARTICLE: Snh_n_ _ _;nAr_r._*
TESTDESCRIPTION: ALT.(muliSh) .._/ _1.000 km,INCL._ 1Q dq, TIME2.000 hr
i
i
{ BENEFITOFSPACETEST:.J)emons_rate *on thruster system opg¢§_;ion in _ space environ-
mmn_: investiaate interactions of thruster aenQr_ted plas_,a and high voltage
_t EOaJJ_L_f"" WEI6HT kl'SlZE_lf- Xcon- X tainedm.P0WER >150t 716 kW
l POINTING STABILITY DATAi ORIENTATION CREW: NO._ 0PERATIONS/DURATION.
t SPECIALGROUND FAC|LiTIEIk
ReauireJ around facilitig_ gxist at LeRC
,xiST,._,sE1Nol-I
i iTESTCONFIDENCE 0.g5
• _! 9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: 8-cm thruster. Dower orocessor. __
_ system, and oropQllQnt tankt
" i TEST DESCRIPTION)REOUIREMENTS: Simulation test of ten-_ear attitude control s_stem
i. ooeration in space, _,
i SPECIALGROUNDFAClLITIES: Vacuum facilities with frozen mercury tarqet_
EX,STINO:Yes[_) N0_
i_ GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS: Facility lim_a_mn_ dm nn_ _]]mw _ccu'r_f.m _r_cm _m,,1_-
•E'inn I_f n) RRm,_ __n_m_'fRr'k. _U_LlU_mn of _mn_lt_f. nn rnmmtJn_rl'.'_nrlR r,T'..._.,JL1 dmmnr_-
s_r.t]on of _f.f._itude con%rol func*_mn___ TESTCONFIOENCE ___
,o.SC.EOULE_,COST .'ACE..T _,0. 0.00,_TEnopTioN
Ic, ! l -cl_rr ($) COST($)
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG8, C/O _i
4. TEST& EVAL
TECHNEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
,
i 11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ ..__;# (SUMOF _IROGR_MCOSTS8. ) "i
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY _:_
COSTRISK S
T ITDR.;q 1/75
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. E-4 i
1. TECttNOI.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Vibr._..__at.ion T_st of Solid PAGE 1 OF _
__Rmckmt Motor ._
A
t2. TECtlN()LOGY CATEGORY: Propulsion
3. OBJFCTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Determine effect of Shuttle acoustic
and vibration anvironm_n_ on solid rock_t kick motors from the response of '
a model motor and its orop@l_@n_ _o _hi_ environment.
I. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Shake table approval tests} however I the specified , ::
vibration test soectrum ooorl¥ @£mulates the actual environment in the motor, i
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 1
5. DESC[{II'TI()N ()l." TECtINOLOGY
The tests now accomplished on flight motors are a series of simulated
vibration environments. What is needed for improved design parameter values
•: is knowledge of how a solid rocket motor and the viscoelastic propellant
and insulation responds to the Shuttle environment. A model or representa-
tive subscale motor would be selected for this test.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,C] A,[-J B,['] C/D ._
6, IIATI()NAI.I,: AND ANAI.YSIS:
a. Not selected yet.
b. All future missions which carry solid motors in the 5hurtle: A2,3,4,5. !
i
c. These results should provide for more reliable _otors, and better per- i ;
forming designs.
d. Motor models should be instrumented internally to obtain data on the
space Shuttle environment.
i
R_:_RODUCIBILI'rYOF 'rh.
_RI_[NAL PAGE IB POOR
i
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL...4. i'
, " _ i
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. E-4
, i
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE):Vibration Test of Solid PAGE 2 OF .._
RonkRt Mn+.nr
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
i
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Design of test models which will give meaningful data during the first test.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
i
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Technology will not advance without NASA resources.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL __i
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
1977006971-140
rDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. E-4 t /
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Vlbr_tion Test of Solid PAGE 3 OF ._A- !
Rnr-_,:_ Mp'Fnr ...... , ..... " " i '
_ 12. TECI!NOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE: _
CALENDAR YEAR _ '
., ,.,
SCHEDUI,EITEM 75 76 77 78 79[80181 82183 84 85!86 87 88 89 90 91 ';
TECHNOLOGY !_
I. Analysis -- -- "I _
2. Design --
3. Fabrication _ i !
" 4. Test A _ _
5. } _
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3, Operations 'i
?
• o',
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
,m
I
TOTAL 'TECIINOLOGY NEED DATE A ,
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES J
14. REFERENCES:
'_
15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART s. COMPONFN? OR aREADIK)ARDTt:$TLDINRELEVANT
ENVIRONMENTIN THE t,ARORA_X)R¥.
• |. BASICPHENOMENA OI%_ERVEDAND REPORTED. @. MODEL TESTED INAIRCRAFT I_NVIRONMENT.
•' |. TIIEORY FORM( LATED TO DESCII'BEPIIENOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED INSPACE ENVIRONMENT. :• o
$, THF,OI{_ TESTED BY PIIYSlCAL EXPERIMENT @, _IEWCAPAIIILITYD,'.RIVEDFROMA MUCll LESSER i :_
OR _,LAI'IIEMATICALMODEl,. OPFRAI'IONAL MODI_L.
4. PEMTINENT }'UNCTIONOR C}IARACTERIFrlCDEMONSTRATED, I}, RELIABILITYUPGRADINGOF AN OPERATIONALMODEL * _ _:
E.G,, MATERIAL, CO.%'PONENT,ETC. 10. MFETIbIE EXTENSIONOF AN OI'LKATIONAt,MODEL.
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r,_- .... : _ i i iiii i 71111i
TITLE .Vibration Test of 5olid RQ_kot Motor NO. E-4
PAGE 4 of 4
,, I L
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
m , |
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: Hod_l 5olid Rocket Motor and Propellant
Gro_n and In_ulation
TESTDESCRIPTION: ALT.(minx/rain) / kin, INCL. dq, TIME-- hr
Csrrv model motor up _nd down ond measure resoonse inside of motor to 5hurtle
• acoustic and vibration environmen%. i
BENEFIT OFSPACETEST: Will give environment the motor propellant Qrain actually
. f_els end responds to.
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 100 kg,SIZE lm X lm X lm re,POWERunknown kW
POINTING N/A STABILITY N/A DATA Vibration
ORIENTATION N/A CREW: NO. 0 OPERATIONS/DURATION /
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES: None
EXISTING:YES_'j NOD
TESTCONFIDENCE 75%
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: None
TESTDESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
7,
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
i
EX,ST,NG:D NoO
GROUNDTEST LIMITATIONS:
TESTCONFIDENCE
i
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETEST OPTION GROUND TESTOPTION
F -TASK COST_l COST1$|em
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
brae 1
TECH NEED DATE
mm
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTSS )
• 12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
m,
COSTRISK$
FT(TOR-2)7/75
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1 [i
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. F-6 •
i. TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Prnnp.ll_n+.M_n_n_m_n+ PAGE 1 OF_4..
i Device Desiqn Parameters at zero -q J
_' !, 2. TECHN()I,OGY CATEGORY: Propulsion
3. ()BJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:Improve the analytical tools required
_ d_m_nn _rfl.n_llmn+. mmn_nRmRn_ d_v_c_ nrmmsur_nt _nd outflow device.
t. CUI{IIENT STATE OF ART: 0nlv ._uh_c_l_ devices can be tested for short times
(<__105). Pressurant diffuser _nd outflow desiqns cannot be tested in this '
_ time with accuracy. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL ._.
5. DESCIUI'TI()N ()I." TECIIN()I,OGY
_ This technology experiment at zero -g would provide data to understand, mod- :_
: el, and design pressurant diffusers; determine effects of contaminants on
: surface tension properties of liquid propellants; determine wicking prop-
erties of materials applicable to surface tension device; determine opti-
mum outlet geometry for propellant tanks containing surface tension propell-
ant management device.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,[_ A,D B,E] C/D
6. RATI()NAI.E AND ANAI,YSIS:
l
: a. Surface tension data is obviously needed if one is to design a propell-
ant management device based on that physical property and to ensure positive
phase separation.
b. Missions A l, 3, 4, 5.
c. Based upon this advanced mission reliability and lifetime will be en-
hanced.
do Represents a reliability upgrading by increasing confidence level of
initial design.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 9..
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i DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. E-5 _
.... , i i
;:_ i ' 7.1" DesignTECHNOLOGYTEcHNOLoGyParametersREQUIREMENT(TITLE):oPTIONS:atzer -_ Prooellane Manau_ment Devic_AGE 2 OF &. ::_'
Through space experiments, an anticipated increase of approximately one order
I° of magnitude in design information regarding surface tension device character- ,_
1 istics would result.
!
f
r, 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
None
S
" 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES: ::
Continue current way of designing and accept the uncertainties and accept the :_
_, use of less efficient designs.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
No flight tests are planned and left unperturbed_ the technology will not
advance without NASA resources.
: EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL .4_
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
None
i i
t o
L
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. E-6
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):prnp_]I_qt _n_rnent PAGE 3 OF _.A..
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
8CHEDUI,EITEM 751 76 77 78 79 80 81i82 83 84 _85 !86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
, I. Analysis of Design m m
2. Fabrication i
3. Ground checkout test
• 4. Flight test & docu-
mentation
5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
i
, !
TOTALTECHNOLOGY NEED DAT]'_ i
I
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES I
• i
14. REFERENCES:
pA6,mmoz i!
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART m.t,4DMPONFNTOR aREADBOARDTM$TLDINRELEVANTENVIItONMENT IN THE LAI_ORAlX_)RY.
I. BASIC PHENOMENA OI'@ERVED AND R_PORTED. @. MODEL TK$'I_D I.NAIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT. _
3. TIIEORY FOItMULATED TO DESCR'BE PIIENOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED iN SPACE ENVIRONMENT. "
3. THEORY TESTED BY PIIYSICAL EXPERIMENT @. NEW CAPAI]_LITY DERIVED PROM A _UCII LESSER _
OR MAI'IIEMATICAL MODEL. OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CIIARACTERi_rrlC DEMONSTRATED. @. KIEIAAi_LITY UPGRADING OF A_ OPERATI_NAL MODEL.
LG., MATERIAL. CO,_'PO.NEt_T, F.TC. 10. UFETIMI_ EXT£N_ION OF AN Oi'LRATIONAt, MODEL.
t,
1977006971-145
T
- t ' 1JJ -- - J II I r iliI - _
TITLE prcDellan t Manag@m_nt Dev_c_ Design Par_mR+_r.q A+_7_n ._ NO. E-_
PAGE 4 ?,f 4
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST O,PTIONS_
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: _,,modular package inside of 5hurtle con-
..... tsininq elements Tequired to measure surface tension, p_eesumant/propRllmnt
interface
TEST DESCRIPTION: ALT.(mxlmin) ..... / kin,INCL. _ dq, TIME_ hr
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST:
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kll,SIZE X X m,POWER kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. 0PERATIONS/DURATION /
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING:YES['-] NOO
TESTCONFIDENCE 99%
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
TESTDESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES: No way to comoete with space test Capabilities.
,, EX,,NG:YESE3 NO[3
GROUNDTESTLIMITATIONS: Gravitational effects, sho_:t times in d_oo towe_s. _nd
only linsmr di_turbaqces. ......
TESTCONFIDENCE "T5_
i, ,I i ,
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETESTOPTION GROUNDTEST OPTION
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & CIO
4. TEST& EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
,i , im ,,i , ,, ,,
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ i (_M OF PROGRAMCOSTS$ )
,m, ,,
" 12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
COSTRISK $
|,,,,
T ITDR.7)7/75
187 l i
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1977006971-146
I.............
4
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. E-7 !
1. TECttNO1.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Thruster l.nduced_a_k PAGE 1 OF ..4.- ! o
Contamination
I
2. TECIIN()],OGY CATEGORY: Propulsion ! :.
3. OBJFCTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Determine back-contamination, in _ _"
:_ soace conditions, from chemical and electric thruster in reaion beyond where -_
! 4
current theories predict plume location.
• .I. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Low thrust (0.i lbf) monopropellant h_drazine have
been tested under laboratory conditions and some back-contamination has been i
_ measured. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL .3_ :_
( 5. DESCI{II'TI()N ()1.' TECIINOI,OGY
Currently, only small • 5 Ibf can be tested in the laboratory and the test
; facility itself imposes conditions such as back pressure and temperature •
induced by the plume. To fully map the plume and determine the back-
contamination by placing both sensors and sensitive sample materials in
the plume and back-flow region essentially a "zero" back pressure is needed, i
Thus, the critical parameter to be measured, plume flow, is limited by back
pressures and thus the limiting variable must be eliminated.
t
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,_ A,r'] B,_ C/D
6. RATP_NAI,|.: AND ANAI,YSIS:
a. Since thrusters of concern operate in space, it will be highly valuable
to determine the plume map and hence the back-contamination under the actual
conditions of "zero back pressure" as opposed to laboratory imposed con-
straints of I0-7 higher with larger thrust will adequately simulate nctual
operating conditions.
b. This experiment would benefit missions in classes AI, 3 through 6 and B.
c. The results of this experiment _uld provide the spacecraft or satellite
designer with tools he does not currently have to locate critical sensors
and/or surfaces away from the thruster so that they would not be adversely
affected by the thruster during firing and to modify thruster designs to
reduce back-contamination.
d. By determining the plume location under the real conditions of space,
the accuracy of the current model would be improved by at least two orders
of magnitude, i
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL _
1977006971-147
! I
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. E-7
illin | ii iiBm i _ i
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTITITLE):Tbrupter ' I,pduced Beck PAGE 2 OF ._
ContoMination ........
i III ii ,i i
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Through the use of e space experiment_ new plume models could be developed ,
which would improve the prediction of plume locetion in far-flow field
(• 90 from center line) of at least 2 orders of magnitude_ and therefore,i
a significant increase in knowledge regerding contamination would result.
|l i mn i ii i lu II II _.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: ,_
i Virtually the same technology to determine plume flow in both near and far
field and contamination measurements could be used in space as is used in
laboratory testing. Therefore, no significant technicel problems exist. _"
, llll ii i ii i llHml i , _
9. POTENTIAl, ALTERNATIVES:
Continued ground tests with their ini_erent, limiting constraints. _"
=
i | i i| iiw
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Current NASA technology is described in part of RTOP 506-24-24, The Air Force
i: aloe supporting the work. Both are ground tests and analyses only, .;
If NA5A were to eliminate its resources, the technology would be slowed down ',
by a factor of 50_ on g_ound-testing. If the Air Force also did not support ', _;
flight test, technology would not edvance_xPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL_ _!"
ii m
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Real-time sensors would enhance test results.
i
iiiii II
I ,
i i _ U] I I IHH . IH ,= , ,,,.m,,. H , ,,, .............
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i DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. K-7
_ I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):,Th_,,,e+m_- Tna.... 4 II_ PAGE 3 OF _ !
Ccntamin_@n
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE: |
,_ . CALENDAR YEAR I
SCHEDUI.E ITEM 751 76 771 78 79 80 81 82 83 ! 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 -i _
i
TECHNOLOGY 1
I. _nalysis & Design •
g a
2. Fabrication
-- i3. Ground Verification
•, test _ 1
4. Flight test K vsrSfi-
' cation -- '_
5. !
' APPLICATION i
_ I. Design(Ph.C) i
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) _ _o
3. Operations
4. i"
13. USAGE SCHEDUI,E: i ;
I "_ ,
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE TOTALI _
°
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES I _ :ii
14. REFERENCES: i
J
2
-£
15. LE VE L OF STATF OF ART m.om4_m_r_Ton eaE_nc_m)Tb'S_tD,__tL_V^_
I_t_vilto_M_t4rI,'4T:tELA_RATORY. "
1. BASIC PHENOMENA OI_ERVED AND q.FPORTED. @. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCP.AIT LNVIRON.%IENT,
2. TIIFOHY I"OIIMt'LATED TO DESCR!BE PIII:_OMlrNA. IL NODI_L TE$'I'LD IN $p._tCIr ENVIRONMIgNT,
3. THI.:(IR_ TF.,_I'ED BY PIIYSICAL EXPERIMLNT I. NEW CAPAIILITY D:.RIVED FROM A MUCII LESSER i :
Oi4 MAI'IIEMATICAL MODEl°, OPI_itAI'IONAL MODEL.
4. PERTI._SNT }UNCTION OR CIIAItACTERI$'TIC DF.MON$TRATED. @. RI_I,AAIILIT¥ UPGIEADING OF AN OII_IgATIC, NAL MODEL.
E.G.. blATEIdAL, CO.'t'PO',I.,NT, IrTC, I1. LIFETIME EXTENI_ION OF AN OI'LIIATION.4L MODEL. "
ii i iii • i1|
1977006971-149
! ' f
TITLE Thruster Induced Back r-Dn_m_n_ti_n NO. E-_ .... i
PAGE 4 of 4 i
:_ COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS 18. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: Modular oro,ulsion svstem and sensors d_-
• plo.vedoutside the Shu_l@,[
: TEST DESCRIPTION: ALT.(mu/min) /. kin,INCL. dig,TIME__ hr
BENEFITOFSPACETEST: Eliminate the limitin_ variable of back pressure. Require a
: vacuum of _<I0-12 tar=.
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kll,SIZE X X m,POWER kW
: POINTING STABILITY DATA
! ORIENTATION CREW: NO. (IPERATIONS/OURATION /
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: ESD NOF1
TESTC0NF,OENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: Modular propulsion s_(stem with sensors ....
provided inside the,, test chamber_
TEST DESCRIPTION/REOUIREMENTS: Thrusters and sensors mounted in test chambers. _'
ThTvp_ level@ up to 500 ibf to b@ tpst@d end measurement_ taken, i
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
•Ver.y larqe (on order of I00 ft. in diameterl liqui.d I
helium _ool@d. larae pump_,nq capacity vacuum chamber,
EXISTING:YES ['--] NO _) 1
GROUNDTEST LIMITATIONS: Si_e and tYPe of thruster to be tested and back pressure.
i
TESTCONFIDENCE 80_
H
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETEST OPTION GROUND TESTOPTION
TASK [COST_) COST($) _;
.
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & CIO
4. TEST & EVAL ,_
,
TECH NEED DATE
" iGRAND TOTAL ,GRAND TOTAL l....11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ -- (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$. ), i " 12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
i COSTRISK S .....
• _ f T ITDR-2) 7/75
]97700697]-]50
: DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. E-8
c
L
I. TECIINOI.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): 5upercri tical Combustion PAGE I OF _ i
Measurement in zero -q
c
'2.TECIIN()IA)GY CATEGORY: Propulsion
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Est@blish supq_critical droplet
evaporation/combustion rates and flemmability limits of liquid bipropellants
.|. ('UiiRENTSTATE ()FART:The above has onlv been attemoted on _h@ ground
wherein the gravitational forces impose great experimental difficulty, a
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 2
5. DE,'_" I{II'TI( )N ( )I."T EC 11N()I,OGY
Gravitational forces would be eliminated as a disturbing influence on the
measurements of evaporation rates and flammability limits of liquid propell-
ants in the critical region. At least one order of magnitude improvement in
Frediction of diffusion rate should be obtained over that obtained by current
techniques for inputs to computerized combustion models for performance pre-
diction.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASEDON: D PRE-A,[=_ A,F_ B,r"] C/D
_;. liA'['I_ _NAI,E AND ANAI,YSIS:
a. Evaporation (vaporization) rate are critical inputs to performance model-
ing and have first order effects on results when working near the c itical
region.
b. A I-6
c. With this information rocket engine design and testing could be reduced,
resulting in a cost savings.
d. Needs to be carried to a point wherein the above input is not required
from engine tcsts,
RF_RODUGIBIL_I_ OF Tile
@_Ab PA@E IBPOOR
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL __|
192
1977006971-151
T I [....
i
ii
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.E-8 :
i i
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): _uoe_critical Combustion PAGE 2 OF _L.
Measurements An zero-9
llm i
7. TECHNOLOGY CPTIGNS:
The improvements in measurements of evaporation rate° and flammability limits
are expected to increase by at least one order of magnitude which in turn will
increase accuracy of performance prediction at least 25%. This improvement
will reduce the number of hardware tests to be conducted by at least 307'..
I
i i
_. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
The development of the apparatus.
i i iiiii
9. POTI',NTIAI, AI,TERNATIVES:
Continue ground testin_jswith their inherent inaccuracies.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
For all intents and purposes there is no on-going technology eCfortp even
ground based t because of the drastic funding reduction in combustion research.
Without NASA resources, technolooy will not advance.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 2
ll. RELATED TECI|NUIA)GY REQUIREMENTS:
None
1977006971-152
| L ......
I DEFINITION OF TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENT NO. E-8 )
!
1. TECItNOI.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Su_rcritical Combustion PAGE 3 OF -.4_- i
Measurements in zero -q
k
12 TECHNOIJOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDU1.E ITEM 75176 77 78 79! 80' 81 82! 83 84 85i86!87'88 89' 90 '91 ! " "i
TECHNOLOGY
1. Analysis/Design .
o Fabrication i
3. 5_ound Test Checkout
: 4. Flight Test & Documen-
tation --
: 5. ";
APPLICATION
I. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
l4. !,
_J
13. USAGE SCHEDUI,E:
!
TOTAL
TEC IINOI,OGY NEED DA"I'I, t
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES I
1.t. REFERENCF_;:
15. LE VE L OF ST,ATE OF ART s.COM_NFWron r_EAt_m^RDT_ST_Dm aEL_vA,_T
ENVIRONMENt IN TIiF LAI-IORATOP, Y.
1. I'b'tSlC P}IENOMENA OBSERVI.,D AND RFI,'_I{TLD. 6. MODEL TES']ED IN AIRCRAI.T ENVIRONMI _NT,
: 2, "I'IIEORY FOItMULATEI) TO [)[':S('IHBE Pill NOMENA, ?. MODEL TESTLD IN SPACE ENXqRONMEN'r.
3. THF()It_ T}.hI'EI) BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT @. NEW CAPAIIII,ITY DLRIV_:D FROM A MUCII LE,_ER
OR MATIIFMATICAL MOt)El,, OPERAI'IONAL MODEL.
4. PLWrlNI N r I L'N,'TI()N OR CIIAItACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, 9. RELIABII _TY UPGRADING OF AN OPERA ]'ItVqAl. MODEL,
E,G., MATEI{L_L, CC_'PO."&'.NT. ETC. lO, LIFETLME EXTENSION OF AN OI'LRATIGN,\L MOIWI,.
', 194
1977006971-153
TITLE Combustion Measurements in 7Rrn, -g, PAGENO"I-B4_f..,..4 i
_ COMPARISON OF SPACE& GROUND TEST OPTIONS I
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: .Packa,qe containinq provision for ,qas analy-..
_is: flame temperature: _oectrn_nnpv m_m_i,_mmmn_m_ _nd h';nh _n_H nhn _j_
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/mini / kin, INCL. dq, TIME __ hr
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: Elimin_P- orRv_f.m_.inn._ Rf?p.r_ whSr_h r'In,,rlthr, mm=c=l|'r,g=mczr='l'== I
, nf H;'rf,_,__;,-,nr:_+__:s_
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kL SIZE X X m, POWER kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA:" ORIENTATION CREW: NO. OPERATIONS/DURATION /
: SPECIAL GROUND FAC|LITIES: None
EXISTING:vEsl--1Nol-i
TEST CONFIDENCE qs_ _ .:
i
9. GROUND TESTOPTION TEST ARTICLE: Essentially same a_ _bove; bu% smaller and/
or sep_r_ p_nk_ge_, iTEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: D_op tower i rEX,ST,NG:YESD NoD
GROUND TESTLIMITATIONS:_ ver.v short time duration (_< 10s) i_
TESTCONFIDENCE 50% --
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPT#ON GROUND TEST OPTION _ _;
TASK I CY COST 151 COST 151
I. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & CIO
4. TEST & EViL ._
TECH NEED DATE l "i
GRAND TOTAL j GRAND TOTAL
,e
11. VALUE OF SPACETEST $ (SUMOFPROGRAMCOSTS$- ) _i
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY i!
,'_
, COST RISK $ "_
F T (1 DR.2) 7/75
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. E-g
1. TECHNOI.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Pulse Characteristics PAGE 1 OF _ , \
of Small Thrusters
2. TECttN()I,OGY CATEGORY: Propulsion
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Improve the resolution of thruster
, impulse bit measurement. -_
i. ('URIiENT STATE OF ART: N,,mRr.n,,.q +.vnP..q nf thrust balances are currently be- i
-" )
£n_ used for measurinq thrust in the range of 0.5 ib to 1.0 lb. All have i_
__problems of environmental noise & frequency. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL _
¢
5. DESCRII'TION ()I: TECIIN()I,OGY
The experiment is to refine the measurement of impulse bit shapes and create
a "standard" engine for standardization of measurements on ground-based tkrust
balances. It is accomplished by firing thruster (s) on a free-flying pldt-
: form and taking measurements from an inertial reference.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BAlED ON: [_ PRE-A,r'] A,r'] B,.r'] C/D
6. RATP _NAI,E AND ANAI,YSIS:
a. Increased precision in the measurement of small impulse bit profiles is
needed to take advantage of the potential precision inherent in present sensor
control logic technology.
b. All on orbit opecational spacecraft utilizing expanding gas thrusters forattitude control would benefit.
c. All spacecraft utilizing attitude control thrusters in the low millipound
thrust range and below would benefit from a more accurate knowledge of impulse
bit characteristics from the standpoint of precise matching of force to con-
trol requirement and the related fuel savings.
Resolution of impulse bit profile in ground test is limited by environme,,-
tel noise and ground related design weaknesses of the thrust balance itself.
d. The data are compared to ground test data to permit better interpretatiol
of the latter and to develop filtration/mathematical techniques applicable to
other thrusters.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVELT -
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. E-9
l. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Pulse Ch@racteristics of PAGE 2 OF _._
5mall Thrusters
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
i. An inerticl reference of sufficient stiffness and sensitivity.
2. Noise introduced by propellant valve operation.
m i
Y. POTENTIAl, ALTERNATIVES:
None
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Technology will not advance without NASA resources.
J
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 5 !
11. IIF, LATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Inertial _eference. i
t
e )
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. E-9
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Pulse Characteristics @f PAGE 3 OF
Small Thrusters
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
1SCHEDULE ITEM 75176 77 78 79 80 Sl 82 83184 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 ""
TECHNOLOGY
1. Analysis/Design _
i
2. Fabrication m m
!
3. Test --_
4. Flight
5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C) _
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4 L I i
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
_ JI
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE IIuTAL]
I
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES [
I!
' 14. REFERENCES:
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. COMmNFNTOII _'{EADBOARD TI:STtDINRELEVANT
IINVIRONblENT IN ]',*4E LABORA'IX_RY,
I. BASIC PHENOMENA OIk_ERVED AND REPORTED. 6. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
3. TIIEORY I.'OItMLVLATEI_TO DESCRIBE PIIENOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED INSPACE ENVIRONMENT.
@. TREOIt_ TESTED BY PllYSICAL EXPERIMENT @. NEW CAPAI3ILITY DERIVED FROM A MUCII LESSER
OR 3UVrlIEMATICAL .MODEl,. OPERATIONAL MoDI_L.
) t. PERTII_ENT FUNCTION OR CILARACTERi_rlc DEMON$TRATED. @. I[_I.JARILIT¥ UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL. *
E.G., MATEItlAL.. CO_'PO.".ENT, ETC. tO. IJFI_TIMI_ EXTENSION OF AN Oi'LRATIONA', MODEL.
198 :_
..................... u_ m
1977006971-157
L
•_ TITLE Pulse Characteristics of Small Thrusters NO. E-9 |
_ PAGE 4 of 4 |
- _
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS 1
8. SPACETEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Thrust Heasurem_n$ 5.Y_tem
;I
: TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (m|x/min) /. kin, INCL deg,TIME __ hr
Heasure impulse bit thrust profiles on an inertiallv referenced platform,
!
; i
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: Elimination of environmentally introduced noise in the
measurements.
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kll,SIZE X X m, POWER kW
'_ POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. -- OPERATIONS/DURATION /
SPECIAL GROUND FAC|LITIES: None
EXISTING: YES O NOD
TEST CONFIDENCE 70%
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: |
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: None known fo_ very small imDulse bit systems. _"
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EX,ST,NG:YESE3 NO[3
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TEST CONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
f..--=..
TASK ICY COST ($) COST t'.'
1. ANALYSIS !12. DESIGN
3. MFG & CIO
4. TEST & EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL I11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUM OF PROGRAM COSTS $ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
COST RISK $
r I (1 DR.2) 7/75 ,_
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DEHNITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. E-] O
1
1 TECttNtH,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Flioht Test of Comoo_itePAGE 1 OF --3.
Engine
'2. TECIIN()IA)GY CATECK)RY: P_o_ulsio n
8
3. OiAJECq.'IVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Verification test of large scale corn- l
!
oosit_ engine such as eiector ramjet using Shuttle Orbiter _s _ flight te_t
vehicle. ||
i CURRENT STATE ()FART: Subscale oround tests to hyoersonic engine (HPE) ,!
have been comoleted at Lewi_ _nd tPmtq of _mjPtm nf ._.:_]1 S_Te. h_v_ H_n
done at Marquardt. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DI.:SCRII'TI()N ()I: TECIIN()I.OCY
Flight tests of full scale composite engines suitable for use on an HTOHL two-
stage fully reusable Shuttle-type vehicle. Facilities do not exist for ground
test of large composite engines at high Mach numbems because of the large i /
flow-rate of heated air needed. Shuttle Ombitem could be employed as a fly- |i j #
ing test bed for flight tests at cruise mode conditions similar to the planned i
X-24 program. 1
1
i
I
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: 0 PRE-A,O A,O B,_ C/D '
6. RATI()NAI,I,: AND ANAI,YSIS: i "
?
a. N/A : •
b. Applications of large composite engines are to HTOHL Shuttle-type vehicles _
for low cost transport of payloads to low earth orbit. _
c. flight test is needed to provide verification of the complete composite
engine system at pmoper operating conditions of Mach number and inlet aim
conditions.
d. Flight verification test of full scale composile engine using Shuttle i
0=biter stage as flying test bed. Test cannot be defined precisely unlil i_
engine type and configuration ame selected. May require a dedicated Orbiter
with considerable modification for launch using carrier aircraft 747 o=
modified booster (SPB) and ET to obtain proper altitude and speed to start
composite engine.
?
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7__i ,,
f
ucmmrrY 0F
PAC.-'
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. E-10
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Fliqht Test of Composite PAGE 2 OF ._
Engine
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
i Nany options exist in design of the composite engine (air turborocket, ramjet, ,-
scramjet, etc.) and the integration of the engine with Orbiter for flight test °
Simplest arrangement would be storage of the engine within the cargo bay and
deployment at altitude. This may not be feasible because of inlet design,
• problems of deploying engine, and making Orbiter aerodynamically clean and
stable. Alternate approach would be modification of Orbiter to integrate a
engine on bottom of vehicle.
S TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: i
Problems involved include modification of Shuttle for launch and for integra-
tion of engine with Orbiter vehicle. Also, ability of Orbiter to withstand
the aerodynamic heating for cruise flight at high Mach number and control of
the vehicle are important problems.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Alternative to flight test is ground test of full scale composite engine. No
facilities exist p_esently that are capable of supplying the large quanities
of air heated to high temperature and the capital investment would be quite
large for such a facility.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOI.£)GY ADVANCEMENT:
Unperturbed Program - Technology will not advance without NASA resources.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL4__
II. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Comprehensive technology program needed on composite engines to bring them
to the level of maturity necessary before flight testing will be required.
; This program is described under Propulsion - Definition of Technology Require-
_. ment number IA (1)K.
I i i l i t
i "-iz
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. £-I0
1I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):Fliaht Test of Comoosite PAGE 3OF
Eqqine i
,, = ...... _=
N . 12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
,SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 8081 821 83]84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TE CHNOLOGY [I .
1. Enoine Design/Fabrica- ]
tidn _i
2. Orbiter Analyses, Re- !
design, Modification -- ]
3. Flight Test Program
4,
5.
APPLICATION i
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations !
J
4. _.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
=' I
TOTAL
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
'= I •
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES
ml i
14. REFERENCES:
!
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART 6. (._mx)NrNTonmEAVmARD,ESTLDw nZLEVA_T
'; ENVII_ONMENT IN THE LAI_OI_JLTORY.
1. BASIC PHENOMENA OllSERVED AND REPORTED. @. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMI.:NT.
": : |. TIIEORY _DIIMULATED TO DESCR'BE PIIENOMENA. T. MODEL TESTED tN SPACE ENVIRONMENY. i$. THEOR% TI,:STI..DBY PIIY$1CAL EXPERIMENT l, NEW CAPAIULITY DUII_ED FROM A MUCII LESSER :
OR MAlllEMATICAL MODEl.. OPERATIONAL MODt'-L. i
4. PEHTIM:NT I.UNCTION OR CIIARACTE_iSTIC DEMONSTRATED, t. I[_L/ABILITY UPGRADING OF AtNOPERATIr_NAL MODEL
, E,G., MATEliUtL, CO_PONENT, ETC. I@, UFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OI'LRATIONAL MODEL.i
t 202 ,
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TITLE FliDht Test of Composite Enqine _K). E-IQ
' PAGE 4 uf 4 4
. ill 1
• . COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: Shuttle modif_p.d _ np._rl_ fn_ fllnh_ +_=*
of full scale composite (_Q_ket/_ir breath.r) _nnin_ at prnn_ nnn_ #h	¬ X nf
altitude and mach number.
J
TEST DESCRIPTION: ALT.(max/sin) /. ks, INCL. d@,TIME, hr
Orbiter with composite enaine for test would be c_rried _loft by 747 _r_f_
or launched bv smaller 5RB's to obtain oroomr altitude and M_ch numhmr.
r
BENEFIT OFSPACETEST: Laroe scale comoosite enoine caq be tested at nroner condi-
. tions to provide full verification of performance and controllab_litv.
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m,POWER kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. OPERATIONS/DURATION ,
SPECIALGROUNDFACTILITIES: L@unch p@_ if vertical take off m_de emoloved or runway
._ for horizontal takeoff if 747 aircraft to carry Grbit_.r EXISTING:YES_J N(1,r_
aloft. TESTCONFIDENCE
9, GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: Full scale composite enqine, such _s r_m-
_iet. scram,iet, or air tu_borocket.
i TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:Long duration tests at full thrust; throttlin_ tests
start-up and shutdown test,,s.....
SPECIALGROUNDFACILITIES: Test facilit_ must provide large flow rate of air heated
" to h_ah temoeratures to sCmulate Mach number and altitude
D_ooer conditiQn_ gf
I EXISTING:YES D NO [Z] _
GROUNDTEST LIMITATIONS: ._._.__._,,__ full s_im cnmnQ_i i_m i_
i enoine test. Investment cost would be ver_ hioh for such a facility. _TESTCONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETEST OPTION GROUND lEST OPTION
"TASK COST($1 iCOST151
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG& C/O
4. TEST& EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY _
COSTRISK$
Ir T (T6'R-2) 7175 :_
1977006971-162
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. E-I 2
,
I TECIINOI,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Sublimation. Prope_tie@ PAGE 1 OF _4._ i
Of 5ol£dified Propellants _ ,
2. TECIIN()I,OGY CATEGORY: P_@gulsion
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Better prediction of @ublimation ra_s i -
and heat transfer in the absence of gravity effects.
;
4. (;UI{RENTSTATE OF ART: Fraomentarv data obtained from laboratory experiment,
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL _.
5. DE_'I{II'T[ON ()l."TECIINOI,OGY
Appropriate tanks containing candidate propellants cooled to the solid state
are tested in the laboratory to establish baseline performance for comparison
with subsequent similar _ests carried out in the zero -g space environment,
Typical propellants to be considered are methane and ammonia.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASEDON: ["] PRE-A,[='I A,[=I B,[-! C/D
i •
6. RATI_)NAI.E AND ANAI,YSIS:
a. Gravitational effects of convection and forced contact of the solid with
the container are not succeptable to reasonable calculation when attempting
to extropolate to calculation of heat transfer/sublimation rates in zero -g
so experimental data in that environment is needed for design calculations.
b. The primary missions to which this concept is addressed are earth orbital
spacecraft with electromagnetic spectrum sensing capabilities.
c. One cf the simplest sensor cooling methods proposed by designers, uses a
subliming frozen gas oz liquid. The sublimed gas could serve as a propellant
for the attitude control system thus permitting a combined function system
with the attendant simplification of 5/C design_ reduction of total mass on
board_ and attendant cost savings.
do 5ufficient data on the storage/sublimation properties of candidate p-apel)
ants must be obtained from a testing in space to pezmi_ concept evaluation ant
system design.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL .3.
i i i i I
R _"_nn_cmlblTYr._--- -- OF Tli_
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. E-12
|l i i i i i
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Sublimat_op Properties of PAGE 2 OF .&.
5olidified Propellants =
H • '
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
'i
I
i ill , i i
S. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Estab2ishing a valid scaling model from limited data. Technique for measuring
very low sublimation rates may be a problem.
i i
9. POTENTIAl, ALTERNATIVES:
Overdesign systems utilizing the principle and provide ccmmandable auxiliary
heat input to compensate.
, =, ,= i i , ul
lO. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECI_OLOGY ADVANCEMENT;
Technolouy will not advance without NASA resources.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL_I..
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQU_EMENTS:
None
2O5
J
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iDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. E-12 :
i I. TECIINO1,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Sublimation Pzope_t£es PAGE 3 OF 4
mf __n]_f_RH Prnnell_nts _ _.
; 12. TECHNOI,OGY REQUIIIEMENTS SCIIEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR _ :
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77178 79 ! 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 881 89 90 91 _ •
TECHNOLOGY ? ._
I. Analysis/design _ •
f
• #
2. Fabrication __ _ "
T
3. Ground test __
4. Space test --
:APPLICATION
I. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
i m °t
l:I. USAGE SCtIEDULE:
TOTAL
TEC IINOI.OGY NE ED DAT]',
NUMBER OF I_UNCHES ! "
14. REFERENCES:
a sovucmn oz
Oltl/d PA@E tSl'oog
(
15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART s. C_o_rNT oa _z_mAav T_sxt_,_ aZLZVA_|NI/'IIM_C.ltlrNT IN T_E LA_ORAI_DR¥.
1. lb_SlCP_E:,OMIC._AOI_[RVt.D AND _I'i_I_TED. @. MODELTEST£D I._1AIRCIRAI.I"LNV1RONMI.'NT.
2. TIIEOHY IXHIMt'LAT£DTO DI_._CI;!BIEPIII'NOMIENA. T. IIOI_L'I_$TED INSPAt'£ENVIItONMENT.
3. I'HlrOR_ rf :,'IT.D BY PIIV_ICAL |,XPEItlMLNT @. NEW CA,_AIIL|I"Y DLIIIED FitOM A M(?Cll IJESSKIt
OH M_'. II|;MATICAI, MUD| !.. OisEII_TIOhAL _IOD_L.
t. I%Hrlh! NT I LNCTI()N Oil CIIARAt'TIERISTIC [E, MONSTIIAll_D. I. IIgI,IAIllL' ¥ uiq3n_l)lqG oF AN, *PIEIIATll ._IAL MODi:L. •
F,.G., MATEIIIAI., CtL_'i_)'.i_N'l', ETC. II. IJl_'rll_g [X'IrI[N_ION OlrAN O: J_TIOtl tL MODI,:I,.
06
,!
1977006971-165
! ' l
TITLE __+._nn Prn.DAr_m_ nf Snl";difiRd Pronml1_n+_ NO. F-I_ ;
; PAGE 4 ,;,: 4
' COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: ....
TESTDESCRIPTION: ALT.(mix/rain) . / kin, INCL. deO,TIME-- hr
Measures sublimation characteristics of selected solidified propellants i,n
' • _l't,-n--_ mnu i rpnm.n+ -
.6
BENEFIT OF PACE TEST:Ellmination of oravitv effects on he_t transfer and ma_s '_
, EOUIPMENT: WEIGHT kl;,SIZE X X m,POWER kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA ;
ORIENTATION CREW: NO._ OPERATIONS/DURATION / i
SPECIALGROUND FAC|LITIES: Experim@nt GSE _@quiredt
EXISTING:YES O NOD
TESTCONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
TESTDESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: Information nee_@d is directl,y linked to space
_nv_rnnm_n_ _o around test Dorian do_ not existt ._
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
E,ST,NGYESI--1NOI--!
, GROUND TESTLmMITATIONS:
TESTCONFIDENCE
i
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETESTOPTION GROUND TESTOPYION
r"--
TASK iCY COST_) COSTIS)
1. ANALYSIS • I
!
!
2. DESIGN ]3. MFG& C/O
4. TEST& EVAL l
TECH NEED DATE l
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTSS. )
• 12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
COSTRISK $
FT i1DR-?) ;175
207 _
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DEFINITI()N O_ TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO, E-I 3
i
1. TECIINt)I.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Fliqht Test with Solar PAGE 1OF_.4_
Electric Prooulsion Thrust 5ub=ys_m
2. TECIlN()I,()GY CATEGORY: pr_p,,1 _n
;;. ()BJECTIVE/ADVANCEblENT REQUIRED: Verify fhru._t ._ubsystem performance,
and characterize the _n_erfaces, lifetime, ann reliability of a solar elec-
fr_n nr_m ir_j.nrn.nJll_inn .qy._tem,
I. ('URItENTSTATE OF ART: Thruster develope_ to enqineerinq model status and
other thrust sub@.ystem elements developed tu at least functional demonstra-
_ tion status. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
5. DESC I_I1"-" '
_I()N ()1," TECIIN()I,OGY
The first flight might be either a long term test on a low cost free-flying
test bed launched from the Shuttle or a dedicated satellite launched to out-
of-the-ecliptic from a 5huttle-IUS. The thrust subsystem would contain 30
cm mercury bombardment thrusters, power processors, thrust vectoring mecha-
nisms, electrically isolated propellant supply and distribution system,
thrust subsystem controller, solar array, attitude control system, and
appropriate scientific and engineering data systems.
The test bed option would serve to define thrust subsystem performance para-
meters, interfaces, and lifetime and reliability. The free-flying satelliLe
op ion would accomplish these engineering and technology goals as well as
obtain scientific data.
P/I REQUIREMENTS BASEDON: I"] PRE-A,[-] A,F] B,F] C/D
(; I{ATI( )NAI.E AND ANAI.YSIS:
a) The value of Isp of 3000 seconds is near optimum for this and a large
set of other missions based on projected values of the specific mass of
solar arrays and other thrust subsystem elements. The use of mercury pro-
pellant provide maximum thrust to power ratios of importance for power
limited, performance critical missions.
b) In general, high energy missions such as comet rendezvous, out-of-eclip-
tic, low earth to geosynchronous orbit transportation and on-orbit opera-
tions of very Large space systems are strongly _Enefited by the use of high
specific impulse, high performance, propulsion systems.
c) Nith reasonable payloads, use of electric propulsion extends the
achievable heliocentric inclination from about 50 a to 90°, can provide for
accurate trajectory shaping, strongly increase payloads for high energy
missions, and relax launch windo_J opportunity constraints.
d) This technology shnuld be demonstrated via an out-of-ecliptic mission
launched from an early Shuttle-IU5 flight or on a low cost test bed in near
earth environment.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL (
, REPRODUCIBILITYOF THE
•/ 2o8 ORII[NALPAGE I8 POOR
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. E-1 3
H i
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): F]_nh_ T_ w_th Solar PAGE 2 OF .d.
F]_krln Pr(_nul_nn Thrust S-h_v_tem _
7. TEC HNOLOGY OPTIONS:
i
. Variation of the specific impulse within a factor of two could be provided
with little change in bBseline technology. Operation of the high voltage
and discharge power supplies directly from the array (without power con-
ditioning) could lead to a significant (_ 15 percent) reduction in thrust
" subsystem mass. The potential exists for the operation of the thrust sub-
system from advanced power sources, such as nuclear thermionic, with no l
change to baseline technology except in the power processing elements. The
modular concept utilized throughout the thrust subsystem allows for large
increases in system power without major technology impact.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
i) The target of 12 kg/kwe (exclusive of power system) is expected to be
difficult to achieve.
2) The control and possible interacticns of the solar array w'th ambient
plasma are potential difficulties.
9. POTENTIAl. ALTERNATIVES:
l) Use of electron-bombardment thrusters using light fuels instead of mercur_
2) Use of magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) thrusters at reduced specific impulse.
i
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
RT3P 505-22-30 Prime Propulsion Ion Thruster Technology
No experiment would be expected without NASA resources.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL m
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Guidance, Navigation, and Control of Low Thrust Systems.
Structural Dynamics of large, flexible spacecraft.
Thermal control of large power systems.
• i
' ! 4
!
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENT NO. E-1 3
I. TECIIN()I,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): FliQht Tes_ with Solar PAGE 3 OF
Fler+r_ Prnm,ln_nn Thrtmt Subsystem ,,
12. TECHN()I,OGY REQUIREMENTS SCtlEDUI,E:
CALENDAR YEA[{
SCIIEDUI,E ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80181 82 83 84 85 86 87 188 89 90 91
I
TECHNOLOGY
1. Analysis/Design __ --
a
'2. Fabrication
3. Test
4. Documentation
5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
• 3. Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCtlEI)UI,E:
I , I TOTA L'FECIINOI,OGY NEED DAT]., j
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 1 [ I
14. RI._I'E RENCES:
1. Outlook for 5pace. h Forecast of 5pace Technology. July 15, 1975.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. COMPONFNT ORf_EADBOA_TESTEDINRELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN TItE LAIkOI_q_)RY.
1. I_SIC PHENOMENA O[k_FRV_D ANI) qF|_)RTED. 6. MODEl, TESTEDIN AIRCRAFT LNVIRON.M_NT.
2. TIIEOIi'a I"(q('qUI.Alfi)TOI)E_('IL'BI 21ll NOMFNA, ?. MODELTESTLD iN S!'A('F EN\qR()NMENT.
3. THI-()Wt TI-._1 FI) BY I'11"_ M('AL LXPLRIMi'.NT @, NEW CAPABII,ITY DERIVED FRt)M A MUCII I,EF6ER
OR M .klIIF M _'FI('A l, Mt _I)L I,. OPERA1 IO_,A l, MODL L.
4, PLH 1 lNI N 1 [ ( N( I'H IX OR CIIARAt "rEItlSTIC DEMONSTRATED, @. RELIABII,ITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERA Fh_NAI, MODEL
) E.G., MATLItI_I.. ('C'._'PO".}.NT. E'!('. 1O. LIFEThME EXTENSION OFANOH, RATIONV. MOI)}L.
t
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I+ 1
_ TITLE Flight T_t w_h Snl_r Fl_rt_i c p_p,,l=_ Thr'-=t 5'-'brVrt=..m NO. E-13 + =
PAGE 4 +f 4 |
COMPARISON OF SPACE& GROUND TEST OPTIONS
,, +
:! 8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: • " " !
muhsy_t+mm.
}
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/mini /_ kin, INCL. leg, TIME1 5,00_ hr : + +
)
+ BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: V_fv nrnllnr_ h_Pd nmrfnrm_nc_p. _nl;1 intmrf_cm mp._urements _
-In
.... r ............................ J ,
; EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT ki, SIZE X X m,POWER 12-30 kWL
! POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. 0PERATIONS/DURATION _
:. SPECIAL GROUND FAC|LITIES:
EXISTING: YES O NO[']
TEST CONFIDENCE 0 • 95
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: TH ....  m,,hm_l_+Pm...:;_hn,,f. mnl_r _'r'x-_v mv_+.,_.m
n_ f_nn ÈØhmon_rol svs_em, i
TESTDESCRIPTIONIREQUIREMENTS: Integration and life test of thrust subsgstem. __ _
' SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: V_=_-_ l=_'nr= u_r'_._m f_n_li_+_ _i_h m__*nu;'v (Or othm_" birth
vaoor oressure mcterial I tarqet for lon_ _erm testing.
EXISTING: YES O NO"[_
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:- Cannot, test s,_st,em wit,h deplo,yed solar, arra,y. Cannot,
_r,_±_l_ simulate GN C operation or all t,hrust subsystem interfaces•
TEST CONFIDEN 0 • T5
i
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION ': GROUNE+ . [=ST OPTION
-
TASK COST 151 COST 151
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
' 4. TEST & EVAL
: . ,,,,
' TECH NEED DATE
: GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACETEST $ (SUMOFPROGRAMCOSTS$. )
,_ 12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
+
} . L cosT.,ss ........
• 1 (1DR 2) 1,75
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. F-ia :
,= i
: I. TECIINOI.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): _li0ht Tests of Low PAGE 1 OF ._4_
Mn]Pnld_r WAinh+ Propell_nt Bombmrdment Thrust_
; 2. TECHN()I,()GYCATEGORY: Propulsion
3. OBJEC']'IVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Verify per, formance parameters_ inter-
faces, and lifetime of bombardment thrusters. Verify critic@l technoloqy
for ootential amplication to MPD thruster systems.
-t. ('URI{ENTSTATE (_)F ART: Low molecular weight orooell@nt thruster operation °
dmmnn_tr,_tmd with mmvmrml t.hrll_tm_ "_V['lffSl I
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL .4_
t
5. DESCRII'T[()N ()I."EXPERINENT
> First flight would be a pallet mounted light fuel bombardment thruster test.
Prototype thruster, propellant supply and distribution system, thrust vector
mechanisms, and thrust control system would be utilized. Thruster performanc
parameters and interfaces would be characterized by normal spacelab test.
A subsequent test with a free-flying low cost test bed launched from the
shuttle would be used to verify critical element lifetime and provide input
for MPD thruster system requirements.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,F! A, r7 B,FI C/D
6. [{ATI()NAI,E AND ANAI,YSIS:
a. Selection of thruster design for operation between about 4,000 and 10,000
seconds specific impulse would satisfy the optimal system requirements for
both low earth orbit to geosynchronous transportation and geosynchronous on-
orbit operations of very large space structures. Propellant supply system
and thrust vectoring equipment would be selected to be compatible with nucleaz
power system and/or MPD thruster system requirements.
b. Low earth to geosynchr_nous transportation and on-orbit opera_Lon of very
large space system.
c. As an example, the use of a 4,000 second specific impulse propulsion
system at projected efficiencies should increase the shuttle earth to
geosynchronous payload capability by more than a factor of four.
d. This technology should be carried to an experimental demonstration on an
early shuttle flight followed by a free-flying experiment also launched from
shuttle.
Q
"_ TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
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DEFLNITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. E-14 _,=, ,
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): _ioht Test of Low PAGE 2 OF 4
,!
Mnl_nul_r W_nh_ prop_ll_n_ Bombardmen_ Thruster Subsvstem. "_
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
First test options could include variation of power source characteristics <
to simulate a nuclear power system and the extension of the thruster system
on long booms to obtain data relevant to the control of large flexible space
structures. Operation on various light fuels would allow simulation of the k
" use of indigenous space or planetary materials.
i
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
I. Achievement of a high efficiency, long life, light fuel thruster would
require some redesign of the baseline mercury bombardment systems.
2. Dev31opment of a light weight prdpellant supply and distribution system.
L
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
2
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
RTOP 505-22-40 "Ion Thruster Research"
No flight would occur without NASA resources.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 4
Ii. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Guidance, Navigation, and Control of large flexible spacecraft, i
Struc*ural dynamics of large flexible spacecraft.
o
i
Advanced thermal control and power distribution technology.
!"
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. £-14
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Fli_ht Test of Low PAGE 3 OF _ i
MnlP.nul_v W_i_h% Prmnml]ant Bnmhardmen% Thruster Subsystem
" 12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
I. Analysis/Design
i
2. Fabrication
3. Test
4.
" 5,
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. OperaUons
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TIOTAL[
TECIINOLOGY NEED DATE • _
I
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES I
14. REFERENCES:
ttI_PRODUCIBILrrY OF THE
OAL PAGEm POOR
15. LE VEL OF STATE OF ART s. COM_'ONFNton aaE,a_Bo^_T_STLDINRELeV^,_T
I_NVIMONbiENT IN THE LABOKATORY.
1. BASIC PHENOMENA OI_ERVED AND tlEPORTL.D. 8. MODEL TE:$TED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
:L "ilIEORY I"OIIMULATED TO DESCIVBE PIIi':NOMENA. 1'. MODEL TESTED iN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
$. THEOIt_ TI.:STED BY PIIYSICAL EXPERIMENT $. NEW CAPAI]II,ITY DLRIVED FROM A MUCII LESSER
OR MATIIEMATICAL MODEL. OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT I-UNCTION OR CIIARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED. I. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATh)NAL MODEL.
E.G.. MATERIAL. CO._'POhENT, ETC. 10. LIFETIbIE EXTENSION OF AN OI'ERATIONA', MODEL.i
i 214
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t
TITLE Flinht Test of _ Low Mmlmmul=iT-Weimht P_nnej=l_n_ nnmhm'rHmmn+ NO. E_14
Thruster Subsvstem PAGE 4 of 4
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND,TEST OPTIONS, _ '
:- 8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: " " " _
TEST DESCRIPTION: ALT.(max/mini / ks, INCL. dq, TIME hr _
! ,, Suhsvstem tmst nn m lmli m.nm+, f_m_m_ hmd =if.Ahil'l-.'kli=l]"l'.';'l_lll"h=l_,,,, -I + "
41
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: Would _llnw meeln-=itm dmfJnlf._nns of nmrfnrmmneR mmrmmmt_rm. % I i:
• ° ,
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m,POWER kW :{
POINTING STABILITY DATA _
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. 0PERATIONS/DURATION _ _
,' : SPECIALGROUNDFACILITIES: Ver_/ la_e space simulation chambe2:s.
"_ EXISTING:YES NO
TESTCONFIDENCE 0.g _
: 9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: "_
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
'_ SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING:YES D NO _
GROUNDTESTLIMITATIONS: Verv laroe cost and diff_cultv in simulation of space
vacuum with lioh_ p_ooellants, Impossible to simulate GN and C requirements
; _n _und tests .... TESTCONFIOENCE_ 0.6
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETEST OPTION GROUNDTEST OPTION _"
TASK COST1$1 COST1$) _
I. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
; 3. MFG & ClO _
4. TEST & EVAL
TECH NEEDDATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$, _) _ .
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY _,
COSTRISK $
,,. , ........ ,
r I (_DR ;')7t75
) _ 215 •
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tDEI.'INITION OF TECHNOI.OGY REQUIREMENT NO. E-1 5
I. TECIlNOI,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Sp___ Sf.nr_h_l _ f_v nf PAGE 1 OF -..4.
Solid Rocket Motors
2. TECIIN()IA)GYCATEGORY: P_opul_ion
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To demonstrate the space storability
of solid rocket motors.
_ ('UI{I{ENT STATE OF At{T: Short time trots unde_ V_guum or simulated hioh
. Hn_m r_m havA bm_n _ccnmpli_h_d- _ctu_l motors have never been exo_ed __f_.r e
_ Inns d,_r_+._nn_ +.n hnth. HAS BEEN CARRIED T¢) LEVEL 2-
• 5. DI,:S('IHI'TI()N ()I," TECIIN()I,OGY
5ol±d propellant rocket motors have been stored and used successfully after
long storage times on earth, but have not been used after long time exposure
in space. There is currently some doubt on the reliability of a unit after
such exposure. A demonstration needs to be accomplished so that limits of
exposure can be defined; flight type units could then be successfully stored
in space.
P/LREQUIEEMENTSBASEDON: [] PRE-A,O A,O B,O C/D
6. RA'FI()NAI.E AND ANAI.YSIS:
a. Trips to the outer planets require up to 3 years and very reliable
propulsicn maneuvers for retro into orbit or landing; thus, extended exposure
data needs to be provided.
b. 0n-orbit operations at the planets, extraterrestial landing and take off,
and for shorter periods low earth orbit to geosynchronous orbit.
c. The result of these tests will give confidence that solid motors will
perform as-designed after space exposure.
d. Flight design unit and samples should be carried into space and then
inspected after various exposure times.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
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r L
DEFT/qITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. E-1 5
ii i i I |
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): @o_ce S_or_bilitv of PAGE 2 ; F 4 :
5olid Rocket Motors -
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
The minimum time should be 2 weeks_ with severe exposure conditions and it i_ ?
_6
necessary to have a 1 to 2 year exposure. A 5 year or longer exposure would
even be better with samples being returned periodically. The areas of ' ,
greatest interest are: propellant mechanical properties, bond strength, and
" ignition. The reaction of ammonium perchlorate to nuclear radiation at low
dosage for long times could be correlated with existing data performed for i '
short time periods.
l
=, i i
S. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: !
:
, ']
o
t.). POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Ground test in dedicated facility which can provide high vacuum, temperature, _
and nuclear radiation.
Ji | | _
10.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Technology will not advance without NASA resources• :_
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 2,-
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
This could be flown on the LDEF.
k
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......... -- , _ iiim .
: DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. E-1 5
, i i i|,,
i I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Space 5torabilitv of PAGE 3 OF _..4._
Snlld Rocket Mo_or_
, | , ii
' iii1|
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
,. CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDU1,E ITEM 75 76 77 78 79t80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 '"
TECHNOLOGY
1. Des£gn of Exper£men't
2. Fabrication
3. Exposure ....
4. Test Results * *
APPLICATION
1. Design {Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3, Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE: 1i
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE TOTAL
NUMBER OF
LAUNCHES ! :_
14 REFERENCES:
•
it  itoDUCiBiir¥OF rLtB !
PA@iBIll ]NOB
4
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART ,.c_M_o_r_Toa_E_m^RD T"STLDINRELEV^,_7
ENVIRONIt|_NTIN THE LAROKAI_JRY,
I. BASIC PHENoS|t'NA OP_ERVED AND RFPORTED. 4. MODEL TI_fiTED IN A|RCRA)T ENVIRON3I[' sr.
_" |. THEORY FOItMULATED TO DESCI{II_. PIIENOM[NA. I. MODEL TEs"rED IN SPAC'E EN_,qRoNME.N'r. _
$. THEOItS TF.,_TED BY PIIYSICAL EXPERIMENT @. NEW CAPAI_LITY DLRIVED FROM A MUCH LE,_ER _
OR MAI'IIE,'tt,**TICAL MODEl,. OPEI_ATIOhAI, MODEL. 3
4. PEHT|,\ENT 1.L'NCTg)N OR CI[^RACTERIgrlC DEMONSTRATED. @. REZJARILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERAI'I*,NAI. MODEL, ,
E,G.. MATERIAL, CO,*,'POhI,.NT, ETC. 1@. MFETlbIE EXTENSION OF AN Oi'LRATION _:. MODF.L.
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TITLE Space 5torabilit,yof 5olid Rocket Motorq NO. E-15
PAGE 4 of 4
i ii
COMPARISON OF SPACE& GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TESTOPTION TESTARTICLE: _n].;d Rnr-k_*. _nt-.n'r =nrl S;_mnl_
! TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/mini /. kin, INCL. (leD,TIME hr
Store s_moles in soace ,or at lea_t three years. Brino back some samoles ,
BENEFIT OFSPACETEST: Prn,,_i,, r_nnf";rlAnr..R _h:+. mn'kn_- :_ d_i_nRd _Rn wlthstRnrl soace
• EOUIPMENT: WEIGHT 100 k0,SIZE lm X lm X lm m, POWER O kW
POINTING STABILITY .... DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. OPERATIONS/DURATION _ _
SPEC,ALROUNDPAC",T,ES:
EX,,NG: "00C0.F,OE.CE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Snl;_ R_nk_t _oto_ _'nd Tes_ Soecimens ?
2
TE_TDESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: _n_ _m,_l+._n_J_ly to thermal, nuclea_ _adiation
Anc_ Inw v_cuum _ moto_ with live o_ooellant and D_ooellant samples.
SPECIAL G_OUNDFACILITIES: _,;r_*:H low v_c_m _nd r_dla_ion _ource with thermal
• ° ° • ,
EX,_,NG:yesF7 N0[]3
GROUND TESTLIMITATIONS: F*nn_,,_ i_ d_ficult to _imulate.
TEST CONFIDENCE _ _
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
C_" ' ,1TASK COST ($1 COST 1$)
1. ANALYSIS _
2. DESIGN /
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
""TEC"NEEDO_TE
,
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOFPROGRAMCOSTSS )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
?
COST HISK $
1 Ill)R '.') 7,7% _.
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DEFINITION OF 'I'ECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. E-1 6
i i
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): M_=_,,_-_m_n _nlld PAGE Z OF .._
_nck_t Mntor Thrus_ A1innm_n_
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
. The results of these tests should permit the control requirements to be
• reduced by a factor of ten from knowledge of parameters and factors which
contribute to misalignment of the thrust vector_ an accurate measurement of
the parameterst and spacecraft balance.
I
M. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
i
Space m,,asurements to accuracy required. Assumes that cold gas and r_cket
motor hot gas flows can be modeled for correlation of data and analysis.
i
; 9. POTENTIAl. ALTERNATIVES:
Markedly better ground test equipment (thrust stand) and facilities which do
not now exist.
\
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Technology will not advance without NASA resources.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 2
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
t
i
i i •
t.ll)l mANIC
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l
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. E-I5
1. TECttNOI.OGY REQUIRI':MENT (TITLE): Measurement of Solid PAGE 3 {)1" -A._
Rf)cket.M_f.n,,TFLrjlsto-rAlignment.
i
12. TF'IIN()I,()(;Y I{EQUIREM|._NTS SCIIEDUI,E:
CA[,ENDARYEAr
5CHEDUI,E ITEM 75 76 i77 78 79 80 81 82 8:] 84 S5 86 87 8,_ 89190 91! I
1
TECHNOLOGY
1. Analysis F
2. Experimental Design
3. Fabricat£oq
• 4, Test i
5.
APPLICATION [i
I. Design (Ph. C) I
I
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4. [
13. USAGE SCIIEI)UI,E:
l
TOTAL
'CEC IINOI,OGY NI"I"D DATE L
NUMBER OF I,AI'NCHES [ [ I
l-t. REFERENCES:
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s.COMt_NFNTOR Id_LAI)P_AKD"IEbTLDI" RELEVA,_,'Ir
EMVII_OKMF.NI IN Tilt. I..Alu)K_.I"t,I_Y.
l !. IIII/LMII" PHE:.O_ILNA OIII4t'RV| l) AND tlFI_FIIlTED. II. MODEL TLS_.I.D IN AIRt RAFT t NVIRIjN.Mf biT.
1. 'rllEOIty )t.)IIMI'MTI_I) 1"O DIGS( I[:IE Pllt I_OMENA. ?. MODrL '_'ES'ILP IN SPA('|' E,_%IR()N'_tt N'|.
3. THFOIt_ TI, .WI'ED BY IHh'MCAL I,XPLHI$iLNT @. )lrW CAPAIUI.IT¥ DLItI_,% D ! I_o?.1 A M'_'fil LE.'_Llt
OI4 M4TII|'M_tTICAL M('DI'|.. OPERA'IIOb, AI. MODLL
4. Pt.ll'rl._) N T i I. _'"TII)N OIt CIIAItA( T[ltlgrl(" Dt'MONSTItATED. !). i_LL_IllLIT_' UPI;RAI)INC L)} {_ {)P[I:JI(L_ I'b ,NAI MODLL.
E.G.. MA'rEIILtl., ('t,_'l_',! _T. E_lt '. I@. IJFIETIMIE |.X'fE_;lO. _ OF AN OI I. RATIO_ C. M')D_ I .
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1977006971-180
TITLE Heasureraen_ of Solid RonkPt Nn_n_ Th_,J_f A1_nnrn_n_ NO. E-16
PAGE 4 of 4
i i i
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS '
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: _lid Notor Hodp.l or S_mulat.n_: In._,Jm_n+._-
tion and Cold Gas Flow System.
3
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/mini / km, INCL. deg,TIME hr
Zer_-_ and _.oa_P. vacHlJm-
BENEFIT OFSPACETEST: Determine the misalic_nment of thrust vector to 9rearer
accuracy and provide understandinn arJ_ correction to _p_cecraft in space.
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 500 kg, SIZE lm X im X lm m, POWER kW '
POINTING any STABILITY any DATA movements
ORIENTATION any CREW: NO. 0 OPERATIONS/DURATION. . /f
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES F'1 NOn]
TEST CONFIDENCE 80%
{
9. GROUND TEST OPFION TEST ARTICLE: Ver,y difficult without zero-q and hiqh
vacuum; facility and equipment do not now exist.
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIAL GROUND FAClL'_IES: ,_
EXISTING: YES D NO D
GRObND TEST L,_'hTATIONS:
TEST CONFIOENCE
10. SCHEDULE & COr_ SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
TASK ICY I COST ($) COST 15) -
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O },_
4, TEST & EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRANO TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUM OF PROGRAM COSTS $ ... )
, L
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PHOBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
COST RISK $
[ o I (1DR 2) t/75
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....
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. . E-I
i. TECI|NOI.OGY REQIjIREMENT (TITLE): Final qualification PAGE 1 OF
T_+ n_ H_dr_74no RR_J_tniP.f._
: 2. TECIIN()I,OGYCATEGORY: Propulsion
:l. OBJFCTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Tc d_mnns_rnte flight reQ_ines@ of
h_,rlr:9_nm rmm_cfn_mfq gnr IIqR in _nmnm.
|. ('UI#I{ENT _TA'I'E ()F AI{T: Hvdr_Tine r_sistoiets have been bL,ilt and tested
_ h,,_ nnt, l_lnwq. . _ i
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 5__
5. DES(" I{II'T|( )N ()l" TEC]IN()I.OGY
A small hydrazine resistojet in the 30 to 100 millipound thrust range com-
bined with an appropriate feed system and instrumentation is flown in space
and operated over a spectrum of pulse lengths and heater powers.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,[-] A,[_ B,_] C/D
6. I{A'rI()NAI.I,_ AND ANAI,YSIS:
a. More reJ%able thrusters with improved performance are needed for future
NASA mJssi, ,. The hydrazine resistojet is such a device but an orbital
fJight is necessary to qualify the device for flight readiness acceptance.
b. This advancement is applicable to on-orbit operations_
c. Attitude control _ystems are increasingly required to perform reliably
and repeatedly for longer periods of time with more operating cycles. The
hydrazine resistojet has no catalyst bed and so has the potential for ver_
high operating cycle lifd with highly repeatable pulses. The specific
imnulse is slightly higher than the equivalent catalyst bed thruster. The
minimum impulse bit achievable approaches the s_ze obtainabl_ with cold gas
which tends to save fuel and/or give finer attitude control.
d. The thruste_ must be carried through a complete component test under
flight operation conditions.
I
_ TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL --7.
J
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. E-I 7
I. "tECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): _'_n=1n,,=1_4'_-=+_n Tp_t PAGE 2 OF .4-
.... d .............. ,'¢ - -
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
!.
None
#
2
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Electrical heater life is a potential problem on extremely long missions.
t
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
i. Incorporate the thruster in payloads based on ground testing only. This
is highly unlikely.
2, Fly is as an exFeriment on some unspecified s/c launched on a Delta rocket
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
,j
Technology will not advanc_ without NASA resources,
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: :}
None
t
\
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DEFINITION OF TECIINOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. [-1 T
1. TECItN()I.()GY REQUIREblENT (TITLE): Final '_alification Test PAGE 3 O1"..4._
12. TECItN()I,()GY I{EQUII{EMENTS SCIIEDUI,E:
CALENDAR YEAR
75 76 77 78]79 ! 80 81 82 83 8-t _5 86 87 88!89 90 9i
l
SCtIEDUI E iTEM
TE CHNOLOGY
1. Design _ _
'2. Fabrication
3. Test
4. Flight Readiness o
5.
APPLICATION
I. Design (Ph. C)
?. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4. I
i.
1:_. USAGE SCIIEI)UI,E:
I
TOTAL
TECIINOI,OGY NEED DATI,, t
1NUMBER OF I,AC: CHES
., nn
1.1. REFERENCES:
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF AR'? _. C¢)MIK)NENTOII FtREAI'tBOAKD'Ik_'ILI) IN ,, '.I:VA,NT
ENVII4ONMFN'I IN T'II', LAIK)IO, I'Cq',Y.
1. BASIC PHF:,O',.II: NA Olkql-'RVI I) AND t(l; IW)I.ITr, D. 8, MODFL TESq }.1) 1N AIRCILAI'T F NVIRL)N.',It" N'I.
2. TIIEORy FOIIMI'LAq FD "1O D_':.('I_ IBF. I'll! NOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTI.D i,N SPA¢'F ES_'IR()SMFN'I'.
3. Till"(Hl't TF SI'I:D BY PII_'qCA[, FNPERIMkNT @. NEW CAPABII,ITY DLIIIV] D l"llt)\l A .MTrCll LE.C,SER
OR ,',IatTIIFM_kTIC.\L MtH)! I,. OPERAllONAI, M()DLL.
4. PEH'I'ININ! IIN( FI_)NOIICIIAItA(TERISTIC DF, MONSTRATED, @. RI"LIABII,IT'I UPGRAIIINCt)I, _tNoPERAFIt,'qAI MODLL. "
E.G.. MATI. {L_tl. C(_.pf), F",T Eq C. 10. LIFETIME I'.XTENSIO,N OF AN O1'1 I_ATION \:. M¢)[)I" I,.
\
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1977006971-184
! , ]
TITLE Final Qualification Test of H_drazine Resistojet NO. E-IT
PAGE 4 of 4 _:Ii
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
0
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: H dr "n R isto "et _
L
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT.(m_x/min) nn m_ /_km, INCL. N/A deg,TIME_ hr
ODe;ate n hvdrazinm rm_i_njP_ nvm_ a z'_nnm n_ _lltv nvn1_ _nH nnwer inn,,_.
s
BENEFIT OFSPACETEST: qualification of a new type of thruster as space proven hard- , _
were to make it available as a orime svstem comoonent for sDacecraft.
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT _ kg,SIZE .4 X ,4 X .4 m, POWER .005_.030 kw
POINlING _/A STABILITY N/A DATA pressure, t@Moeratur_ ;
ORIENTATION out CREW: NO. 1 0PERATIONS/DURATION 3-12 1_ hr.mex
SPECIAL GROUND FAC|LITIES: . N2H4 fueling
__ EXISTING: YES_ NOD
TEST CONFIDENCE 90_
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
TESTDESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: Since the obiect _f the te_t i_ _C_u_l operation in
spac_=_ there is no ground test option.
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES D NO D
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TESTCONFIDENCE
ii
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
TASK COST 151 COST 151
1, ANAL,_IS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
"' TEcH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUM OF PROGRAM COSTS $, )
! - . ,
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
COST RISK $
I (1DR ?) 1/75
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOL()GY REQUIREMENT NO. E-1 8 "'
1. TECIINO1.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Final Qualification of PAGE 1 OF __4 i _"
.. nn F_/N_N. Pvnn,,l_4nn g,,hcw_ ìt'2. TE('IIN()I.()GY CATEGORY: propulsion !
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Provide final verification of _esign
adeqwacy of a flight-v:eight F_/N_H. propul£1nn _lJbs,j_t_m. ' i
I / q
t. ('UI{I{FNTSTAI'E ()FART: a bread-board FLOX/MMH propulsion subsystem has , 4?
1
been tested in a vec.Jum f'acility,
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL _2
, 5. DES('[{II'T[(}N ()1: TI.:CHN()I.OGY
An F2/N2H 4 propulsion subsystem will be carried into orbit by Shuttle
released on a stable platform, and fired. It will carry appropriate
instrumentation to verify operational integrity.
P/L REQUIREMI.iNTS BASED ON: r_ PRE-A,O A,O B,O C/D
(;. [{A'I'I()NAI.I.: AND ANAI,YSIS:
a. In high energy mission, specific impulse becomes a very sensitive para- •
meter.
b. Missions h 4 and 5.
c. The technology itself will improve payload performance, increase V, or
shorten trip time. This experimmnt wl±± reduce risk.
d. The subsystem should be fully flight-qJalified to convince the potential
user that is it a viable option and uncover unforeseen, problcms in space may
b_ reveal_.d. ,_
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEl, .__i
r
REPRODUCIBILI'I_ OF THE
228 @RIQ[NALPAGE IS POOR .
1977006971-186
' I
!
4
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. E-18
!
_q
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Final Qu_llfic_tion of an PAGE 2 OF _4_
F2/N2H 4 Propulsion Subsystem ,, ,
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: ii
, The specific impulse in the driver for this technology, h minimum specific
impulse of 370 lbf-sec/ibm is required. Based upon typical outer planet ,
UL iter missions, payload will vary decrease 3-5 Ibm per unit of Isp reduction
• !i
%
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: ,:
)
LF2 handling, materials capability.
i
$ , m m n
9. POTENTIAl, ALTERNATIVES:
Earth-storable propulsion systems with their inherently lower performance.
I0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
If funded at an increased level, a flight-weight propulsion subsystem will
be ready by 1980 (RTOP 506-24-26).
The technology will not advance without NASA resources.
EX_"LCTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 3
II. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
None
t
| i
)
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I !
_I DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. E-I8• TECIIN()LOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Final Qualification of PAGE 3 OF ...4__
_n F_/N_H. Prooulsion Subsystem
12. TECIINOI,OGY REQUIREMENTS SCIIEDULE:
CAI,ENDAR YEAR
=,
I
SCtIEDUI,E ITEM 75 76 77 78179 80 81 82 83 84 85!86 87'8,_ 89 90 91
#
TE CHNOLOGY
i. Fabrication
2. Ground Test Checkout i
3. Flight Test and
Documents
4.
5.
APPLICATION
I. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
:3. Operations
. m
13. USAGE SCttEI)UI,E:
I ''I'ECIINOI,OGY NEED DATE TOTALt
l.t. REFERENCES:
15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART s. co._,¢_rsT Onam:sl)maaD _r_STEDm REt.EVA,_T , '
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LA}_t)RAI_,q',Y.
1. I1AsIC PHENOMENA OIISH_V} D ANI) RFIX3RTED. @. MODEL TES'_ El) IN AIRCHAI.'I I_ NV1RON.MI- NT. :
2. TIIEORY _OtLMt'LATFI) T_ [)FS('RIlIF I'111NOMENA. ?. MODEL TES'rI,D IN SP.M'F ENXqR()NMFN'I'.
3. I'HF{UI_ TFSIF'D !Pt'I'IIhMCAL !XPERIMENT @. NEW CAPAIIII,ITY D;RIv't.D FRtlM A MUCll LESSER
OR .',IATIIFM_tTICAI, Mt)DI I.. OPERA1 IOhAI, MODLL. ,
4. PER'I'IN! N F t I N('I'I_)N t3R t'IIAIL.t.UTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED. @. i_ELIABII.ITY UPf;RAI}INC t)[- stN OPERA tit eqAI MODEL.
.t E.G., MATERIAl.. Cta_'pO,,FNT. FT('. 1O. L|FETIME EXTENSION OF ANOII RATIONs,:, MODI'I..
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;" TITLE F±n_l Qualification of an F2/N2H 4 Propul_inn 9v_tmm NO. E-18
PAGE 4 of 4
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
• 8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: F /N H ProFulsion Systemt 2 2 4
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/rain) / kin, INCL. deg,TIME _ hr
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: Ri=_ #,=_, ,,...+ 4r,n
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT .,_ kg,SIZE __ X X m,POWER kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. OPERATIONS/DURATION /f
SPECIAL GROUNDFAC|LITIES: F2 propel/ant loadin_ facility at cape.EX,mNG:'ESO NOD
TEST CONFIDENCE 99_o
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Flinh+.-w_nh+. F_/N_H. Prnn,,l_nn £,,h .... +_m
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: N,,=I i £v F_/N_H. _._,_m hv n_n,,n_ n,,.ql _£_n=+_nr;
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: - Attitude test fgcility,
EX,ST,NG:YESE]No0
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS: Less c_,:,nvincing Ä0,-- _';='+=........... ; ...... r-+4---......._ .... _ =_
ilntri _rl _nhnnl nnv.
TESTCONFIDENCE 80_
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
FTASK COST 1$1 COST IS)
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
l
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUM OF PROGRAM COSTS $ )
8
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
COST HISK $
-I_ ' 1 (]DR .') I 15
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TDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. E-19
,,.
I. TECIINOI.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Final 0u_llf_c_+_nn PAGE 1OF 4__
___ TJ=_+ nf C.p='_,,m Tnn Fnn_n_ . ' -
'-_. TE('tlN(q.()GY CATEGORY: Prnp,,1_
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To qualif_ a cesium ion engine as
I
_nace proven h_rdware to make it av_lahl_ _ a prime system comoonent for
smac_craf_, ._
k
I. ('UI{RENTSTATE Of" ART: Has b@en flown _s @n experiment but was not
completely successful.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
5. DI':_'RII'T[()N ()I" TI"CHNOI.OGY
h cesium ion engine thruster system is flown in space and operated through
a number of on/off cycles.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,_ A,F_ B,_ C/D o
6. RATI()XAI.E AND ANAI,YSIS: _
a. The previous flight of this engine satisfied all objectives except for !
a valve failure due to zero-g effects during an on/off cycle. This has been
corrected by redesign. An orbital £1ight is necessary to qualify the new
design for flight readiness acceptance.
b. Payloads in earth orbit benefit from this technology.
c. The projected NASA program shows the need for high specific impulse, low
thrust engines for use on orbital spacecraft. The cesium ion engine is such
a device.
d. An orbital flight verifying design adequacy of a thruster system module 7
will fully mature the technology for application to s/c systems.
I
TO BE CARRIEL i'O LEVEL _..9
i
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. £-19
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Final Qualification Test PAGE 2 OF A.
of Cesium lon Engine
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
The redesigned fu_.lfeed valve may still not function in zero-g.
a
9. POTENTIAl, ALTERNATIVES:
None
/
I0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Technology will not advance without NA5A resources.
E.XPECTED UNPERTURBILD LEVEL _7_ii
11. RELATED TECttNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
None
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT N(). E-1 9
I. TECltN()I,()i;Y REQUIREMENT (TITI,E): Final 0uat£f£c_+_.io_ Test PAGE :3 ()F
of Ce_ium Ion Enoine
12. TECIIN()I,()GY I{EQUII{EMENTS SCIIEDULE:
CAI,EIIDAR YEAR
I
SCIIEDU1.E ITEM 75 !76 77 7_ 79 80181 S'-'[83 84 ,'15 S6 87 _S S;) 90 91
m
(
TECHNOLOGY
i1. 5round Testing
'2. Flight Packaging _, s
3. Flight Operation ___
4.
5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
i2. Devl/l.'ab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
/
1;;. USAGE SCIIEI)UI,E:
1
TEC IINOI,OGY NE ED DATI., TOTAL
NUMBER OF I,A!'NCHES I
I
!
m
l.t REFERENCES:
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s.COM_R")N|'NTU|tiLl [,AD[IC)AItD'IkbTLDI'4[{[_II'VALT
F.NVIHONMFN'I IN T:I_ _lV)R_'l_qIY. i
I, l£'_Sl{"PI#ENt#Mk NA Olk";[rRVI D A.NI) 'IFI_)RTLD. 8. MODIr L TL."I:| D IN AIRt'RAI.'I I_NVIW)NMI- NI.
2, TIIFOR_ I'{qt,MI'LAI[: D 10 I)t '_( I,.'llt PIll ._.l)Mb NA. '/. ,"_ODEL TESTI l '_i.\ SPAC[ L",VIR_)P;t.IF NI
3. Tilt _ll't l't Nl'J l) [l'k' 14I't',rt'AI I "_l)! I(IMF, NT R. NEW CAPAIUl tTY I".BIVi D tlhP, l A M"_.|I I.|..'.,bl,,J_
OH MA11WM_t rl( \l, ",It)l)l I.. OPF, RAII¢)_AI. M(IDLI,.
4. Pt, HrlNI % ! I ( ,"'("l'l_)_ ()It I'IIAILA, rFitl,_r!c DI. MONSTRAI"EDo I}. I(]ELIAIIeI.IT'I L}q,RA _I'_C t)l. _t5 I)P_'R.A lh 'NIl "*I(U_t.L.
F..(, . ',!ATI'ItI_,I . ('_,.'Vl4)'.t',,_. ! !t'. tO. LIFETIME I',XTl"N,";lt)", Ol' Ab()lI ILATION _ MODI'I,,
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TITLE Final Qualification Test of Cw?ium Ion Engine NO. E-I_
PAGE 4 of 4
mm
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
: 8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: CU_iwm I@n Enuine
_@ TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/min) / kin, INCL. dig, TIME __ hr
.__0_t_ enoine in soa_ over a nHmh_r of on/off cvcle_ and oreferably return to
marth for analvsis.@
#
BENEFITOFSPACETEST: Faulty operation on previous flight was attributed to zero-_
p.ff_rf_- R_tQ' L in 7pl"n--n n_r_H _n_ f',lll nnnt_H_nr_ _n r_r_p_._n_ ;
EQUIPMENT: WE,GHT kg, _IZE X X m,POWER kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. _ OPERATIONS/DURATION
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: Nnnm n_Hmd.
EXISTING: YES O NOO
TEST CONFIDENCE T5_
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: S_nnR t.he nhi_r_t nf t h_ t_t is to vp.rlfv
ooeration i,i zero-g, there is no groun_ test ootion.
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES a NO O
GROUND TEST LIMITATIQNS:
TEST CONFIDENCE
10. SCH_:UU-E & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUM OF PRO@R kM COSTS $ )
I 12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
i,
I
COST RISK $
T ITDR 21 7/75
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\Summary
Three major cost reduction thrusts were developed as directions
for advanced propulsion technology development. They are:
i. Reduce cost of transport from earth to low earth
J
orbit from 500 $/kg to 50 $/kg
2. Reduce cost of transport from earth to geosynchronous
orbit from $3000/kg to 500 $/kg
3. Reduce cost of transport from earth to the outer
reaches of the planet from 3x106 $/kg to 3000 $/kg.
The relative importance of each of the three thrusts depends
to a large extent on the specific missions ultimately given
priority by NASA. Consequently, the group has identified technology
areas according to the type mission which would drive research in
that area. The present state of development of the particular
technolog_ has been assessed and it has been identified with at
least one of the three major thrusts. The accompanying Table of
Advanced technology Requirements represents a summary of the
findings of the Propulsion Technology Working Group.
Code Current Status Readiness Date
A In Use Prior to 1975 "
B Near Term 1975-1985
C Far Term 1985-2000
D Conceptual Post 2000
Candidate payload experiments were also identified which could
be advantageously carried out in near-earth space using the Shuttle
Orbiter, its payload bay, the Spacelab and/or some free-flying
device that might be used for long d,uration testing. The nineteen
experiments identified were grouped in three categories according
: to the principal rationale for carrying out experiments in space:
I. The special characteristics of the space environment
makes testing from the Shuttle Orbiter and its related
equipment the only, or most reasonable, approach for
obtaining data.
! II. Testing in space is expected to be more cost-effective
I than carryin 9 out similar tests on earth.
i III. Tests in near-earth space provide a very close approximation "to the conditions to be encountered by operating systems
and as such may reveal unforseen problems of operations
! "in space or may otherwise provide risk reduction for the
i iv
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_ hardware design. In this way space testing will aid in
giving user acceptance of a new technology.
The accompanying table of Candidate Space Experimental Payloads
summarize the suggested propulsion experiments .
_ TABLE OF CANDIDATE SPACE EXPERIMENTAL PAYLOADS
Space Payload Justification Categories
I. Space Environment Essential _ '
II. Space Experiment Most Cost Effective
III. Space Demonstration to Reduce Risk
No. Justification i
-- Title Category
E1 Spacecraft Charging _ High Voltage Inter- I
_ actions with Plasma (submitted to Power i
Technology Group)
• E2 Flight Test of 8-cm Bombardment Thruster I
¢
_ E3 High Temperature Plasma Core Reactor Fluid IMechanics (low-g) (submitted to Basic Research !
Technology Group) _
E4 Vibration Test of Solid Rocket Motors I
E5 The Storage Supply and Transfer of Cryogenic I i
Fluids in Space (submitted to Thermal Control
Group) I
E6 Propellant Management Device Design Parameters I
at zero-g
E7 Thruster Induced Back Contamination I
E8 Supercritical Combustion Measurements in zero-g I
E9 Pulse Characteristics of Small Thrusters I
i
El0 Flight Test of Composite Engine I
Ell Deployment/Assembly and Control of Large Space I
Propulsion Energy Sources (Solar Sails, Solar
Energy Concentrators, Solar Photovoltaic Panels)
El2 Sublimation Properties of Solidified Propellants I _
El3 Flight Test of SEP Thrust Subsystem II, I i
El4 Flight Test of Low Molecular Weight Propellant _I _
Bombardment Thruster
El5 Space Storability of Solid Rocket Motors II, III
El6 Measurement of Solid Rocket Motor Thrust Alignment III ,_
1977006971-198
No. Just if icat ion
Title Category
El7 Final Qualification--n--T_st of N2H4Resistojet I11
El8 Final Qualification of F2/N2H 4 Propulsion System III _
El9 Final Qualification Test of Cesium Ion Engine III
i
vi
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> Introduction i
The Propulsion Technology Working Group Report has been
divided into two parts. Part I has summarized the Group's effort
in identifying and classifying appropriate advanced technolog_ _
requirements which are consistent with the need_ described by the
_ Technology User Group and of the Outlook for Space Study. Part II
has summarized the experimental aspects of that technology
which might be advantageously carried out in near-earth space using
the Shuttle Orbiter, its payload bay, the Spacelab and/or some
free flying device that might be used for long-duration testing.
The major goal for propulsion technology was to reduce space
_ transport costs in order to faciliatate all the goals of the space
program. Three major thrusts were derived from that goal:
I. Reduce cost of transport from earth to low orbit
from 500 $/kg to 50 $/kg
2. Reduce cost of transport from earth to geosynchronous
orbit or to earth escape from 3000 $/kg to 500 $/kg
3. Reduce cost of transport from earth to the outer
reaches of the solar system from 3x106 $/kg to 3000 $/kg.
The central point of the Group's effort was the Table of
Advanced Technology Requirements (Part I, Section 2) which
summarizes the propulsion technologies considered during the
workshop, along with the technology driver (either a specific J
type of mission or a new technology opportunity). In addition,
the Table has catagorized each technology according to its state
of readiness as well as its relationship to the major thrusts
identified by the Group.
%
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wPart I. ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS i
I. Introduction
The objective of the Part I _eport is to identify and classify ! '
those propulsion technology elements that are seen by the Propulsion
Technology Group to meet the expressed technology needs of the t
Workshop Technology User Group and of the Outlook for Space study.
This report is intended to be a response to the calls for Mission _
Driven Technology and Opportunity Drive Technology.
The elements discussed and presented by the Propulsion Technology
Group are shown in Table of Advanced Technology Requirements (Section 2)
which serves also as a supplemental table of contents. The entries
generally are made at the system level rather than the component
level. They are categorized in a manner similar to that used in
the Technology Forecast of the Outlook for Space study (Ref. i):
first, by the manner in which the energy used for propulsion is
obtained (collected in space, stored in electronic or chemical
energy states, or stored in nuclear energy states); and second,
by the current status of the technology. The status of technology
development is an indication of the current technical maturity or
of the projected technology readiness date. The table in Section 3
shows the following technology status codes:
Code Current Status Readiness Date
A In Use Prior to 1975
5 Near Term 1975-1985
C Far Term 1985-2000
D Conceptual Post 2000
The Table of Section 2 lists lists entries by energy category, with
technology readiness code letter shown to the right of each item.
In order to relate the identified technology to user (mission)
needs, five mission operating regimes were establ_shed:
i. Earth to low earth orbit.
2. Low earth orbit to geosynchronous orbit or earth escape.
3. On orbit operations
4. Interplanetary
5. Extraterrestrial operations: orbit insertion, landing
and take off, etc.
2
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5
} All Epace missions identified in the User Requirements and
the Outlook for Space drive propulsion technology requirements
_n one or more of these regimes. Thus, rather than repeatedly
list _!i of the missions supported by each of the technology
; entries, each entry in the table is identified with one or more ,
of the operating regimes, which is shown in the column entitled,
Technology Driver. The reaction to mission needs is thus implied
! by the operating regimes required for any mission, i
_ All technology entries that are classified as "conceptual" in
: the Technology Readiness Code column are identified as being
"opportunity driven" technology in the Technology Driver column,
and are not related to mission operating regimes. The technology
_ in this category has not yet been advanced to the point which
: parameters are well enough known to establish possible advantageous
application; however, the possibilities are sufficiently attractive
_ to encourage advocacy of research.
The objective, description, and justification for each
_ technology entry provided on the Definition of Technology
Requirement forms were completed only to the extent that readily
available information existed. The said information is summarized
in Section 4.
In cases where all or a major part of the propulsion-related
i_ technology fell into the purview of the Basic Research Technology
Group or another Technology Group, the technology item was
referred to that group and only a summary is included in Section 3
in this report for completeness. The referral of these items is
indicated in the table of Section 3.
_ In addition to pursuing the orginal objectives of the workshop,
each group was asked to generate some "major thrusts" of the
_ technology in their respective area disciplines. Those generated
in the Propulsion Technology Group are also shown in the table of
Section 2 in the column entitled Major Thrusts Code. This is
further explained in the following section.
L i
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4. Overall Observations and Summary of Part I
The workshop initially had two major objectives: firstly to
identify experiments and secondly to identify areas of new technology.
At the midpoint of the workshop, the Technology Groups were asked i '
to respond to an additional objective: identify from the work to
that point some overall goals that might be taken as major thrusts
of the technology advances required in the various disciplines i
represented. The major thrusts identified for Propulsion derive
directly from a central goal of propulsion technology: to reduce
space transport cost and thereby to facilitate all the goals of
the space program. Three major thrusts developed for propulsion
are:
a. Reduce cos5 of transport from earth to low earth orbit
from 500 $/kg to 50$/kg
b. Reduce cost of transport from earth to geosynchronous
orbit from 3000$/kg to 500$/hg.
c. Reduce cost of transport from earth to the cuter reaches
of the solar system from 3x106 $/kg to 3000 $/kg.
The cost figures shown were very roughly derived from the
possible technology advances forecast in the Outlook for Space
study; and these need to be reexamined in more detail if such
goals are to be adopted. Nevertheless, cost figures are close
enough to realizable goals to show-that possible reductions in
the cost of space operations are so great that pursuit of the
required propulsion technology could essentially enable several
classes of missions outlined in the Outlook study and in the
Workshop Users inputs. It should be recognized that a number of
goals, equally important but of less _weeping consequences, can
also be identified. The desirability of adapting any of these
major thrusts as NASA goals must, of course, depend on overall
NASA mission planning. The investment9required in achieving these
goals might be of the order of $5 x 10 total for the first goal
and $5 x 108 each for the second and third goal_; the investment
would be spread over a technology development period of five to
ten years.
Several observations can be drawn from the technology require-
ments discussed by the Propulsion Technology Group and presented
herein. These following observations are categorized by the mission
operating regimes described earlier.
Earth to low orbit
Large launch vehicle systems will continue to use chemical
propulsion exclusively. If heavy lift vehicles in the 10" kg
payload class are required in future missions, some reduction in
 EFRODUC [L Y0P
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• transport cost could come about by reducing mission requirements,
as compared with those requirements placed on shuttle. For example
missions could be flown unmanned, with no return payload and no
cross-range on return. Such reductions in requirements, taken
together with technology advances to increase engine performance
and increase structrual efficiency of the vehicle, will lead to
large cost reductions by way of fully reusable mission concepts,
even single-stage-to-orbit. A number of the propulsion technology
_ advances identified at the workshop would contribute to these '
possibilities:
a. High pressure engines burning high-density hydrocarbon
fuel with oxygen
b. Composite engines which convert from an air breathing
engine to a rocket engine in different operating regimes.
c. Low cost liquid reocket booster engines
d. La2ge and low cost solid rocket booster motors.
Low earth orbit to geosynchronous orbit or earth escape
The propulsion technologies selected for advanced development
in this operating regime will depend heavily on the strateqies
selected for orbit transfer - the question _f resuable vs non-
_ reusable stages.
If fully reusable stages as in TUG designs are selected, then
technology entries related to high performance 09/H _ engines and
_ tO hydrogen storage and handling will have bearing.- Alternative
higher density propellant combinations, with attendant engine
_ technology, should also be studies to determine if hydrocharbon
fuels, amine fuels, nitrogen tetroxide oxidizer, or fluorine
_ oxidizer might be used to gain advantages in performance, in
packaging, and/or in direct cost.
_ Large arrays of low-thrust electric thrusters, operated with
either a solar or a fission nuclear electric power source, must
_i also be considered for these applications. Key technology drivers
of the propulsion device for these approaches will include low
system mass and long operating life of the power supplles and
the thrusters. Thrusters used in this applicatlon might be either
electrostatic or magnetoplasmadynamic, using argon as the propellant.
Research on laser generators and laser energy converters may
yield prospects for efficient beaming of energy from remote energy
sources to reusable orbit transfer vehicles which would be _rlven
by electrlc thrusters.
If expendable vehicles or combinations of expendable and reusable
stages (Ref-2) are selected then the low cost of the expendable
stages will be of prime importance and the technology of high- 1
performance solid motors will be directly applicable.
5
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On-orbit
Many of the chemical systems currently being used for orbit
operations such as station keeping small orbit modifications and
attitude stabilization will continue to benefit from technology
refinement leading in increased useable life. As satellite size
and design lifetime increase, proportionately more benefits will
accrue from the development and use of solar powered electric
propulsion systems. The very low thrust (millinewton), precise
impulse bit control, and high exhaust velocity of the electrostatic
thrusters may make them ideally suited to the attitude modification
znd stabilization of very lacge structures, e.g. solar energy
concentrators in space.
Interplanetary
The requirements for interplanetary propulsion systems fall
into three broad classes.
i) Currently used chemical propulsion systems will continue
to find extensive use for accelerating s_acecraft to moderately
high velocities for interplanetary transit. 2) For higher velocity
missions for thrusting requirements closer _han about 2 A.U. from
the sun (e.g. comet rendezvous or out-of-the-ecliptic probes), use
of solar powered electric thruster systems can reduce high velocity
stage mass, and, thereby, mission cost, by factors of two to
ten, when compared with use of chemical stages. The projected
needs for missions of this type define requirements for primary
electric propulsion subsystems. 3) For still higher velocity,
particularly for missions far from the sun, use of nuclear energy
will be requized. Examples of such missions to the satellites of
the major planets, with mission durations held to a few years.
The propulsion approach to the use of nuclear energy is a light-
weight multihundred kilowatt, fission reactor with thermionlc or
heat engine/generator energy conversion providing electricity
for electrostatic thrusters. Technology leading to the development
of such a nuclear electric propulsion system is clearly required
if the solar system is to be fully explored in the next 30 years.
A number of entries in the "concept_al" category are identified
as having prospects for matching or surpassing nucl_ar electric
systems. Because of this, research leading to performance
potential characterization is required for the following concepts:
a) Energy storage in metastable states (metallic hydrogen,
atomic hydrogen, excited states of helium)
b) Nuclear fission fluid core reactors of several types
c} Fusion mioroexplosions and controlled thermonuclear
reaction.
6
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1Extraterrestrial
The technology refinements for orbit insertion; deorbit;
landing and takeoff in the vicinity planets, satellites, and
asteroids are directed to obtaining longer storage and operating
life, lower cost, lower mass and to the requirements of tailoring
the size and operating conditions to meet specific mission require-
ments. To date, rockets burning earth-storable bipropellants,
nonopropellant, or solid propellants have been used. Completion
of the technology required for introducing the use of small fluorine/
hydrax_ne systems to this opezating r_gime well, however, siginificantly
reduce mission cost. Systems usin% fluorine oxidizer approach the
ultimate total system performance attainable with chemical
propulsion. In addition, use of fluorine in small sealed systems
for extraterrestrial operations may open the door for use of fluorine
in larger systems operating in earth orbit.
When nuclear electric propulsion systems are brought into
beinq, they can be used to transport spacecraft to the planets,
to spiral them into orbit about a planet, and then to spiral them
them into orbit about a planetary satellite.
7
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TTABLE (F ADVANfmD _ R}_UI--_/qrS
, Technology (2)* Major (3)*
Technology (I) Readiness Thrusts
I. Chemical Propulsim Technoloc_ Driver Code Code
A. Stable
a. F2/N2H4S/C Propulsion Subsystem M4, 5 B (b)
b. Lung-Life _]drazine Technology MI, 4, 5 A (b)
c. Imng-Life Earth Storable M1, 4, 5 A (b)
Propellant Technology
d. Adv. Launch Vehicle Engines M2 C (a)
using High-Density Fuel and (_idizer
e. Adv. Iaunch Vehicle Engines M2 C (a)
using H2/O2 Propellants
f. Densificaticn of Cryogens by M2 B (a), (b)
use of Slush or Triple Point Fluid
g. High Pc H2/O2 Upper Stage Engine M2, 3, 4 B (b)
h. Tank Head - Idle and Extendable _13,4 B (b)
Nozzle for Imw_to_.kxierate
Pressure H2/O2 Space h_gine
i. Small Ii2/O2 Main Auxiliary M1, 4 C (b), (c)
Propulsion Systems
j. High Perf. Space.Engines Using _%2, 3, 5 C (b)
High Density Propellants (including
dual fuel alternatives to li2/O2)
k. Low Cost Liquid Booster Engines _ C (a)
i. llighPerformance Cryogenic ILl,3, 4, 5 A (a), (b)
Insulation for l_usable Spacecraft
m. Insulation for Reusable li2 Tanks _t2 B (a), (b)
for Advanced Boosters
n. High Temperature and llighStrength M1, 2, 3, 4 C ---
to Weight Ratio _terials for
Propulsion Systmu Components
o. Iiigh Performm_e Structures for r_2 C (a)
Large Launch Vehicles (Submitted
to Structures Technology Group)
• See codes immediately following this table.
)
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Technology (2) Major (3)
Technology (i) Readiness Thrusts
Driver Code Code
p. Composite h_ines Technology _i2 C (a)
(2) Solid
a. Low Cost Solid Rocket Booster M2 C (a)
b. High Performance Solid Kick M3, 4 B (b)
Motors
c. High Performance Solid Space M4, 5 B (b)
_tors
B. M_ta_table States of Matter O D (b), (c)
C. Utilization of Indi@en_ls Materials for O C (b), (c)
Pr_Ision
D. Detonation Propulsion M5 C (b), (c)
II. Nuclear Propulsion Technology
A. Fission
(i) NEP
a. Nuclear Electric ITopulsion MI, 3, 4 C (c)
Power Plant
i.) Metallic-FltLd Heat Pipes M1, 3, 4 C (c)
(Submitted b) Thermal
Technology Group)
2.) High-Performance Thermicnic MI, 3, 4 C (c)
Conversion (Submitted to Power
Technology Group)
b. High-Power Electrostatic Thrust MI, 3, 4 C (c)
Subsystem
c. MPD _irust Sub._/rstemTechnology _3 D (c)
(2)Dire
a. Solid Core Nuclear Rocket O D
Technology
b. Fluid Core Nuclear Technology O D (c)
c. High Temparature Plasma Core O D (c)
Rea_ Fluff Mechanics (Submitted
to Basic _esearch Technology Group)
[
<
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Technology (2) Major (3)
Technology(i) Readiness _msts
Driver Code
B. Fusion
Nuclear Fusion Propulsion Technology O D (c)
C. Radioisotopes
Combined _adioisotcpe Thermoelectric MI, 4 B --
Propulsion _dule
III.Collected L_ Technology for Propulsion
A. Coherent Ene/r2_ (Lasert Microwave)
I.) Laser Heating of Propellants 0 D (b)
!.) Laser and Microwave Electric Propulsion O D (b)
B. Solar Electrcma_netic Energy
i.) Electric (photc,_!oltaic,Dielectric,
Concentrator/Heat Engine/Generator)
a. Auxiliary Electric Propulsion M1 B --
WithHg BumbardmentThruster
b. Solar Electric Primary Propulsion _], 3, 4 B (b), (c)
ThrustSubsystem
C. Electric Propulsion with _ M1, 3 B (b), (c)
M_lecular Weight Propellants
2.) Solar Concentrator/Thermal Heating
Solar }_ated H2 Propulsion M3 C (b)
3.) Solar Sails (Submitted to Structures M4 C --
Technology Group)
t
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1.) Technology Eriver Cole
M - Mission Driven Technology
i. On-orbit operations
2. Earth to low earth orbit (LED)
3. LSO _ geosynchrcnous orbit or escape velocity
4.
5. Extraterrestrial landing, takeoff
O. - Opportnnity Drive/_ Technology.
2.) Technology Rsadiness Code
A. In use (Pre-1975)
B. Near term (1975-1985)
C. Far term (1985-2000)
D. Conceptual (post 2000)
3.) Major Thrusts Code - Reduce Space Transport Costs
a. Earth to I_D from 500 $/kg to 50 $/kg
b. Earth to GSO or escape from 3000 $/kg to 500 $/kg
c. Earth to Outer Readles of the Solar System from 3,000,000 $/kg to 3000 $/kg
<
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Tit_e: F2/N2H4Spacecraft Propulsion Subsystem
Objective: Design, fabricate, assamble and test a flightwsight,
pressure-fed blc_down F2/N2H 4 S/C propulsion subsystem.
Description: By end of fiscal year 1979, all cumponents which include
tankage, valving, thrust d_imber, and t/_.rmal control
will have been devek_ed. During FY 79, the propul-
sion system _ill be assembled and checked out. It will
then undergo vibration tests, solar/thermal vacuum tests
and finally a mission duty cycle test. This final system,,,
which will contain _500 kg of propellant and have a
thrust level of _2700 N, will be flightweight and will
be as close as possible to the system that will be used
in the first flight project.
Justification: Because of its inherently high-performance, many
missions _, utilize this type of propulsion subsystem
to significant advantage. The performance can be used
to reduoe mission cost or enhance the mission for the
same mission cost. First applications will be planetary
orbit insertion. Future applications include planetary
satellite landing and take-off and orbit ejection.
This technology program will introduce fluorine into
space operations thus opening the door to the ultimate
performance potential of chemical propulsion.
12
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IA (i) b
Title: Long-Life Hydrazine Technolcqy
Objective: Increase the operational life of monpropellant thrusters with
_phasis on use of the catalyst bed designs for units with
thrust ranging from 103 ibf to on the order of 100's of ibf.
Description: Through the fundamental understanding of catalyst bed
structure and reactivity, it will be possible to design
hydrazine thrusters for longer life. Once the understanding
has been achieved, design of thrusters bounding the thrust
ranges of interest will take place. Concurrently with
design a control thruster using current technology will be
tested as a besis for future comparison. Upon completion
of design ,_ndfabrication, testin_ will occur. The test
results will be compared with the control thruster.
Justification- IIydrazine _ters of a wide range of thrust levels will
continue to find wide-spread use on nearly every planetary
spacecraft and 14unch vehicle and orbiting vehicle system,
whenever small total impulse and versatility are called
for. Future planetary and earth orbiting applications i
will zequire extended operating life.
{
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IA (i)c
Title: I/9NG-LIFE EARTH STORABLE BIPROPEL_ TEC_LOGY
Objective: Increase the life of earth-storable bipropellant propulsion
systems and increase the porfcrmance through the substitu-
tion of h_Irazine for mcn_thylhydrazine.
Description: Orbiter missions to the outer planets will use moderate
energy bipropellants if the requirements permit the cost
effective usage of earth storable bipropellants such as
N204_! or N204/N2H 4. This technology will include new
materials for thrusters, the substitution of hard-seat
valves for the polymeric sea_ valves, and finally, the
use of hydrazine " .Ln place of mcncmethylhydrazine to im-
prove p_rformanc_. A system will be fabricated and
tested to ensure design adequacy and demonstrate technol-
ogy readiness. New engine concepts such as biracial engines
will be investigated.
Justification: It is required that earth-storable systems be upgraded
to hm_dle the more demanding missions of the future
each as outer-planet and satellite orbiters, landers,
and sample return missions. Use of N2H4in place of
presently-used _ will extend mission duration and
re/mbility by allowing aaw_n tankage of the mono-
propellant N2H 4 used in the attitude control system.
!
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_A (I)d
Titl..___e:;_hranced Launch-Vehicle Engines Using High Density Fuel and
C_idizer Propellants
Objective: Conduct the technology needed to permit _ development of
high perfozmamce, high pressure (4000 P_) reusable rocket
engines using high density fuel and oxidizer propellants.
_Description" The current state-of-the-art for the high propellant
density combination of liquid oxygen and RP-I is represented
by the F-I engine which operates at about i000 psi chamber
pressure and for the high density earth storable combinations
by the _ena Engine which operates at about 500 psi chamber
pressure. The technologies for both of these propellant
combinations must be advanced considerably and must be almost
completely developed for the possibility of using liquid
oxygen with the amine fuels or heavy hydrocarbon fuels.
Promising heavy hydrocarbon fuels that when used with
liquid oxygen offer higher density-impulse than RP-I with
liquid oxygen must be surveyed and characterized, heat
transfer data and fuel thermal decomposition data must _e
developed along with regenerative cooling techniques wlth
liquid oxygen, tkxleling of the combustion process and
chamber gas dynamics must be improved to in_zre that
bustion instability can be avoided and energy release
efficiency (performance) maximized. An aggressive search
for high temperature turbine and ecmbustor materials must
be made so that turbine and ccmbustor wall _atures
can be raised and/or cyclic life extended. Composite and
filament would technology must be developed for components
and interconnects so that engine wight can be minimized.
Engine syst_n studies are needed to evaluate performance,
engine weight, cooling limits, variations in engine cycle,
boost pt_p drive techniques and development risk.
Justification: Studies have shown that use of high performance, high
propellant density engines or dual-fuel engines operating
with both high density fuel and liquid hydrogen will en-
hance launch vehicle performance and may enable single-
stage-to-orbit launc/,vehicles to be realized. In
addition, these engines are applicable to future heavy
lift lal;_uh vehicles and to liquid boosters that could
zepiace the solid rocket boosters on the present Space
Shuttle.
<
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Title: Advanced Launch Vehicle Engines Using tIydrogen and Oxygen
Propellants
Objective: Improve the technology now being used in the development of
high performance, high pressure reusable rocket engines
using hydrogen and oxygen propellants.
Description: The c_irrent state-of-the-art for high performance, high
pressure hydrogen-oxygen engines is represented by the
Space Shuttle Main Enginer (S_) now under development.
In order to uprate this engine and provide for the devel-
opment of even more advanced hydrogen-oxygen engines
and/or fuel engines operating with hydrogen arH heavy
hydrocarbon fuel, t/_ state-of-the-art must be extended.
To attain these goals technology is needed to provide
high temperature resistant turbine and ccmbustor materials
in order to improve specific in_ulse and/or extend cyclic
life to provide extendible nozzles to better optimize
specific impulse to prowide _ life bearings and seals,
and to provide cGmposite or filament w_/nd components and
interconnects to reduce engine weight.
Justification: The requirement for high performance, high mass fraction,
reusable stages for the Space Shuttle, and future single-
stage-to-orbit and heavy lift vehicles has been established
by nmuerous studies and analyses. In order to maximize
payload and minimize recurring cost, technology must
advance in the areas of specific impulse improvement,
%_ight reduction, and extension of ccmponemt life.
REPRODUCIBILITYOF THE
OR]a_AL PAGE IS POOR
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IA (i) f
Title: Densificaticn of £1-1Dgens by the Use of Slush or Triple Point Fluids.
Objective: Generate technology needed to allow for the practical use of
slush or triple point cryogens.
Description: Application trade-off studies will be performed to _.tennine
the magnitude of payload gains or vehicle size and _ight
reductiun obtainable from use of densified cryogens.
Experiments will be performed in moderate sized har_,_re
(4-6 ft. diameter) to determine optimmn procedures for
manufacture, storage, transfer, and pumping of slush
and triple point cryogens such LH2 and iO2.
Justification: _/vanced space vehicles using hydrogen/oxygen propellants
can benefit from increased propellant density through
reduction of vehicle size and improved mass fraction.
Use of slush or triple point cryogens has the potential
for increasing propellant density by approximately 15%.
I 17
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ZA (l)h
i
Title: Tank _sd Idle and Extendible Nozzle for Luw-to-Moderate Chamber
Pressure, Hydrogen-Oxygen Space Engines.
Objective: Provide the technology for increasing the perfom_%nce of
low-_ate chamber pressure cryogenic space engines.
Description: The tec_mlcgy for low to moderate chamber pressure
cryogenic engines is, in general, in hand; _,
effort is needed to denrmstrate the weight and performance
of exte_/ible, high area ratio nozzles which are needed
to maximize perfcrnazK:e, and minimize stowed engine
length. In addition, tank head idle mode, a viable
method of conserving wight and propellant, must be
demonstrated.
Justification: i_w to moderate chamber pressure hydrogen-u_]gen
engines are suitable for future space vehicles such as
the Space %_g; and because most of the tec/lno]_ggyis
already in hand, represent a low development risk,
low develqurent cost approach to satisfying the
prcpulsiQn neeus.
t
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IA (1)g
Title. High _ Pressure H2/O2 Space Engines
objective.. Develop Izoad based technology f_ high perfommnoe, reusable,
long life cryogenic space engines.
Descri_cionz Development of technology for advanced, high pressure H2/_
spaceengines,including,stagedcombustioncycle,20,000
pound thrust engine operating at 2000 psia dk_oer pressure
and aerospike 25,000 pound thrust engine operating at 1000
psia d_mber pressure.
Justification: High Chamber pressure, long life cryogenic space engines
provide higher specific impulse, lighter wight, and
smaller size, which are advantageous for future space.
vehicles, su_l as space tug.
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Title: Small ]_ /O Main and Auxiliary Prcpul,_ion "",_,:_s £APS)
Objective. Deveh_; uechnolcgy for LH_/O 2 at_tuth ",_:,_oi systes_
suitabi_ for Space Tug ana cryoge,_c _,_,: propulsion
systems for apogee kick stages _n"TL.',_'.<,_Yretro stages.
Descri_tiun: Cryogenic APS fo_ vehicles li_....,.,__ Tug requires 25
pound thrust engines cat_ble ,_f i_gn performance, long
life, and rapid stazt-up. Sy_c_n campcnents such as
small cryogenic pumps, accu_tors, and refillable
tanks also are needed. Mai_] [_opulsicn engines of
300 to 3000 pounds uhrust _w/ techology work to
obtain high perf--, light weight and reliability.
Justification: Cryogenic auxiliary propulsion systens provide higher
payload capability through high specific impulse and
light weight. Cryogenic APS for Space Tug also pro-
vides improved abort capability, and improved
logistics since only cryogenic propellants are used
on t/_ v_licle.
i
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."itle: llighPerformance Space Engines Using iligh-Density Propellants
Objective: l_velop technology for high performance engines in the 5,000
to 30,000 pound thrust class for selected high bulk density
propellants, such as IOX-hydrocarbcn fuels, LCX-anlne fuels,
fluorine-hydrogen, or N204/N2H4. [
Description: Application studies will be performed to evaluate various
high density propellant systems for advanced vehicles and
select the most promising ones for experimental %Drk.
Technology work will include investigation of engine
cooling, co,pcnent design and performance, engine system
analysis, a_/ systems testing. Program will include bell
and plug nozzle engines and dual fuel engines capable of
burning first IDX/BJ-5 (for example) and ther TDX/LH 2.
JustificAtion: Iligl_rperformance systems for high bulk density
propellants ar_ needed for applications such as
advanced orbit-to-orbit transfer vehicles, space
maneuvering, and lunar-missions.
I 21
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1IA (i) k
Title: Imw-Cost Liquid Booster Engines
Objective: Provide the technology needed to develop low cost, ic_-to-
intermediate pressure, pressure-fed or pu_p-fed, large thrust
engines.
Description: Large thrust, low-_rate cha._r pressure (200-1000_Pc),
pressure-fed engines have never been built in the United
States. t_derate pressure pump-fed technology for large thrust
boosters has not progressed beyond that represented by the
F-I Engine.
The technology needs for the development of large
thrust, low-to-moderate chamber pressure, pressure-fed or
pimp-fed booster engines are in the areas of high strength,
low wight composite or filament wound materials for thrust
_ambers, design and fabrication techniques for their use
in large engines, techniques for sealing the _ngine against
sea water prior to water landing or techniques to clean
and flush the _Istem if sealing is not feasible. The high
and low frequency combustion stability characteristics of
large diameter, low resonant frequency combustors must be
examined and appropriate injector element and pattern
studies undertaken where required.
Justification: Ix_ cost, low-_erate chanber pressure engines,
operating with inexpensive liquid propellants, could
have a near term application as a replacement for the
solid rocket motors on the Space Shuttle, thus reducing
recurring propellant costs. This booster type c_ald, in
the far term, be used to augment the thrust of large,
heavy lift vehicles and/or early versions of single-stage-
to-orbit vehicles.
KEPRODUC[BILITYOF THE
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Title. High Performance Cryogenic Insulation for Reusable SpacecraftI
Objective: Develop technology for high performarK_ insulation systems
suitable for use ca reusable spacecraft.
i
Description- Conduct experimental tests of multilayer insulation and
other types of _Lighperformance systems, such as __acuated,
load bearing insulation syst_ns. Evaluate effects of
repeated (cyclic) application of t3pical mission envirca-
merits, including grolmd hold, launch, on-orbit operation,
re-entry, add preparatica for re-use.
Justificatica: Cryogenic insulatica systems are needed that are
capable of providing consistent thermal performance
and light weight for a large ntmt_r of re-uses.
Present purged multila __r insulation systems tend
to degrade in performance due to repeated pressure
loading/unloading and due to the effects of a_nospheric
contamination °
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Title: Insulation for Reusable Hydrogen Tanks for Advanced Boosters
Objective: Generate technology for light weight, reusable insulation
systems for large scale cryogenic tanks for advanced STS
b_)s_rs.
Description: Insulation syste, s will be tested in relatively large
scale cryogenic tanks to obtain data _, thermal per-
formance of the system and reuseability. Efforts will
focus on low %_ight, low cost, ease of repair, and
resistance to thermal cycling.
Justification: Insulation systems are needed for the large scale
reusable cryogenic tanks for advanced STS boosters,
such as SSTO's or heavy lift vehicles. The stored
cryogens must be protected from heat loads during
ground hold, launch, and flight to low earth orbit
to prevent excessive propellant boil off.
24
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Title: High Temperature and High Strength-to-Weight-Ratio D_terials for
Propulsion System Components (Submitted to Materials Technology Group)
Objective: Develop i_ighertemperature resistant, lorger cyclic life,
and lighter _eight materials for propulsion system components.
Description: Develop higher temperature resistant materials for turbine
blades, stators and housing, and ccm%bustors that will permit
higher operating temperature and/or increased cycle life.
Develop technology for light-weight cc_osite or fJlament
wound structures that can be used for propellant tanks,
lines, valves, solid rocket motor cases, and liquid rocket
cGmbustors. Examples of cG_posites are Revlar filament
and carbon filament in carbon matrix materials.
Justification: %'hetechnology advances that have been identified for
liquid,and solid rocket engines are dependent in lal_e
part on the development of materials that will permit
turbines and cc_bustors to o__ra_ at higher temperatures
or with hi% er cycle lives. Increased turbine temperature
leades to increased chamber pressure, area ratio, per-
formanc_, and thus p_yload, by extracting higher specific
pcmer from the turbine. Increased cycle life reduces
refurbishment requirements and thus recurring costs.
,_ight components lead to higher stnge mass frac-
tion and increased payload capability.
$
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Title: High Performance Structures for Large Launch Vehicles
-- (submitted to Structures Technology Group)
Objective: Develop the technology to provide the very light weight,
highly-efficient integrated structures needed for the
l_b_ost heavy lift vehicles.
Description: In conjunction, with the.development of new materials
such as graphite-fiber ccmpcsJ tt_ and pzopulsion systems,
such as engines which can operate as a rocket o_ make use_
of the atmosphere, develop the technology for the
techniques to more effectively integrate the ho_inq of
all of the elements: aerodynamic skin, propellant tanks,
t/%rust elements, cargo bay and propulsion engines together.
Justification: Large heavy lift vehicles can provide low cost trans-
portation, only if the mass fraction is improved. This
is especially critical to the use of sLngle-stage-to-
orbit vehicles where all inert mass is carried to and
from earth orbit. Because of the large projected traffic
to ic_-earth orbit, the payoff on the technology invest-
ment can be significant.
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Title: Ccmposite E_gines Technology
Objective. D_;elop technology for composite (rocket/airbreathing)
engines for advanced horizontal take-off, horizontal
landing (I_OHL) shuttle-type vehicles.
J
Description: Conduct vehicle/propulsion system analyses of h_OHL _
fully reusable twD-stage-to-orbit shuttle vehicles for /
the post 1990 time period that utilize composite
engines. Select engine concept and perform technology
program to bring cfm_osite engine technology to maturity
by 1985.
Justification: The I[fOHLtwo-stage reusable shuttle vehicle using a
ccmposite engine ]-_svery low recurring cost per
launch and low gross lift-off weight for a given
payload capability.
i
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Title: Low-Cost Solid Rocket Booster t_tor
Objective: _ cost approacl_s to large solid rocket boosters
so that the next buy of SRB's will cost 50% less.
Description: Three areas: filament wound cases, l_-cost nozzle
materials, and IGw-cost case insulation, have been
identified as having potential for decreasing the l
cost of SRB's with equal or greater performance,
and there are other approaches for decreasing the
cost. However, these lack a demonstration and
data to prove that they could be incorporated into
the SKB without program risk.
Justification: The three identified areas have had extensiv?
technology efforts in the past and the technology
is ready for use except for demonstration against
shuttle SI_Brequirements which is straight forward
engineering. Other areas have potential to reduce
costs if technology is demonstrated.
J
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Title: High Performance Solid Kick Motors
Objective: Demcnstrate technology for high performance solid propelL_nt
motors for use in upper stages or kick stages in low cost
Tug syst_n.
Description: Kick motors do not exist wit2A more than ii00 kg. of
propelhmt; l_ver, a 2000 kg motor or larger will be
need_l _-d will be developed. New technology needs to
be developed and demonstrated in complete, integrated
flight weight motor hardware to provide cost-effective
kick stages.
Examples of these technologies are: Cc_r_site case
using Kevlar fiber and low density insulation; Nozzle
and cases using carbon fiber-carbon matrix materials
so that much of the inert case insulation can be elimin-
ated and propellant placed in the volu_e that was
occupied by the insulation, Thrust vector control
moveable nozzle system after selection between Lcckseal,
Techroll-Seal, and Thiovec; Class 2 propellants with
high performance; Stop-restart system using class 2
propellants to provide flexibility for solid rocket
kick motors.
Justificatiu,_: The current solid motors used by NASA for upper stages
or kick motors were developed during the early 1960's,
and the technology in use has not been updat_. The
maximum kick motor size is ii00 kg, and large/" sizes
will be needed for Tug. It will be cost effective to
develop motors using the latest demonstrated technology.
Future DOD efforts for propellants will all be class 7,
which cannot be carried on the Shuttle; thus, NASA needs
a low-cost high performance class 2 propellant in high
performance hardware.
J
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Title: }LighPerformance Space Solid M_tor
Ob_ecti_e: Demonstrate the technology for a 300 kg high performance
heat sterilizable solid motor.
Description: Conduct a demonstration program after increasing the
performance and stability of the propellant system
by increasing the solids loading frum 81% to 85%
to obtain an increase from 280 to 290 sec. The
design of the motor is to capitalize on grain stress
relief techni__es. To complete the demonstration
the motor needs to be fabricated, subjected to
thermal sterilization cycles and static tested.
Justification: I_at sterilizable high performance motors larger
than 70 kg will be needed, the ability to withstand
the sterilization envircr_ent does not follow
linear scaling laws; thus, the capability must be
experimentally demonstrated. Preliminary analyses
of a mission such as a Mars Sample Return indicate
that larger motors are needed and that the mass
fraction and specific impulse have large potential
payoffs.
oDUC[_ILIT¥OF f_
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Title: Metastable States of Matter
Ob_ect/ve: Determine feasibility of storing and utilizing metastable
matter as energy sources for propulsion.
Description: Currently, the metastable states of matter under
consideration are metallic hydrogen, excited helium,
and mixt-_es of atomic and molecular hydrogen, i
Generally, these concepts are under analysis or
laboratory investigation. Feasibility or lack of same
of storing and using these materials in low mass
systems will be demonstrated by analysis and lab-
oratory investigation.
Justification- The storage of energy in metastable states might
allow increase in specific _apulse by a factor
between 5 and I0 over currently envisioned
"conventional" chemical propulsion. Payload
mass fractions for high-energy missions are very
sensitive to specific impulse. This will greatly
enhance our capability to perform missions to the
cuter regions of the solar syst_n if required
system mass does not increase greatly.
/
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Title: Utilization of Indigenous Materials for Propulsion
Objective: Provide a broad technology base frcm which to select
sd_es and devices for utilizing, for propulsion,
the planetary atmospheres, waste products from
space activities, and extra-t_;rrestrial surface
materials.
_Descripticm: The effort will consist of d_sign ccncept3cn,
analysis, and preliminary laboratory exploration
of the value of using indigenous materials in
particular propulsion _izations. Those
concepts showing promise when compared to future
NASA missions will be subjected to test to de-
termine overall system performance potential.
Sane work has been accomplished. It has been
demonstrated that solid waste, such as from a
spacelab, can be used in a mnall hybrid rocket
to provide auxiliary propulsion; it wQuld be
enq_cted that the use of _stes would be the
first application of this technology. Work is
also being conducted to determine how to use
planetary a_nos_heres, such as the CO2 on
Venus, to provide one cumponent of a bipropellant
system.
Justification: C_rently all propellant n_ss must be brought
from t/_ earth with 70 to _2veral thousand
times that mass being expended to get the
propellant mass into space. Thus use of
indigenotu; materials for propulsion can greatly
reduce transportation system mass and cost for
missions to distant planets and their satelli_s.
r
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Title: Detonation Propulsion
O_ective: Provide prototype demonstration of a detonation pm3pulsion system.
Description: Propulsion in dense high-pressure atmospheres by conventional
means is difficult because the mass of the chemical reactors
is a function of the difference between the internal a_
external pressure, while the energy conversic_ efficiency
is a function of the ratio of internal to external pressure
in the reactor; thus, as atmospheric pressure increases the
required reactor mass increases and efficiency decreases.
By detonation of the propellant in an open reactor the
chemical reaction takes place at 200 kilo-atmospheres and
the reaction is nearly i_ependent of the a_mos[_eric pres-
sure. This approactl provides millisecond pulses of t/uz_st
which can be used for altitude control or primary propulsion
in atmospheres such as Jupiter or otheI cuter planets with
pressures of i00 to i000 bars.
%he technology program consists of providing stable
high energy detonable propellants which can be stored,
transferred and ignited in t/_ereactor; technology devel-
opment of nozzle reactor chamber refilling tec3u-iques, and
transfer of the pulsed energy into the payload. Optin_an
reactor design, prototype system design, and prototype
system demonstration would complete the technology program.
Justification: %_e state-of-the-art technology provides only very heavy
l_e-performing systems for propulsion in very l_igh
pressure envirc_nents. Detonation propulsion appears to
date to I_ feasible and to yield high performance and
potentially low syst_n mass.
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Title: Nuclear Electric Propulsion Pcwerplant
Objective: De_Dnstrate, in a complete ground prototype test, a fast-
spectrum, light weight, low cost, multi-hundred kWe
technology for a space nuclear electric power subsystem
for primary electric propulsion.
Descri_tion: A heat-pipe cooled, fast reactor utilizing _raySsn, Sterling,
Rankine or thermionic power conversion, is required for
the generation of electrical power. 'I'h,prime contender
presently is out-of-core thermionic power conversion. The
subsystem also includes a neutron shadow shield, a _IK
coolant manifold and heat pipe radiator structures, and
scm_ power processing and cabling.
Justification: lligh-energy planetary exploration at Jupiter, Saturn
and the.other outer planets is expected to start by
t]_ early 1990's, for which t_EPwill provide excep-
tional capability at low cost. For large payload trans-
port from lID to geosyn_hronous orbit or escape velocity,
I_P will allow a 50% reduction of payload transportation
c_st. For very high velocity transport to the outer
reaches of the Solar System, _P can reduce transport
costs by factors of 10 to factors of many hundreds when
compared with chemical propulsion.
1977006971-234
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Title- Metallic-Fluid l_at Pipes
Objective: Acquire the terra,fogy for production and space application of
economical, durable, effective metallic-fluid heat pipes.
Descri_t/on" _mtallic-fluid heat pipes have potential to transport
thermal power densities up to t_o orders of magnitude greater
than those of their ammonia count. O_erating tem-
peratures range from those of water heat pipes to over
1,800 K. For example, a lithi_ heat pipe operating at 1500eq
can transport 15,000 w/cm z with a 0.1°/cm gradient. H_,
these r_active l_at-pipe fluids ccmbined with zow-concentra-
tion tenacious ccn_ts like oxygen, which accelerate
corrosion and solution particularly at high temperatures, can
cause serious material problems. Effective, eccr_mical pro-
cessing must be established to minimize cc_taninants and
maximize lifetimes. Simple high-performance wick, envelope
configurations must be developed to reduce costs, ease fab-
rication and prcoessing and decrease contamix_ticn. Special
application problams such as those of the heat-pipe-cooled
reactor and of t/_ thermionic-ccnverter, heat pipe module
must be solved.
Justification: IAiclear electric power and propulsion must provide for
missions requiring over I00 kWe beginning in the 1990's:
planetary, earth-clbit, and nuclear-%aste-disposal pro-
pulsicm and large-space-station and lunar-base power.
Such systent_ need light-w_ight thermal-transport capa-
bil_ies to handle great power d_sities at high tempera-
tures wit/, '_all thermal gradients. Metallic-f]ul i heat
pipes can meet these, requirements.
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Title: High-Performance Thermionic Conversion
Objective: Acquire the technology for econcmical, durable, high-efficiency
t/__rmioDic conversion of heat from various energy sources to
electric pcwer for use.in a wide ranae of applications.
Description: Substantial converter-campoz_nt gains are now possible because
out-of-core therm_.onics allows material and design freedams
fozJ_idden by in-core nucleanics. New configurations to
er_znce interelectrode ionization should reduce plasma losses
by about 0.5 volts. Such arc-drop reductions generally
involve significant decreases in cesium pressure and enable
severalfold increases in interelectrode spacings. L_en with
much low_r cesit_n pressures, pr_mising new emitter
materials wit/l l_re metal _Drk functions near 2eV should
yield good emission. And new collector materials should
result in cesiated work functions of apprc_imately leV.
Overall gains of successful integration of these improved
cagponents can effect a ch_-ge of t_rmionic-conversion
efficiencies frcm near I0 percent to over 30 percent.
Justification: Thermionic conversion is especially valuable for nuclear
electric power and propulsion systems because it
}_ndles high power densities with high heat-reception
and rejection temperatures. These characteristics
and projected conversion-efficiency increases mean
reasonable si_ce radiators for nuclear electric power
and propulsion syst_ns, which generally range above
the i00 kWe level. But t/_ermionic converters can
also accept heat at much low power levels from any high-
temperature energy source like radioisotopes or con-
centrated solar energy.
RF_RODUCIBILIEW. OF THil
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Title: High Power ElEctrostatic Thrust Subsystamn
Objective: Demonstrate, in a complete ground prototype test, t/le
technology for a multi-hundred kWe electrostatic thrust
subsystem and its associated propellant storage and
distribution mlbsyst_L_ for primary nuclear powered
electric propulsion.
Description: Design and demonstrate 400 kWe mersey bombarda_t
ion thrust_.r subsyst_,_, with 3-axis contro authority,
ancillary power processing, switching and logic, and
thermal control technologies for NEP. Subsystem
specific mass is presently eetimated at 4 kg/kWe.
The subsystem is to _ designed for a Shuttle-launched,
multi-mission _P spacecraft or reusable tug.
Justification: lligh-energy planetary exploraticm at Jupiter, Saturn
au,_the other outer planets is expected to start by
the early 1990's, for which NEP will provide excep-
tional capability at low cost. For large payload
transport from LEO to geosynchronous orbit or
escape velocity, NT2 will allow a 50% reduction of
payload transportation cost. For vely high velocity
transport to the outer reaches of the Solar System
I,]EPcan reduce transport costs by factors of i0 to
factors of many hundreds when compared with chemical
propulsion.
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IL_ (I)c
Title: MPD Thrust Subsystem Technology
Objective: Demonstrate, in a cc_plete ground prototype test, t/_e
technology for a multi-hundred kWe MPD are jet subsystem
and its associated propellant storage and distribution
subsystem for primary nuclear powered electric propulsion.
Description: A 400 kWe magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) thruster utilizing
argon as a propellant, with 3-axis gimballing and
auxiliary power processing, switching and logic is
expected to be an important advanced technology for _P
for Earth orbit transfers at exhaust velocity below 30
km/s. The subsystem is to be designed for Shuttle-
launched, multi-mission NEP spacecraft or reusable tug.
Justification: Requirements for transport of a multiplicity of
payloads from LEO to many orbit locations and very
large payloads to geosynchrous orbit and earth
escape can be handled most eccncmically with N_P.
The MPD arc jet provides a major reduction of mass,
cost and complexity for these missions.
J
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IIA (2) (a)
Title: Solid Core Nuclear Rocket Technology
Objective: As assessment of application to combined high-thrust/low-
thrust missions.
Description: A direct heating, solid core, nuclear rocket technology
would provide high thrust upper stage propulsion at a
hydrogen exhaust velocity apprcaching i0 km/s. This
should be assessed in combination with low thrust
propulsion, _s a dual-mode system or as a separate NEP
system.
Justification: This technology, because of its high thrust character-
istics, perhaps merits re-evaluation in the light of
ot/_r technologies more recently being advocated. The
advantage of relatively high exhaust velocity, however,
appears to be partially offset by the lar,e hydrogen
tankage requirement. Possible combined high-thrust/
l_e-thrust missions have not yet been studied within
t/_ context of planned STS capabilities.
J
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IIA (2) (b)
Title: Fluid Core _clear Technology
Objective: To complete the experimental characterization and the con-
ceptual design of a high temperature plasma core nuclear
rocket system.
Description: Large, very high tes_0erature, fissioning plasma cores in
nuclear reactors have the potential of producing high
tl_rust-to-mass propulsi(_n at ex]_ust velocities up to 50
km/s. Such systems require the storage and/or recircula-
tion of fissionable materials outside the reactor, and a
fairly ccmplete separation of fluid flow between the
hydrogen propellant and fissioning pla_na within the
reactor. Both the "open cycle" and "light bulb" con-
cepts of the plasma core nuclear rocket require
evaluatien.
Justification: Very large, high energy manned missions, such as manned
planetary expeditions, may be expected scmetime beyond
t/_ year 2000. Such missions will require some com-
bination of high thrust and high exhaust velocity
propulsion. It is therefore important to carry the
plasma core nuclear propulsion to validation of con-
ceptual design in order to allow a good comparison
with other systems carred to a higher level of the
state of the art. Any further need for technology
advancement can then be assessed.
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Title: Nuclear Fusion Propulsion
Objective: A continuing assessment is needed of high-energy fusion
research as it moves toward experimental demonstration.
Description: Two main cGncepts have been proposed for the use of
nuclear fusion to generate th_st: micro-explosion
concepts (laser-triggered) ant controlled thermonuclear
reactors (_._fR).These concepts represent a future
opportunity to obtain much higher energy densities than
by nuclear fission, and thereby represent a follow-on
technology of potential importance.
Justification: Fusion energy systems represent the first possibility
for space exploration well beyond our Solar System.
Such missions are after the year 2000, but represent
an important aspect of future planning. At this time
N_A is a technolo_l observer and planner rather than
an active participant.
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Title: Combined radioisotope Thermoelectric/Propulsion Module
Objective: To integrate the separately developed technologies of
radioisotopic thermoelectric generators and propulsion
to cr_nce mission performance.
J
Description: Flow passages and thruster nozzles are incorporated
in the design of a radioisotope thermoelectric generator
so that the pro[_llant is directly heated for specific
impulse improvement.
Justification: The radioisotope thermoelectric generator is
typically applied to deep space missions where any
extention of mission life time is of great value.
Increased performanc_ of the auxilliary propulsion
system extends useful mission life time and/or
capability by conserving propellant.
Some types of sensors are incompatible with
high energy propellant exhaust products and force
the use of cold gases having low specific impulse.
Auxilliary heating can more than double the specific
impulse in these cases.
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